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viii SUMMARY 

Summary 

There are many problems in medicine and biology involving some kind of spatial spread. Often the 
aim in such problems is to control the spread. A large proportion of medical and biological systems 
distinguish themselves from the types of system found in engineering by the way the control acts. 
This is illustrated by considering the specific example of the spread of rabies among foxes 

A brief description of a model for the spatial spread of rabies among foxes, developed by 
Murray et al. (1986), is given. This model is then extended to include the control mechanism. 
The problem is to prevent the spread of the rabies virus by vaccinating or culling foxes via the 
distribution of bait in a region around an observed outbreak. 

The extended model can be formulated as a nonlinear time-varying control system described 
by partial differential equations. In contrast to most engineering type control problems the control 
does not continuously affect the system but only acts through the initial distributions. A general 
theory is developed for dealing with such nonlinear systems by the use of a fixed point theorem. 

In a similar way to Pritchard and Salamon (1987) and Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) the 
dynamics are considered on a triple of Banach spaces Z C Z c Z to allow for the possible 
unboundedness of the nonlinearity. Thus the nonlinearity is considered as a map from Z into Z. 
A mild form of the time-varying system is introduced to allow for a wider class of nonlinearities. 
Assumptions are introduced so that the mild form of system equation is well-defined and has a 
fixed point that, at least partially, solves the control problem. 

An adaptive scheme is introduced that constructs the control that gives rise to the fixed-point 
but is easier to implement computationally. This scheme is less intuitive than that provided by 
the fixed point theorem. However the method exploits the existence of the fixed point while only 
requiring the final states (and not the states on the whole time interval) to be stored at each step. 

By assuming that the linear part of the system is a time-varying perturbation of a time-invariant 
operator it is shown how a mild form for the system equation can be derived from the original 
dynamics. Moreover suppose that the time-invariant operator is the generator of a strongly contin
uous semigroup. Then the conditions for the mild form of the system to be well-defined and have 
a fixed point can be reduced to conditions on the semi group and perturbation. 

Existence theorems are provided for solutions of semilinear systems with unbounded nonlin
earities. 

The theory is applied to the rabies model. The problem and the theory are illustrated by some 
numerical simulations. 



Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the controllability of time-varying, infinite-dimensional systems 

where the control acts only via the initial state. The motivation for such systems are some of 

the models being proposed for medical and biological problems involving some form of spatial 

spread. 

In many biological systems the control acts only via the initial state (Roberts, 1992; Tracqui 

et aI., 1995; Allen et aI., 1996,for example), though it is sometimes repeated. This control, in 

systems involving the spread of an epidemic, typically consists of a cull or vaccination program 

that removes a certain proportion of the susceptible population. 

For some systems spatial heterogeneity is an important part of the model (Lewis et aI., 1996; 

Cruywagen et aI., 1996) and quite often spatial spread is modelled by a simple diffusion term 

(Okubo et aI., 1989; Louie et aI., 1993). This leads us to adopt an infinite-dimensional setting and, 

since these models are invariably nonlinear, in this thesis we will be considering the controllability 

of such nonlinear systems. A theory is developed that allows for the possible unboundedness of 

the nonlinearity. 

A good example of the problems associated with the controllability of biological systems is 

provided by the spread of rabies (Murray et aI., 1986). This example will be used to motivate and 

illustrate the mathematical approach used. 
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Mathematical modelling of the spread of rabies 

Many mathematical models have been proposed for the spread of rabies (see Smith and Harris, 

1991 ,for a review). These models have been used to better understand the epidemiological patterns 

observed in an epidemic, the mechanism and rate of spread of the disease, and the important 

question of the possibility of controlling rabies. The principal reservoir of rabies in Europe is the 

Red Fox, Vulpes vulpes (Anderson, 1986) and many of the models study the spread of rabies within 

a fox population. 

These models can help biologists to better understand the disease by highlighting key param

eters within the model. For example, in the models of Anderson et al. (1981) and Murray et al. 

(1986) it is seen that the ability of the environment to support a fox population-the environmental 

carrying capacity-is an important parameter. In these models it is seen, roughly speaking, that if 

this value is above a critical one then there will be an epidemic. 

The controls methods considered are usually that of vaccination, culling or a combination of 

both. These methods are seen as a way of reducing the environmental carrying capacity in a certain 

region where one wishes to prevent the spread of the disease. Kallen et al. (1985) and Murray et al. 

(1986) consider when travelling wave solutions of rabid foxes exist and the possibility of creating 

a break ahead of the wave to prevent further spread. 

There is no consensus of opinion over the best method of reducing the environmental carrying 

capacity. Some authors have suggested that vaccination is the best method (Anderson et aI., 1981; 

Murray et aI., 1986,for example) while others in recent years have been proposing culling as the 

only effective strategy (Harris and Smith, 1990). 

At present there has been no attempt made to apply the techniques of mathematical control 

theory to this problem. We treat this problem by extending a well-known model to include a 

control term and then applying a fixed point approach to nonlinear control. 
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Time-varying systems 

Consider the time-varying abstract differential equation given by 

i(t) = A(t)z(t), t~O (1) 

where, for all t ~ 0, A(t) is an unbounded linear operator on some Banach space Z. Kato (1953, 

1956) was the first to construct the fundamental solution of (1) by approximating it by fundamental 

solutions corresponding to piecewise constant generators. Hence (Yosida, 1980) Kato's method is 

an abstraction of the classical polygon method of Cauchy for the ordinary differential equation 

given by 

d~~t) = a(t)z(t). 

Tanabe (1961) constructed a fundamental solution of (1) by representing the system generator 

as a time-invariant generator with a time-varying perturbation using the theory of holomorphic 

semigroups. Essential to both approaches is the assumption that A (t) is the generator of a strongly 

continuous semigroup for all t ~ O. A different approach is provided by Lions (1971) who assumes 

that A(t) is defined via a time-varying bilinear form. 

For time-invariant linear differential equations (A(t) = A) the Hille-Yosida Theorem provides 

a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solutions. However, for time-varying 

differential equations of the form (1) the existence theory is not so well developed. 

Suppose that a fundamental solution U(t, s) of (1) exists and consider the inhomogeneous 

differential equation given by 

i(t) = A(t)z(t) + f(t), z(O) E D(A(O)). (2) 

Then if f (.) is suitably smooth the solution of (2) is given by 

z(t) = U(t, O)z(O) + lot U(t, s)f(s) ds. (3) 

Fundamental solutions of (1) are strong evolution operators and A( t) is said to be the generator of 

U(t, s). If, in (3), U(t, s) is a mild evolution operator and z(O) E Z is arbitrary then (3) defines a 
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continuous function that is independent of A(t). Hence by weakening the assumptions on U(t, s) 

and studying this system equation directly Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) were able to allow for 

a wider class of perturbed dynamical system. This will be the approach followed in this thesis 

where f (.) is replaced by a possibly unbounded nonlinearity. 

Hence systems described by equations of the form 

z(t) = U(t, s)Bu + lot U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds 

where u is the control, B is a bounded input operator, D(·) and E(·) characterise the unbounded

ness of the nonlinearity, will be considered in this thesis. The unboundedness is represented by 

the triple of Banach spaces Z c Z c Z, where the canonical injections are continuous with dense 

range. With respect to these spaces it will be assumed that E{t) is a bounded linear operator from 

Z, and D (t) is a bounded linear operator into Z. Hence assumptions will be introduced so that this 

mild form of system equation is well-defined. 

This approach has been used by Pritchard and Salamon (1987) to consider the linear quadratic 

control problem with unbounded input and output operators. For time-varying systems Hinrichsen 

and Pritchard (1994), who were the first to work with this style of system equation and setting, 

have used this approach to study the stability of (1) for unbounded unknown perturbations. 

If A(t) = A + P(t), where A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S{t), and 

P(t) E £(Z) is piecewise continuous, then it is known (Curtain and Zwart, 1995) that A(·) is the 

generator of a mild evolution operator U (t, s) in the sense that the unique solution of 

U(t, s)z = S(t - s)z + it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)z ds 

is U{t, s). This provides the means by which a mild form of system equation can be associated 

with the original form of the system when A(t) = A + P(t). This is particularly useful when 

the original system arises from a semilinear one by performing a local approximation about a 

solution trajectory. A framework is developed for this association even when the perturbation is 

allowed to exhibit the same unboundedness as the nonlinearity. This is represented by assuming 

that P{t) E £(Z, Z) for each t. 
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Application of fixed point theorems in nonlinear control 

While a well developed theory exists for linear control systems, even in infinite-dimensional 

spaces, for nonlinear systems this is not the case. Any success in this area is dependent upon 

particular classes of nonlinearity, and advances have been limited. Some progress is possible using 

the well-known fixed point methods of nonlinear analysis. 

The earliest use of fixed point methods in a control text was by Hennes (1965) for finite

dimensional systems. A description of the application of such methods to finite-dimensional time

varying systems that is used as a basis for other authors' work is given by Davison and Kunze 

(1970). 

The methods for finite-dimensional systems have been extended to infinite-dimensional sys

tems by Magnusson and Pritchard (1981) and Magnusson et al. (1985). For a review of the use 

of fixed point methods in nonlinear control and observation see Carmichael and Quinn (1988). In 

this thesis the fixed point approach will be extended to nonlinear time-varying infinite-dimensional 

systems where the control acts only via the initial state. 

Suppose that U (t, s) is a mild evolution operator on some Banach space Z and consider the 

system described by 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu 

Y = Cz(T) 

where the output Y E Y a Hilbert space, u E U the Hilbert space of controls, B E /:'(U, Z) and 

C E /:'(Z, V). The control problem then becomes that of finding, if possible, a control u that 

solves the following equation 

Yd = CU(T, O)Bu 

where Yd is the target output. If the operator ¢ = CU(T, O)B is invertible then there is a unique 

solution given by u = CP-1Yd. Now suppose that there is a nonlinear tenn in the system equation, 

then this approach suggests that the control is given by 

u = cp-l (Yd - C loT U(T, s)N(z(s)) dS) . 
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Note, however, that this is an implicit expression since the control depends on the trajectory z(·). 

If this trajectory exists and is known then it is given by 

z(t) = U(t,O)B¢-l (Yd - C loT U(T, s)N(z(s)) dS) + lot U(t, s)N(z(s)) ds. (4) 

Hence the control problem is reduced to finding a fixed point of the operator defined by the right

hand side of (4). The fixed point theorem used in this thesis is by Collatz (1966) and guarantees 

the uniqueness of the fixed point. 

Normally the fixed point problem is considered on a subspace, with a suitable topology, such 

that the linear part of the system is exactly controllable to this region. Adopting this approach 

would require restricting attention to the range of ¢ and this is too restrictive. Therefore, for the 

linear part of the system, the least squares problem of minimising 

over all choices of u E U is posed. The least squares solution with minimum norm, provided 

Yd E ran ¢ + (ran if».l, is given by u = if> t Yd. Hence the fixed point approach will be used for the 

nonlinear system with control given by 

u = ¢t (Yd - C loT U(T, s)N(z(s)) dS) . 

The operator ¢t is called the generalised inverse of ¢. For a treatment of generalised inverses of 

linear operators on infinite-dimensional spaces see Nashed (1971). Generalised inverses in the 

fixed point approach have been used by Pritchard (1981) to obtain observers and minimum-energy 

controls for nonlinear finite-dimensional systems. 

Organisation of thesis 

This thesis deals with a particular control problem and can be roughly divided into three parts. 

The first part is concerned with defining the control problem; the second develops a mathematical 

theory to solve it; and in the third part the theory is applied. 
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The primary concern of Chapter 1 is the control problem. Background material is provided for 

the rabies virus and control methods currently in use. Then the control problem is defined from 

an ecological stand-point. A mathematical model for the spread of rabies (Murray et aI., 1986) is 

presented in Section 1.2 and is then extended to include a control term. 

In terms of this extended model the control problem is then to choose, if possible, a suitable 

initial density of vaccinated foxes (or level of cull) such that, in a region where rabies is not 

endemic, the total population density of infected foxes is driven to a specified target in a certain 

time. This poses a novel control problem since the control is allowed to influence the system only 

via the initial state. 

The system of nonlinear partial differential equations comprising the extended model is then 

formulated as an abstract differential equation in a Banach space setting. 

Chapters 2 and 3 comprise the main theory of this thesis. A theory is developed for solving the 

mathematical control problem while allowing for the possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity. 

The mathematical control problem is dealt with in Chapter 2 in a time-varying system frame

work similar to that of Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) used for the study of unbounded perturba

tions of linear evolution equations. This involves considering a mild form for the system equation 

and constructing assumptions that imply that this equation is well-defined. 

Once this framework has been developed, in Section 2.2 a fixed point theorem ofCollatz (1966) 

is applied to construct an input that gives rise to a mild solution with the desired properties. An 

equivalent, but less intuitive, method for constructing the control is presented in Section 2.3. This 

is an adaptive scheme that proves to be easier to implement computationally by making use of the 

original dynamics of the system. 

It is shown that it is possible to drive the output of the system to the target only on some 

subspace of the space of outputs Y . For the rabies model it is the actual output that is of primary 

concern and so in Section 2.4 the important question of how to choose the target to minimise the 

actual output is considered. 

For the rabies model the time-varying nature of the system arises because of a local ap

proximation that is made about some initial control and corresponding trajectory. In this case 
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A(t) = A + P(t) describes the linear part of the system. In Chapter 3 systems of this fonn are 

considered. 

The concept of A(·) being the generator of a mild evolution operator is introduced for the case 

where P(t) exhibits the same unboundedness as the nonlinearity for each t. It is assumed that A 

is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and the conditions of Chapter 2 are reduced to 

corresponding ones for the semi group and perturbation. 

Chapters 4 and 5 apply the theory of Chapters 2 and 3. First to a general example in a Hilbert 

space setting in Chapter 4 and then to the rabies model itselfin Chapter 5. The results of Chapter 5 

can be considered as corollaries to those in Chapter 4 for which some of the Hilbert space structure 

is lost. This is because in the rabies model the diffusion tenn that gives rise to a strongly continuous 

semigroup with smoothing properties appears only in the last equation. Therefore the natural space 

to consider each of the other parts is the Banach space of continuous functions. 

Numerical results are provided for a specific example of the rabies control problem. The three 

control strategies-vaccination, culling and a combination of both-are compared. The adaptive 

scheme of Chapter 2 provides an easily implemented method for constructing the desired control. 



Chapter 1 

The Control Problem 

The question of rabies spread and control has been widely studied by ecologists and mathematical 

biologists (see Smith and Harris, 1991,for a review of some of the principal models suggested), 

but so far the techniques of mathematical control theory have not been applied. In the chapters that 

follow we will apply some of these techniques. 

In this chapter we define the control problem, first as an ecological one, and then as a mathe

matical one. The mathematical control problem will be treated in the chapters that follow. 

1.1" Rabies and its control 

In this section background information on rabies is provided. The topics covered are the virus and 

the resulting disease itself (MacDonald, 1980; Anderson, 1986; MacKenzie, 1990); the history 

of rabies in Europe (Harris and Smith, 1990; MacKenzie, 1990, 1997); and the controls being 

employed to stop its spread (Anderson, 1986; Harris and Smith, 1990; MacKenzie, 1990, 1997). 

This section is concluded by defining the control problem from an ecological and biological point 

of view. 
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1.1.1 What is rabies? 

Rabies, one of the oldest recognised diseases, is an acute viral infection of the central nervous 

system. In the Nineteenth century Louis Pasteur developed a vaccine that, if used immediately, 

can be used to treat the disease. Unfortunately once rabies has reached the clinical phase it is 

nearly always fatal. 

Multiplication of the virus in the brain results in the well-known 'furious' symptoms, although 

if it is the spinal cord that is predominately affected then paralytic or dumb rabies results. One 

of the more infamous and distressing symptoms in humans is the fear of water (hydrophobia). 

Together with the fatality of the clinical phase of infection and the other distressing symptoms, 

this helps to make rabies one of the most feared of all diseases. 

An example of the fear that rabies produces is recorded by MacDonald (1980): A blacksmith 

demanded treatment for rabies after shoeing a pony that later became rabid. His wife also de

manded treatment because she had brushed down the clothes he had been wearing at the time. 

Even in Britain, isolated from the rest of Europe by the English Channel, strict and harsh regula

tions exist to keep rabies out. 

The actual threat to human life (in Europe) is quite small; in the 1960s and 1970s there were 

only 1-4 deaths per year (Anderson, 1986). Between 1945 and 1997, 250 human deaths were 

reported in Europe (MacKenzie, 1997). 

An outbreak of the disease is costly to treat: all domestic animals in an infected area are 

vaccinated; any animal thought to be rabid is destroyed and the owners given post-exposure vac

cinations. In the United States, where the cost per person for the vaccine is 1000 to 1500 dollars, 

over 1800 people in Texas were given post-exposure treatment for rabies in 1995. 

It is widely believed that the principal reservoir of infection in the wild is the Red Fox Vu/pes 

vulpes (Anderson, 1986). Therefore in this thesis we will be considering the spread of rabies in 

foxes. 
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1.1.2 A history of rabies in Europe 

An epizootic of rabies in wild dogs was eradicated in 1928 by the mandatory vaccination of do

mestic animals and by destroying packs of wild dogs. In the 1930s rabies reemerged on the Polish

Russian border and the outbreak of the Second World War helped to spread the disease, primarily 

through dogs and foxes. 

By the time dogs were brought under control rabies was sufficiently maintained in foxes for an 

epizootic to begin. The current epizootic, which was a result, started in Poland in 1945 and spread 

west at a rate of 30-40 kilometres per year reaching (West) Germany in 1950; Belgium in 1966; 

and France in 1989 (MacKenzie, 1990). 

In Victorian Britain the muzzling of all dogs and the shooting on sight of any that were not 

muzzled led to the eradication of rabies. Since then, except for a brief spell just after the First 

World War, Britain has remained free of rabies. The building of the Channel Tunnel provoked 

fears that rabies might once again be introduced onto the British mainland. 

1.1.3 Control methods for rabies 

The problem of controlling the spread of rabies is normally tackled either through the culling 

or vaccination of a proportion of the fox population. The idea of this is to block the chain of 

transmission by reducing the probability that an infected fox will pass on the disease to a healthy 

one. If an infected fox is unable to pass on the infection before it dies, then the virus dies with it. 

To maintain a high level of immunity against rabies repeated vaccinations are required because of 

the short life expectancy of the fox-approximately 1.5 to 2.5 years (Anderson, 1986). 

Oral rabies vaccine, contained in pellets offishmeal or lard, is distributed throughout the coun

tryside in some European countries. This distribution, performed by helicopters or hunters, has 

occurred twice a year-in Spring and Autumn-since the 1980s (MacKenzie, 1997). 

MacKenzie (1997) reported that this distribution of vaccinated bait had been largely successful: 

There had been no cases in France for one year; Switzerland and Belgium for almost a year; the 

Netherlands, Luxembourg and (East) Germany for two years and so these countries were officially 

considered 'rabies-free'. 
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The two principal vaccines being used are the classical vaccine, based on live weakened rabies 

virus; and a live recombinant vaccinia virus (Blancou et aI., 1986). In order for the fonner vaccine 

to be effective it must be given live. If not, the virus can not mUltiply and an ineffective immune 

response results. This creates major problems in the distribution of this vaccine as it dies out after 

only a few weeks at field temperatures. To maximise the life-span and hence the usefulness of this 

vaccine it is distributed in Spring and Autumn. The recombinant virus is more stable and can be 

used at different times of the year, and in hotter climates. 

The recombinant vaccinia virus is based on the pox virus and harbours a gene that codes for a 

surface antigen specific to rabies. The pox virus replicates exposing the immune system to rabies 

protein and thereby inducing an immunity to the disease. This vaccine gives good protection 

against rabies infection when administered orally and is easily distributed. 

Neither vaccine is without fears over its use. There are fears that the weakened rabies virus 

might revert to a stronger strain and so produce infection itself. At the time of MacKenzie (1990) 

a major fear was that too little was known about the vaccinia virus to know whether it is a human 

pathogen. Since then it has become the vaccine used by the Texas Department of Health in their 

Oral Rabies Vaccination Programs. 

The first successful distribution of the live vaccine stopped the spread of rabies across the Swiss 

Alps. Between 1983 and 1990,5.2 million baits had been distributed in an effort to eradicate rabies 

from Europe. 

The vaccinia virus was first tested in 1987 on 6 square kilometres of a closed military base in 

Belgium. In the following year 435 square kilometres of Southern Belgium was covered, and by 

1990, 2200 square kilometres had been vaccinated. 

The other main method of tackling the problem of rabies spread is culling. The widespread 

public concern over the slaughter of foxes and the development of oral vaccines has called into 

question its use. It was estimated in Anderson (1986) that 1.25 million foxes were being killed an

nually in rabies control. This wholesale slaughter had had a limited success though, only slowing, 

not stopping, the rate of spread. 

More recently, Harris and Smith (1990) have pointed out the advantages of culling over vac-
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cination. An immediate effect of using poison in bait instead of vaccine is that foxes would not 

return after taking a bait to take more. This would hopefully increase the proportion of the fox 

population taking bait. Culling makes it easier to pin-point the source of infection and observe 

the effect of the control strategy; bodies are provided that can be tested for the rabies virus. A 

psychological advantage of culling is that any fox seen has the possibility of being infected. With 

a vaccination program it would be unknown whether a fox sighted in the wild was vaccinated or 

not. 

Anderson (1986) suggests that in high fox population densities a program of vaccination could 

be supplemented by culling. 

1.1.4 The control problem 

Harris and Smith (1990) pointed out that the situation in Britain, should rabies be introduced back 

onto the mainland, would be very different from that being faced by the rest of Europe. Whereas in 

Europe, where rabies is endemic and an epizootic wave 2000 kilometres long has to be dealt with, 

in Britain only a local point-source outbreak would need to be treated. If this outbreak were caught 

early enough the infection could be confined to this small area while being eradicated. Britain has 

a high population of foxes in urban areas; numbers in cities are five-times those in rural ones, and 

(in 1990) much higher than those in continental Europe. 

The success of the vaccination procedures in Europe over the past two decades has meant that 

fox populations are soaring. MacKenzie (1997) reported that in Switzerland and Germany a three

fold increase had been observed; while in parts of France a five-fold increase had occurred. Some 

scientists fear that with governments thinking the fight is over that vaccinations will be stopped 

prematurely. An example of this is in Slovenia were the number of cases of rabies jumped five

fold between 1992 and 1995. By 1997 the outbreak had only just been brought under control 

(MacKenzie, 1997). 

The fear is that with fox populations so high, if rabies were to return the current vaccination 

procedures would be unable to deal with it. Therefore it seems that, with the success of past 

vaccination programs, the situation in Europe is becoming like that in Britain. The problem we 
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consider in this thesis is the following: Suppose that in some area were rabies is not endemic, an 

outbreak occurs. This outbreak must be contained in some neighbourhood of the site of infection 

and eradicated. 

Associated with the control problem is the question of what method should be used to reduce 

the population. A baiting trial perfonned by Trewhella et al. (1991) in Bristol showed that bait 

uptake was generally lower than in Europe and North America. The abundance of other sources of 

food in British cities can help to explain the low uptake in Bristol. Another possible reason is that 

in high densities foxes tend to live in family units and so the distribution of bait will only reach 

certain family members. 

We consider what fonn the control will take, whether it is culling, vaccination or a combination 

of both. 

1.2 A mathematical model for controlling the spread of rabies 

In this section we derive a mathematical model for controlling the spread of rabies among foxes. 

The starting point is the model proposed by Murray et al. (1986). This model is itself an extension 

of that given by Anderson et al. (1981) by including the spatial spread of the disease. The paper 

by Anderson et al. (1981) was concerned with the overall population dynamics of rabies in foxes 

and neglected spatial effects. 

It was proposed by Kallen et al. (1985) that the spatial spread of the disease is due primarily to 

the random dispersal of rabid foxes. Their model was concerned mainly with the wavefront of an 

epizootic. This is the mechanism assumed by Murray et al. (1986). 

A key feature of rabies that was omitted in the Kallen et al. (1985) model is the variable and 

often lengthy incubation period. This was taken into account and studied by Anderson et al. (1981). 

We start this section with a description and a summary of the analysis of the Murray et aI. 

(1986) model. 
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1.2.1 The basic model 

To model the incubation period of rabies, the fox population is divided into three classes : the 

susceptible, with population density S; the infected, but not infectious, with density I; and the 

rabid class, with density R. There is no class of recovered and immune foxes because once rabies 

has reached the clinical phase it is almost certainly fatal. The total population density is N = 

S + I + R and varies in time. In this the formulation of Anderson et al. (1981) differed from other 

conventional epidemiological models. 

In the absence of rabies it is assumed that the population dynamics can be approximated by the 

logistic equation 

dN (N) lit = (a - b) 1- K N, 

where a, b are the intrinsic birth and death rates respectively; K is the environmental carrying 

capacity and models the ability of the environment to support the fox population. Typical values 

for K are 2 foxes per square kilometre for continental Europe and 4.6 foxes per square kilometre 

for the U.K. 

It is assumed that foxes of both infected classes continue to use environmental resources and 

die through natural means, but they produce negligible healthy offspring. Therefore the rate of 

change of fox density due to the population dynamics of both infected classes of fox omits any 

term for births. 

The principal methods of rabies transmission are biting or licking which require direct contact 

between foxes. Therefore it is assumed that foxes become infected at an average rate per head o~ 

f3R, where f3 is the disease transmission coefficient and measures the rate of contact between rabid 

and susceptible foxes. 

The rate of change of the susceptible population density is then the rate due to population 

dynamics minus the rate of loss due to rabies infection: 

-=(a-b) 1-- S-{3RS as (N) 
at K 

(1.1) 

where N = S + I + R is the total fox population density. 
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Newly infected foxes remain in the infected but not infectious class for an average incubation 

period of 1/ a. Therefore the rate at which incubating foxes become rabid and hence infectious is 

aI. 

The rate of change of the incubating fox density satisfies 

M (N) -=/3RS-aI- b+(a-b)- I at K . (1.2) 

If 1/ a is the average duration of the clinical disease, since rabies is usually fatal once it has 

reached the clinical phase, aR is the average rate at which foxes die from the disease. 

The mechanism for the spatial spread of the disease is assumed to be the random dispersal 

of rabid foxes. Non-rabid foxes are generally territorial and hence the absence of any migration 

terms in the equations governing the dynamics of S or I. Behavioural changes in rabid foxes are 

caused by the rabies virus attacking the central nervous system; while about half of foxes gradually 

become paralysed, the other half exhibit the more infamous 'furious' symptoms. It is the latter that 

lose their territorial behaviour and disperse randomly. This is modelled by a simple diffusion term 

(as was the case in Kiillen et aI., 1985). 

The population dynamics of the rabid class is then modelled by the following equation 

(1.3) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Some typical values (given in Anderson et aI., 1981) for the 

parameters in this model are given in Table 1.1. 

The mechanism for the spatial spread of the disease is the random dispersal or migration of 

infected foxes. Infection is through the uniform mixing of susceptibles and infectives. In this 

model the diffusion coefficient is constant and hence independent of the spatial domain of interest. 

In contrast, Cruywagen et aI. (1996) argue that an important feature of the natural world is spatial 

heterogeneity. This can be modelled by incorporating spatial dependence of the various parameters 

in the model, including the diffusion coefficient. 

The spatially uniform case (D = 0) of the model (1.1}-(1.3) was studied by Anderson et al. 

(1981). If an infectious fox is introduced into a population of K susceptible ones, then the expected 

number of secondary cases produced as a result in its lifetime is the 'basic reproductive rate'. It 
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Parameter Symbol Value 

average birth rate a 1 per year 

average death rate b 0.5 per year 

average duration of 1/0: 1/73 year (5 days) 

clinical disease 

average incubation l/a 1/13 year (28 days) 

period 

carrying capacity K 0.25 to 4.0 foxes Ian-2 

disease transmission (3 80 km2 per year 

coefficient 

Table 1.1: Values for the model parameters as given in Anderson et al. (1981). 

was found, by determining when the basic reproductive rate is one, that a critical condition for the 

carrying capacity is 

Kc= (0:+ a)(a+ a). 
{3a 

(1.4) 

K > Kc corresponds to the basic reproductive rate being greater than one resulting in rabies being 

maintained in the population. 

Three types of behaviour are possible: For K < Kc rabies dies out and the susceptible popu

lation density tends to K, the diseas~free steady state value; if K > Kc rabies becomes endemic 

and the population densities oscillate about a steady state 8 = 80,1 = 10, R = Ro. These osciI-. 

lations are damped if K is not much bigger than Kc in which case the densities tend to the steady 

state. 

This critical value is in keeping with epidemiological evidence and is between 0.2 and 1.0 

foxes per square kilometre (MacDonald, 1980; Anderson et al., 1981; Murray et aI., 1986). Given 

this value it is possible, from (1.4), to obtain an estimate for {3, a parameter which cannot be 

estimated directly because of the difficulty in observing fox contacts. This method was employed 

by Anderson et aI. (1981). 
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A numerical analysis perfonned by Murray et al. (1986) shows that for the full system (D # 0), 

if K < Kc rabies dies out. However, if K > Kc, then an epidemic wave fonns travelling with 

near-constant velocity. 

The method of control employed by Murray et al. (1986) was to consider a barrier ahead of 

the epidemic wave where the susceptible population has been reduced below the critical density. 

This reduction can either be achieved through vaccination or culling, or a combination of the two. 

Estimates are made from the model (1.IHI.3) for the width of this break region and the level 

of reduction necessary. This method is being employed successfully both in Europe (MacKenzie, 

1990, 1997) and Texas (Zoonosis Control Division, 1998). 

In studying the control of the spread of rabies, it is implicit in the analysis carried out by Murray 

et al. (1986) that once the population reduction has occurred it is maintained at this level. Hence 

a control zone of vaccinated foxes ahead of an epizootic wave is treated as being equivalent to a 

region where the carrying capacity K has been reduced. In practice we would expect that, after the 

population reduction has been completed, the susceptible population would begin to recover and 

increase towards the environmental carrying capacity. 

It has been argued (Harris and Smith, 1990) that the situation would be very different if ra

bies reached mainland Britain. Unlike in continental Europe where rabies is endemic and control 

strategies have to deal with an epizootic wave 2000 kilometres long, in Britain only a local, 'point

source' outbreak, would be experienced initially. A control strategy in Britain should, therefore, 

have the goals of both containing the outbreak and eliminating it in the original local area. 

To study the problem of containing and eliminating point-source outbreaks; and to consider 

the recovery of the susceptible population we extend the model given by (1.IHl.3). 

1.2.2 The extended model 

Present vaccination programs are carried out by distributing bait with oral rabies vaccine contained 

inside. An example of such a vaccination program is being carried out in Texas (Zoonosis Con

trol Division, 1998). This program began in February 1995 in response to two rabies epizootics 

(one in grey foxes) which started in 1988. The aim of the program is to produce a zone ofvacci-
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nated animals in front of each wave front to prevent the further spread of the disease and to bring 

about its subsequent elimination. In the last year this has involved the aerial distribution of, on 

average, 10 000 baits per flight over the course of 254 flights. 

With this in mind we can divide the control of rabies into three phases: 

1. An input phase where the bait containing the vaccine is delivered. The control parameters 

are the trajectory of the deliverer and the amount deposited. 

2. A vaccination phase where the bait is taken by the foxes and an immune response is produced 

msome. 

3. An observation phase where we observe the effects of our control strategy. 

We remark that culling could also be performed by the distribution of bait, substituting poison for 

vaccine (see, for example, Harris and Smith, 1990). 

The first phase can either be performed by the manual placement or aerial distribution of bait. 

The speed of distribution depends on the delivery method and the area over which bait is dis

tributed. For example, the 1998 vaccination program carried out in Texas lasted for 34 days over a 

region of 108 780 square kilometres and involved the distribution of 2.6 million baits. 

If the delivery of the bait is fast compared with the time frame of the rest of the dynamics the 

control or input to the system is the initial distribution (in space) of the bait. Suppose that the 

density of bait is B then a possible fonn for the dynamics of the bait is 

BB at = - ("IsS + "III + "IvV) B - HB, (1.5) 

where V is the density of vaccinated foxes; "Is, "II and "Iv measure the rate at which susceptible 

(respectively incubating, vaccinated) foxes take the bait; H is an increasing function in t and 

models the decomposition of the bait. To allow for environmental heterogeneity this function 

could be made spatially dependent. 

After the initial distribution, B(x, 0), of bait is made the bait is taken by foxes or decomposes 

until all the bait has been used up. Therefore the length of this second phase is limited by the period 

of effectiveness of the vaccine. At present, in vaccines whose active component is weakened rabies 
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virus, the virus dies out after a few weeks in the field. To maximise the useful life expectancy of 

the vaccinated baits they are currently distributed in Spring and Autumn (MacKenzie, 1990). 

In the second phase susceptible foxes take the bait and an immune response is produced in 

some. Suppose that the susceptible foxes take the bait and become immune at an average rate per 

head of, B. If we suppose that vaccinated foxes give birth to susceptible ones so that immunity is 

not inherited, and that the vaccine does not produce any behavioural changes the dynamics of the 

susceptible class of fox becomes 

as (N) 7ft = (a - b) 1- K S - {3RS - ,ES + aVo (1.6) 

The bait used in the Texas program also contains a biomark agent. This has been used to 

indicate bait uptake. Following the 1996 program this marker was found in 35% of a representative 

sample of grey foxes. Of this sample 32% showed a positive response. In Europe typically 70% of 

foxes in the target areas take the bait (MacKenzie, 1990). 

Ifwe assume that incubating foxes do not become immune by taking the bait then the dynamics 

of [ and R remain unchanged; foxes in the clinical phase cannot be vaccinated against rabies. 

Therefore the remaining equations of the extended model are 

av ( N) - = ,ES - b + (a - b) - V at K 
(1.7) 

ill ( N) - = {3RS - a[ - b + (a - b) - [ at K 
(1.8) 

aR ( N) 2 at =a[-aR- b+(a-b) K R+DV R, (1.9) 

where N = S + V + [ + R is the total fox population density. 

A similar extension in the spatially uniform case can be found in Anderson et al. (1981), though 

we do not consider a rate of vaccination. We are dealing with the situation where bait is laid down 

and produces a level of vaccination which is allowed to have an effect. Possibly this program is 

repeated at a later stage, for example each year. 

To simplify the model and make use of existing estimates for the parameters in the original 

system (1.1)-(1.3), we consider the situation after the bait has been delivered and taken (or de

composed). Hence we consider the problem of determining what distribution of vaccinated foxes 
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we need to produce in order to contain and eliminate an outbreak of rabies. Thus the simplified 

version of the system of equations (1.5)-( 1.9) that we consider in the following is 

as (N) -=(a-b) 1-- S-(3RS+aV at K 
(1.10) 

- = - b + (a - b) - V av ( N) 
at K 

(1.11) 

-=(3RS-aI- b+(a-b)- I aI ( N) 
at K 

(1.12) 

aR (( N) 2 at = a I - o:R - b + a - b) K R + DV R, (1.13) 

Our control or input to this system is the level of vaccination (or cull). This is the initial 

distribution (in space) of the vaccinated class produced by some baiting strategy. This poses an 

interesting and novel control problem. Usually in engineering control systems the control acts 

continuously in time throughout the period considered. Therefore in tackling this problem we 

must deal with a new style of control system. 

1.3 Analysis of extended model 

In this section we analyse the steady states of (1.10)-(1.13) for the spatially uniform case and 

compare the results with those obtained by Murray et al. (1986). In a similar fashion we first 

introduce non-dimensionalised quantities. We conclude the section with an interesting analysis of 

the time-varying nature of a vaccination procedure. 

1.3.1 Analysis of steady states 

It is helpful for the analysis of the steady states to introduce non-dimensionalised quantities for the 

model. We make the following substitutions: 

s = S/K,v = V/K,q = I/K,r = R/K,n = N/K, 

f = (a - b)/f3K, 8 = b/f3K,/-t = a/(3K, 

d = (0: + b)/ f3K, x = (f3K)1/2X, t = f3Kt. 
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These quantities are along the lines of those introduced in Murray et al. (1986). With these substi

tutions the model becomes, on dropping the bar notation for simplicity, 

8s at =f(l-n)s+(f+())v-rs (1.14) 

8v 
8t = -«() + fn)v (1.15) 

8q 
at = rs - (p + () + fn)q (1.16) 

8r 82r 
at = pq - (d + fn)r + 8x2 ' (1.17) 

For the spatially uniform case we set ~ = O. The steady states satisfy s = v = q = r = 0. We see 

immediately from equation (1.15) that v = 0 for a steady state. Therefore equations (1.14}-( 1.17) 

reduce to 

at a steady state. 

S = f(1 - n)s - rs = 0 

q = rs - (p + () + fn)q = 0 

r = /Lq - (d + fn)r = O. 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

Two possible solutions are s = q = r = 0 and s = 1, q = r = O. These correspond to the 

population free and disease free steady states respectively. To find the disease persistent steady 

state we assume that q =I 0, and r =I O. Dividing (1.18) through by S gives 

r = f (1- n), 

and in particular n =I 1 since r =I O. Now (1.20) yields 

f 
q = - (d + fn) (1 - n) 

/L 

and, upon substitution, (1.19) becomes 

1 
s = - (p + () + fn)( d + fn) . 

/L 

Therefore adding these equations together gives the following formula for n., the total population 

density at the disease persistent steady state: 

d (p + () + f) + pf 
n. = . 

/L-€«()+€) 
(1.21) 
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Thus the disease persistent steady state is given by (8., 0, q., r.) where 

Murray et aI. (1986) made the observation that f, 6 « 1 and so performed an asymptotic analysis. 

In agreement with this analysis, to first order in f and 6, S., q., r. are given by 

S. = d + ~c5 + d (1 +~) f 
d 

q. = -(1- d)f 
I-" 

r. = (1 - d)f, 

We now determine when this steady state is realistic-that is, when each of S., q., r. is nonnegative. 

Since r. oj: 0 we see that r. is realistic when 

(
1- (d(I-"+6 + f) + I-"f)) > O. 

J.t-f(6+f) 

We expect J.t > f (c5 + f) since f and c5 are small and so this inequality simplifies to 

which can be rewritten in the form 

[ 
c5 ]-1 

d< 1+ :f -f, 

Similarly for q. to be realistic when (1.25) is satisfied the following condition must hold: 

Again this simplifies to, assuming that I-" > f (c5 + f), 

(1.25) 
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which is clearly satisfied. Finally, for s. to be realistic the following condition must be satisfied: 

This will be the case, provided J.-t > € (c5 + f), if 

Since c5 is small we expect that the right-hand side of this equation is negative; this occurs when 

- J.-t2 - J.-tc5 (1 - € ) + c52 + €2 < O. Now since d > 0 we see that the steady state is realistic if condition 

(1.25) holds. It now remains to check the stability of the system at each of the steady states. 

Consider the general dynamical system 

"2 = J(z). 

Suppose that the function J is differentiable with respect to z. Then making the substitution z = 

z + Zo we have 

z = J(zo) + :(zo)z + J(z) - zo· 

Therefore, if Zo is a steady state and IIzll small, 

dJ - -z = dZ(zo)z + J(z) = Az + J(z}. 

The following well-known result gives a sufficient criterion for the stability of a steady state. 

Theorem 1.3.1. Consider the general differential equation given by 

"2 = J(z). 

Suppose that J is differentiable and a(A) C C_. Then the steady state is asymptotically stable. 

This means that, if the eigenvalues of A have negative real part, then the steady state is stable; 

small perturbations of the steady state return to the steady state. 
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Suppose that f is given by the equations (1.18)-(1.20), with z = (s, v, q, r)T and that Zo = 

(so, 0, qo, ro) T is the steady state under consideration. Then 

E(1 - no) - SOE - ro -fSo + (f + 6) - f80 -80(f + 1) 

df 0 -(6 + fno) 0 0 
ctz(zo) = 

ro - fqo -Eqo -(J-L + 6 + Eno) - fqo So - fqo 

-fro -ffo I-" - ffo -(d + fno) - ffO 

where no = So + qo + ro. We will consider each of the three steady states in turn. 

Zo = (0,0,0,0) 

For this steady state the matrix A is given by 

o o 
o -6 0 0 

o 0 -(J-L+6) 0 

o 0 I-" -d 

We see immediately that one of the eigenvalues is real and positive. Therefore this steady state is 

unstable. 

Zo = (1,0,0,0) 

For this steady state the matrix A is given by 

-f 6 -f -(f + 1) 

o -(8 + f) 0 0 

o 0 - (I-" + 0" + f) 1 

o 0 I-" -(d+d 

By inspection we see that two of the eigenvalues are real and negative. The other two eigenvalues 

are roots of 

.x 2 + .x (I-" + 2f + 8 + d) + (d 8 + d f + 8 f + f2 - I-" + d I-" + f 1-"). (1.26) 
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the roots to have negative real part are provided by the 

Routh-Hurwitz conditions (Murray, 1993). These conditions are, for equation (1.26), 

/-l + 2€ + 0 + d > 0, and 

The first equation is automatically satisfied since each of the parameters is positive. The second 

equation yields the following necessary and sufficient condition for the steady state to be stable 

Zo = (s., 0, q., r.) 

For this steady state the matrix A is given by 

€(l - n.) - S.€ - T. -€S. + (€ + 0) 

o -(0 + fn.) 

-€T. 

-fS. 

o 
-S.(f + 1) 

o 
-(/-l + 0 + €n.) - €q. S. - €q. 

/-l- fT. -(d + €n.) - €T. 

(1.27) 

where n., S., q., T. are given by equations (1.21) and (1.22)-(1.24). Two of the eigenvalues of this 

matrix are 

with the remaining eigenvalues being the roots of the following polynomial: 

A2 + A (d + € (2n. + T. + q.) + 0 + /-l) 

+ (/-l + 0 + f (n. + q.)) (d + € (n. + T.)) - (€T. - /-l) (€q. - s.). 

Clearly A2 < 0 and Al is given by 

Al = €(1 - n.) - €S. - T. = -fS. < 0, 

(by (l.18) and the fact that S. =f. 0). Therefore it only remains to check whether the two roots of 

the above quadratic have negative real part. Again we apply the Routh-Hurwitz conditions: the 
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roots have negative real part if and only if 

and 

The first of these conditions is clearly satisfied. For the second condition we expand out the terms 

to get 

2 2 2 2 + € n. + € n.r. + € n.q. + €r.s. + €pq. - P8 •. 

Now s. = !(p + 6 + fn)(d + fn) and substituting for the last term gives 

which is clearly positive. Hence this steady state is stable. 

Remark 1.3.2. Recall that this steady state is realistic if condition (1.25) is satisfied which means 

that (1.27) is violated. Hence this steady state is realistic (and stable) if the disease free steady 

state is unstable. This is the requirement for an epidemic. 

The condition (1.27) is the non-dimensionalised version of (1.4) and determines whether an 

epidemic will be maintained. 

1.3.2 Some remarks 

The analysis of the previous subsection is not unexpected. By including the vaccinated class of 

fox, with its time-dependence, rather than reducing the environmental carrying capacity, we do 

not change the stability of the system. Intuitively, if K > Kc (or in non-dimensionalised form 

d < [1 + ~] -1 - f), once the population density of the vaccinated class of fox has been reduced 

to zero we are back in the unstable situation. Therefore if the infected fox population density is 

positive anywhere when this happens an epidemic will begin. 
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Roughly speaking, while the population density of the susceptible class is less than K e , the 

system is stable in the sense that the infected population density will decrease. Once the susceptible 

population density has risen above K e, the system becomes unstable in the sense that an epidemic 

will begin and rabies will be maintained in the fox population. 

We must remark at this stage a problem associated with using classical diffusion to model 

dispersal and continuous densities for populations of individuals. Both Kallen et a1. (1985) and 

Murray et a1. (1986) point out that mathematically the infected population density will always be 

positive everywhere and for all later times. This means that we must be careful in our analysis of 

the above extended model since mathematically if K > Kc whatever our vaccination program is, 

an epidemic will occur at some later point. The problem of continuous densities can be overcome 

by setting R = 0 (or 1= 0) if R (l respectively) is small enough. 

1.3.3 Time dependence of vaccination procedures 

Once a baiting trial has been completed and all of the bait has either been taken by foxes or 

decomposed the vaccinated population density will decrease. The susceptible population density 

will increase as vaccinated foxes give birth to susceptible ones. A critical question therefore for 

us to ask is: When will the density of the susceptible population be greater than or equal to the 

critical carrying capacity for an epidemic? If the outbreak of rabies has not been eliminated before 

this density has risen to this critical value an epidemic will occur. 

To illustrate the problem of the recovery of the susceptible population density after a vaccina

tion has been carried suppose that a fox population has reached the environmental carrying capacity 

K, which is a steady state for the fox population in the absence of rabies. 

After a baiting trial suppose that a proportion, A, of the susceptible foxes have been vaccinated. 

In the absence of any infected foxes the model equations (1.10)-(1.13) become 

d8 (8+ V) dt = (a - b) 1- K 8 + aV, 8(0) = (1 - )")K 

dV ( 8+V) di=- b+(a-b) K V, V(O) = )"K. 

Since the total fox population, S + V, is at the steady state value K, we have S(t) + V(t) = K for 
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(Days) 

0.9 215 

0.8 172 

0.7 123 

0.6 67 

Table 1.2: Recovery of susceptible population density for a carrying capacity of 2 foxes krn -1 and 

a critical carrying capacity of 1 fox krn-I. 

A Tc 

(Days) 

0.9 51 

0.8 8 

Table 1.3: Recovery of susceptible population density for a carrying capacity of 4.6 foxes krn-1 

and a critical carrying capacity of 1 fox krn-I. 

all times t. Therefore 

which has the solution 

dS 
- =a(K-S) 
dt 

S(t) = K(l - Ae-at
). 

We are interested in the time Tc when S(Tc) = Kc, the critical carrying capacity for an epidemic. 

This occurs at 

We give some numerical results in Table 1.2 and Table 1.3. 
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We note from the results in Table 1.3 that in the U.K. a minimum reduction of 80% is required 

and then the system remains stable for only eight days. This means that the rabies has to be 

eliminated in eight days or an epidemic will occur. This has serious repercussions if an outbreak 

of rabies occurs in Britain. 

These results seem to suggest that the time-dependence of the vaccination procedure is impor

tant when considering the efficacy of a control strategy. 

1.4 Mathematical formulation of the control problem 

Suppose that we wish to formulate the system of partial differential equations (1.1O}-(1.13) as an 

abstract differential equation. To do this let n c ~.2 be closed and bounded where n is the spatial 

domain. We set s(t) = S(t, .), v(t) = V(t, .), q(t) = J(t, .), r(t) = R(t, .), where, for example, 

S(t,·) = {S(t,x): x E S1}. Now fonn the vector 

and consider the dynamics 

where f(·) is given by (1. 1O}-(1. 13). 

z(·) = 

s(.) 

v(·) 

q(.) 

r(·) 

i = f(z) (1.28) 

The mechanism for controlling the spread of rabies considered in this thesis is population 

reduction. We allow for this reduction to be carried out in three ways: through a vaccination 

program; a cull; or a combined scheme of vaccination and culling. 

For the first method, suppose that an initial distribution, iIt(·) E PC(S1; lR), of foxes has been 

vaccinated. If the initial distributions of susceptible, incubating, and rabid foxes are, respectively, 
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So, qo, and fo, then the initial condition for (1.28) is 

So -1 

0 1 
z(O) = + Ul = Zo + BlUl' (1.29) 

lio 0 

fo 0 

For the second method we suppose that an initial distribution, U2(') E PC(O; lR), of foxes has 

been culled. Then the initial condition for (1.28) is 

So -1 

0 0 
z(O) = + U2 = Zo + B2u2. (1.30) 

lio 0 

fo 0 

Clearly these two methods of population reduction can be combined to give a third scheme 

for controlling the spread of rabies. In this case we suppose that initial distributions Ul, and U2 of 

foxes have been vaccinated and culled respectively. Then the initial condition for (1.28) is 

So -1 -1 

0 1 0 
(:) =zo+Bu. z(O) = + (1.31) 

7io 0 0 

fo 0 0 

For the purposes of reducing the total infected population density we consider the following 

observation 

y(t) = li(t) + r(t) = (0 0 1 1) z(t) = Cz(t). (1.32) 

The problem then is as follows: The spatial domain n represents the 'target zone'-the local 

area in which we wish to contain the outbreak of rabies. Suppose that the distribution, fo, of 

rabid foxes represents the outbreak. The problem is to choose (if possible) an input u-Ieve1 of 

vaccination or cull or both-so that the output-the total infected fox population density-at a 

particular time, T say, is some desired distribution Yd' 



Chapter 2 

Controllability via the Initial State 

The control problem which this thesis aims to solve is to drive some part, or all, of a particular 

biological or medical process, to some desired state in a specified time. The main application 

considered throughout this thesis is controlling the spread of rabies in a fox population. In this case 

the parts of the system that one wishes to control are the population densities of the incubating and 

rabid foxes. The novelty of these systems is that the control acts only through the initial state. 

In Chapter 1 the control problem was formulated mathematically as an abstract differential 

equation. The part of the state that is to be controlled is formulated as an output so that the 

problem becomes that of driving the output of the system to a desired value in a specified time. In 

this chapter the important question ofwhether a solution to the mathematical control problem exists 

is considered. A weakening of the aim of the control problem leads to a positive answer. More 

satisfactorily it is shown that, under certain circumstances, if a solution exists then the method used 

in this chapter will determine it. 

The mathematical formulation of the control problem is as follows. Consider the abstract 

differential equation given by 

i(t) = f(t, z(t)) 

where f is nonlinear and a solution is sought with values in a Banach space Z. The equation is 

uncontrolled except for an input, denoted by 'iI, via part of the initial state. Supposing that z~ is the 

known, given initial state of the equation without input, and B determines how the control acts, 
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the initial state is given by 

z(O) = Z~ + Bu. 

The controls are assumed to belong to a Hilbert space U such that B E £(U, Z). Therefore the 

treatment of this thesis is confined to the situation involving bounded inputs. If, for the underlying 

system, it is not possible to affect the state at every point of the spatial domain so that the controls 

are restricted to only a few points or parts of the boundary the resulting model will involve an 

unbounded input operator. Pritchard and Salamon (1987) considered systems with unbounded 

inputs and outputs. In this case it is assumed that there exists a Banach space Z C Zl with 

continuous injection and dense range. The input operator is then assumed to be bounded from U 

toZl • 

The output associated with the differential equation is given by 

y = Cz(T), 

where T is the specified time and the output takes values in a Hilbert space Y. Mathematically the 

control problem is to choose u such that the resulting output is Y = Yd, the desired target output. 

Again, if the part of the system that is to be controlled, that is the output, is the state at only certain 

points in the spatial domain or parts of the boundary the resulting model will have an unbounded 

output operator. If, in the rabies model, it was desired only to contain the spread of infection by 

keeping the density of infected foxes low on the boundary of the spatial domain, this would lead to 

an unbounded output operator. However in this thesis the aim is to reduce the infected population 

throughout the spatial domain. 

Suppose that an initial guess is made for the control, u' say, with associated differential equation 

Z'(t) = f(t, z'(t)), Z'(O) = z~ + Bu', (2.1) 

and that this equation has a continuously differentiable solution z'(·). While this control might 

be a good initial guess there is no reason to assume that the output of this system, Cz'(T), is the 

desired final state. Therefore a local approximation is made by setting z = z' + z and u = u' + u 
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to get 

i{t) + i'{t) = f{t, z{t) + z'{t)), z{o) = z~ + Bu + Bu' - z'{O). (2.2) 

Now suppose that f is differentiable around the trajectory Ht, z'{t)) : t E [0, T]} in the sense that 

f{t, z) = f(t, z'{t)) + A{t) (z - z'{t)) + D{t)N{t, E{t)(z - z'(t))) (2.3) 

for some piecewise continuous A(·) such that A(t) is an unbounded linear operator on Z for 

each t E [0, T]; DO and E(·) characterise and describe the unboundedness of the nonlinear

ity. Therefore in the following it will be assumed that there are Banach spaces Z and Z such that 

Z C Z C Z where the injections are continuous with dense ranges. With respect to these spaces 

we suppose that D(t) and E{t) are bounded (and so can be considered as unbounded operators 

with respect to Z). To give greater flexibility in the treatment of the nonlinearity we suppose that 

N : [0, T] x W ----t W where W C W are Banach spaces. More precise assumptions will be 

introduced in the following. 

Equation (2.2) can be rewritten as 

i(t) = A(t)z(t) + D{t)N(t, E{t)z(t)), z{O) = Bu. (2.4) 

The following assumption is made for the general differential equation. 

Assumption 1 The initial guess for the control u' gives rise to a continuously differentiable (with 

respect to Z) solution z'(-) of(2.1). The nonlinear function f satisfies (2.3) with respect to this 

solution. 

In Section 2.1 it is determined how equation (2.4) will be interpreted and in what form solutions 

will be sought. To seek solutions of this equation is too restrictive and so a mild form of the 

system equation is introduced (in a similar fashion to that of Hinrichsen and Pritchard, 1994,for 

perturbations oflinear evolution equations). This leads naturally to the definition of a mild solution. 

In Section 2.2 the first stage of the control problem is considered, namely the construction of an 

input that gives rise to a mild solution with the desired properties. A fixed point theorem is applied 

to give the solution. A review of the use of fixed point theorems in nonlinear control problems is 

given in Carmichael and Quinn (1988). 
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An equivalent, but less intuitive, method for constructing the control is given in Section 2.3. 

This method exploits the original system dynamics and uses an adaptive scheme to give the solu

tion. This method readily lends itself to numerical simulation and constructs the control directly 

rather than via a mild solution (as is the case in the fixed point approach). 

Throughout the chapter it is seen that, in general, the target output cannot be hit everywhere, 

but only only on some smaller subspace. In Section 2.4 the important question of how to minimise 

the actual output over all choices of target is considered. 

2.1 Time-Varying Systems 

In this section the system given by 

i(t) = A(t)z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)), z(O) = Bu (2.5) 

is considered. The meaning of equation (2.5) and a solution of it must be made precise. One of the 

aims of this thesis is to allow for the possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity and this must be 

taken into consideration. 

In the following subsection the abstract Cauchy problem on [0, T] defined by 

i(t) = A(t)z(t), z(s) = zs 

where S E [0, T], is considered. A definition is given for what is meant for this problem to be 

well-posed, and a (unique) family of operators governing the evolution of the system is associated 

with solutions of the problem. This family of evolution operators takes the place of the strongly 

continuous semigroup in the time-invariant situation. 

After considering the linear time-varying Cauchy problem the full system of (2.5) is consid

ered. In general, systems of this form will not be well-posed in the sense of the linear case. As 

a result, in a similar fashion to Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994), a mild version of the system 

equation is introduced. 

The section is concluded by allowing for the possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity in 

the mild version of the system equation. Solutions of the abstract Cauchy problem will then be 

interpreted in terms of mild solutions of this version of the problem. 
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2.1.1 The abstract Cauchy problem 

Consider the linear part of equation (2.5) with arbitrary initial state given by 

z(t) = A(t)z(t), z(s) = zs, (2.6) 

with s E [0, T]. It is well-known (see Pazy, 1983,for example) that in the time-invariant case, 

where A(t) = A for all t, if A is a densely defined linear operator on Z with non-empty resolvent 

set p( A), then the Cauchy problem (2.6) is well-posed if and only if A is the generator of a strongly 

continuous semigroup. Well-posed is meant in the sense of the following definition: 

Definition 2.1.1. The Cauchy problem given by (2.6) where A(t) = A is independent of t and 

s is fixed, is said to be well-posed if there exists a unique function z(·, s) E C( s, Tj Z), that is 

continuously differentiable on [s, T], z(t, s) E D(A) and satisfies (2.6) for all t E [s, T]. 

If A is the generator of the strongly continuous semigroup S(t) then the unique solution of 

(2.6) (provided Zs E D(A» is given by z(t, s) = S(t - s)zs. 

In the time-varying case Tanabe (1979) considered the situation where A(t) is the generator of 

a strongly continuous semigroup for each t E [0, T] and Krein (1971) that when A(t) is strongly 

continuous with domain independent of t. Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) weakened the latter 

assumption by allowing A(t) to be piecewise continuous. This will be the setting for the rest of 

the chapter. More formally, it is assumed that the following is satisfied. 

Assumption 2 A(t) is a linear operator on Z for all t E [0, T] with domain D(A), independent 

oft and dense in Z. For all z E D(A) the map t H A(t)z is continuous except on a finite set of 

discrete points J. For each T E J and z E D(A) the one-sided limits limt.j..r A(t)z, limttr A(t)z 

exist. 

In parallel with the time-invariant case the precise meaning of the time-varying Cauchy prob

lem given by (2.6) being well-posed must be defined. Let ~(T) = {(t, s) : 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T}. 

By allowing A(t) to be only piecewise continuous Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) were able to 

slightly weaken the definition appearing in the literature (see for example Krein, 1971). 
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Definition 2.1.2. The Cauchy problem (2.6) is said to be well-posed on Ll(T) if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

(i) For all s E [0, T) and Zs E D(A) there exists a unique continuous function z(·, s) : 

[s,T) ~ Zsuchthatz(t,s) E D(A)forallt E [s,T),is strongly differentiable on [8,T)\J 

and satisfies (2.6) in the following sense: 

(a) For all t E [8, T) \ J (2.6) is satisfied; 

(b) For all r E J we have the following one-sided limits 

lim z(r + h~ - z(r) = limA(t)z(t), 
h~O t+T 

lim z(r) - z(r - h) = limA(t)z(t); 
h+O h ttT 

(c) z(s) = Zs and 

lim z(s + h) - z(s) = limA(t)z(t). 
h~O h 4s 

(ii) The function z( t, s) is continuous and its derivative ~; (t, s) is piecewise continuous (with 

discontinuities in J only) in both t and 8 with (t, s) E Ll(T). 

(iii) The function depends continuously on the initial data in the following sense: 

Let z: E D(A) be a sequence of initial states such that z: -+ ° as n -+ 00. Then the 

corresponding functions zn(t, s) converge to zero uniformly in (t, s) E Ll(T). 

For each (fixed) S E [0, T) a function z(·, s) satisfying condition (i) of Definition 2.1.2 is said 

to be a strong solution of (2.6). 

If the time-invariant Cauchy problem is well-posed then A is the generator of a strongly con

tinuous semigroup. For the time-varying problem Hinrichsen and Pritchard proved a similar result. 

In this case the family of evolution operators associated with solutions of the Cauchy problem are 

functions of (t, s) E Ll(T). 

Proposition 2.1.3. Suppose that Assumption 2 holds and the Cauchy problem (2.6) is well-posed. 

Then there exists a unique family of bounded linear operators on Z, (U(t, s))(t,s)ea(T)' such that 

the solutions of (2.6) are given by z(t, s) = U(t, s)zsfor each Zs E D(A) and s E [0, T] where 

the following conditions are satisfied. 
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(i) For all t E [0, TJ, U(t, t) = I; 

(ii) For all (t, s) E .6.(T), and r E [s, t], U(t, r)U(r, s) = U(t, s),' 

(iii) For all (t, s) E .6.(T), D(A) is U(t, s)-invariant; 

(iv) For each 8 E [0, T] and Z E D(A) the map t H A(t)U(t, 8)Z is piecewise continuous 

(with discontinuities in J only) on [8, T] and 

U(t, 8)Z - Z = it A(a)U(a, 8)Z da, for (t, 8) E .6.(T)j 

(v) Forallt E [0, T] and Z E D(A) the map 8 H U(t, 8)A(s)z is piecewise continuous (with 

discontinuities in J only) on [0, t] and 

U(t, 8)Z - Z = it U(t, a)A(a)z da, for (t, s) E .6.(T)j 

(vi) U(" s) is strongly continuous on [8, T] and U{t,·) is strongly continuous on [0, t]for all 

(t, s) E .6.(T). 

Remark 2.1.4. For s > 0, Z E D(A) and t E [s, T] \ J, 

a 
at U(t, s)z = A(t)U(t, 8)Z. 

Now let Z E D(A), 8 E [0, t] \ J, and h > ° such that 8 + h E [8, t]. Then 

!...U( ) - l' U(t,8 + h)z - U(t, s)Z 
!} t, s Z - 1m h 
uS h.j.O 

= lim -hI U(t, s + h) (z - U(s + h, s)z) 
h.j.O 

= -U(t, s)A(s)z, 

from the previous statement and the strong continuity ofU(t,·) on [0, t]. 

The family of operators in Proposition 2.1.3 serves in the place of the semigroup in the time

dependent Cauchy problem. 
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Definition 2.1.5. Let A(t) be a family of operators satisfying Assumption 2 and (U(t, s))(t,S)E~(T) 

be a family of bounded linear operators on Z that satisfy conditions (i)-(vi) of Proposition 2.1.3. 

We say that (U(t, s))(t,S)E~(T) (or U(t, s) for short) is a strong evolution operator with generator 

A(·). 

In fact Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) proved, as with the time-invariant case, that the con-

verse is also true: 

Proposition 2.1.6. Suppose that (U(t, s))(t,S)E~(T) is a strong evolution operator with generator 

A(·). Then the Cauchy problem (2.6) is well-posed. 

Now for the full problem (2.5) one might expect to have to assume that A(·) is the generator of 

a strong evolution operator and impose suitable conditions on D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)) for the resulting 

Cauchy problem to be well-posed in the sense of Definition 2.1.2. Even in the case where A( t) = A 

is independent of time and the nonlinearity is bounded it is well-known that one cannot guarantee 

that this problem is well-posed. In this case a mild form of solution is introduced and the system 

dynamics are interpreted in terms of it. To motivate a similar idea for the time-dependent case 

suppose that D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)) is continuous with values in Z, and the Cauchy problem is well

posed with solution z(.) and strong evolution operator U(t, s). Then (Hinrichsen and Pritchard, 

1994) 

a
a [U(t, a)z(a)] = au(t;)z(a) I + U(t, a) OZa(a) 
a p p~u a 

and so, using Remark 2.1.4, 

o 
aa [U(t, a)z(a)] = U(t, a) (-A(a)z(a) + A(a)z(a) + D(a)N(a, E(a)z(a))) 

= U(t, a)D(a)N(a, E(a)z(a)). 

Integrating both sides with respect to a and rearranging we have 

z(t) = U(t, s)zs + it U(t, a)D(a)N(a, E(a)z(a)) da. 

This will be the mild form of solution to (2.5) and how 'solutions' of the system will be interpreted. 

Weaker conditions will be imposed on the evolution operator U (t, s) than those needed for a strong 

operator. 
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Definition 2.1.7. A family of linear operators (U(t, s))(t,S)E6.(T) such that U(t, s) E £(Z) for 

each (t, s) E ~(T), is a mild evolution operator on Z ifit satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (vi) of 

Proposition 2.1.3. 

The definition of a mild evolution operator is independent of any generator whereas for a strong 

evolution operator this is not the case. Since the mild fonn of solution to (2.5) does not require an 

A(t) Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) studied this object directly and so allowed for a wider class 

of perturbed dynamical systems. 

In a similar way the analysis that follows will be confined to this mild fonn for the system 

equation. In the next chapter, motivated by the rabies model, a certain structure for A(t) will be 

considered that admits, in some sense to be made precise, a mild evolution operator on Z. 

2.1.2 Unboundedness of nonlinearity 

Suppose that U (t, s) is a mild evolution operator on Z and consider the following system equation 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu + it U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds, (2.7) 

where u E U a Hilbert space such that B E £(U, Z). To allow for the possible unboundedness of 

the nonlinearity, which will be characterised by the operators D(.) and E(.), the following spaces 

are introduced. 

TV I. Z, Z, Z are Banach spaces such that Z C Z c Z and the canonical injections Z '-t Z, 

Z '-t Z are continuous with dense ranges. Moreover, E(·) E PC(O,T;£(Z, W)) and D(·) E 

PC(O, T; £(W, Z)). 

In view of this condition, for all t E [0, T], E(t) can be viewed as an unbounded linear operator 

from Z to W and D(t) as an unbounded operator from W to Z. It is assumed that the nonlinearity 

N : [0, T] x W ---+ W maps functions in LT(O, T; W) to functions in L8 (0, Tj W) for T, s ~ 1 

real numbers in the sense that 

N(w)(.) = N(·,w(·)) E LB(O,TjW) whenever w(·) E LT(O,T;W). 
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Clearly to allow for this unboundedness further assumptions must be made so that the system 

equation (2.7) is well-defined. The next assumption ensures that the integrand makes sense. 

TV II. For every 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T U(t, s) can be extended to a bounded linear operator on Z, 

which we again denote U(t, s). 

Now integrability in the upper space must be guaranteed. 

TV III. For every h(·) E LS(O, Tj W), andt E (0, T], U(t, ·)D(·)h(·)from [0, t] to Z is integrable 

in Z. 

With these assumptions the following operator is well-defined 

(Muh) (t) = fot U(t, s)D(s)h(s) ds (2.8) 

for all h(·) E LS(O, Tj W). A continuous solution with respect to Z is sought and so some further 

assumptions are required. In the following the system equation will be considered as a map from 

the space of all w(.) = E(.)z(.) to itself. Therefore more is required than (Muh) (t) E Z: 

TV IV. For every h(·) E LS(O, Tj W), (Muh) (t) E Z for almost every t E [0, T], and the map 

t H (Muh) (t) is continuous with respect to II· liz. 

Definition 2.1.8. A mild solution of (2.7) is any continuous function z(·) : [0, T] -+ Z such that 

E{·)z(·) is L r -integrable in W and (2.7) is satisfied for all t E [0, T]. 

It should be noted that these conditions do not guarantee that a mild solution actually exists. 

The existence of a mild solution that solves the control problem is the topic of the next section. 

2.2 Existence of a mild solution 

In this section the question of the existence of a mild solution of (2.7) that solves a specific control 

problem is addressed. The output associated with the system equation is given by 

y = CZ'{T) + Cz{T) (2.9) 
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where C z' (T) is some given output. In this thesis C is bounded in the sense that there exists a 

Hilbert space, Y say, such that C E C( Z, Y). Other considerations, to be discussed in greater detail 

in Section 2.2.2, might require the restriction of this space so that output values are considered in a 

Hilbert space Y ~ Y. In this case one might not be able to consider C as a bounded linear operator 

from Z to Y. To allow for this it will be assumed that there exists a Banach space V (c Z) with 

continuous injection such that C E C(V, V). 

The control problem considered is to choose an input u such that the output is some specified 

value Yd. The idea of this section is to construct a control that gives rise to a mild solution which 

has the desired output. The approach is to first reduce the problem to one of finding a fixed point of 

a certain map. Next it is ensured that the map is well-defined when allowing for the unboundedness 

of the nonlinearity. Finally a version of the Contraction Mapping Theorem is applied to construct 

the fixed point. 

The approach followed necessitates a weakening of the objective of the control problem. It 

will no longer be required that the output of the system be equal to the desired one everywhere, but 

only on a subspace. The section is concluded with some interesting results that relate the achieved 

output to the target one. In Section 2.4 the problem of minimising the achieved output by a suitable 

choice of target is analysed. 

2.2.1 The fixed point problem 

In infinite dimensional systems the ability to control the state (or the output in this thesis) to 

any other state is a strong and restrictive condition. In applying a fixed point theorem to the 

question of controllability one usually considers the states to which the linearised system can be 

steered, obtaining a subregion to which the nonlinear system can be controlled (see, for example, 

Carmichael and Quinn, 1988). 

To motivate the use of the fixed point theorem consider the linear part of the system equation 

z(t) = U(t,O)Bu, 

where U(t, 8) is a mild evolution operator on some Banach space Z that the problem is to be 
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considered on. The output is 

Y = Cz(T) + CZ'(T), 

where Y E Y, a Hilbert space, and C z' (T) E Y is some given output. Therefore for the linear 

system a control u is sought such that the output 

Y = CU(T, O)Bu + CZ'(T), 

is the desired value Yd. IfYd - Cz'(T) E ran</J, the range of the operator </J = CU(T, O)B, then a 

solution exists. In particular, if </J is invertible, then there is a unique solution given by 

u = </J-l (Yd - CZ'(T)) . 

Therefore the region the linearised system can be steered to is {v E Y : v - C z' (T) E ran ¢ }. 

In the literature (Magnusson et aI., 1985; Cannichael and Quinn, 1988) it is usual to consider 

the nonlinear problem on this subspace, with some suitable topology defined on it. Following this 

approach we would therefore have to assume, for the full nonlinear system, that 

Yd - CZ'(T) - C loT U(T, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds E ran ¢. 

This assumption is too restrictive and so the problem is considered on the whole space Y. In fact 

in the next subsection we will require that the range of ¢ is a closed subspace of Y. Therefore in 

some sense we expand the space on which we consider the problem from the range of ¢ to some 

larger space for which the range remains a closed subspace. Ideally this space can be taken to be 

Y but in general this might not be the case and so we restrict ourselves to a smaller space Y. To 

do this we must reconsider what we mean by a solution to the control problem. 

Suppose that </J : U --+ Y is a bounded linear operator. If Yd - C z' (T) ¢ ran ¢ then a solution 

of the equation 

Yd - CZ'(T) - ¢u = 0 (2.10) 

does not exist. Instead the least squares problem of minimising 

II [Yd - CZ'{T)] - </Jully (2.11 ) 
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over all choices of u E U is posed. In the rabies model the control represents the level of popu

lation reduction-either by vaccination or culling-and therefore it seems appropriate to choose 

the solution of the least squares problem having the smallest norm in U. This control, provided 

Yd - CZ'(T) E ran¢>+ (ran¢».L is given by (Nashed, 1971), 

it = ¢>t (Yd - CZ'(T)) 

where ¢>t is the pseudo, or generalised inverse of ¢>. 

Definition 2.2.1. Let ¢> : U ~ Y be a bounded linear operator between Hilbert spaces. The 

generalised inverse ¢>t is the linear extension of (¢>I (ker 4».l ) -1 so that its domain of definition is 

ran¢>+ (ran¢».L and its null-space is (ran¢».L. 

If the range of ¢> is closed in Y then the generalised inverse is defined on the whole of Y = 

ran ¢> ffi (ran ¢»l.. 

Remark 2.2.2. The property of the generalised inverse in solving the least squares problem with 

minimal norm is closely connected with the Hilbert space inner product. While generalised in

verses of linear operators between Banach spaces can be defined (see Nashed, 1971 ,for example) 

and least squares problems posed in a Banach space setting, the connection between solutions and 

inverses is lost. 

Example 2.2.3. Consider the matrix equation Ax = b where 

112 

A = 2 1 0 

2 2 

The matrix A is singular with range given by 

1 

1 

and b = 1 

2 

span 0, 

1 
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Since b is in the range of A there exists an x E ]R3 satisfying the matrix equation. Therefore 

-11 19 8 

1 4 5 

26 -22 4 

We confirm that AA t b = b as expected. 

8 
1 

and Atb = - 5 
21 

4 

45 

Suppose that y = (1, 1,3) T. Then y ¢ ran A and so a solution of the matrix equation Ax = y 

does not exist. In this case 

4 
1 

and AAty = - 4 
3 

8 

The latter is b + lb and is, in the sense ofleast squares, the closest element in the range of A to y. 

We make the following assumption that <p is bounded. 

TV V. There exists a constant Kl such that 

IICU(T,O)BuIIY ::; K1llull u 

for all u E U. 

The following result from Nashed (1971) characterises when the generalised inverse of a 

bounded linear operator is itself bounded. 

Lemma 2.2.4. Let <jJ : U ---t Y be a bounded linear operator between two Hilbert spaces. Then 

the generalised inverse <jJt is bounded if and only if the range of <P is a closed subspace ofY. 

Therefore the following condition ensures that the generalised inverse of <jJ is bounded on Y. 

TV VI. The range of <jJ is a closed subspace ofY. 

The choice of the Hilbert space Y is crucial for the boundedness of the generalised inverse of <jJ. 

Thus it cannot, in general, be assumed that C E £(Z, Y). A method will now be outlined for 

constructing a suitable space of outputs. 
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Suppose that there exists some Hilbert space Y such that C E .c(Z, V). Then ¢ : U --t Y 

is a bounded linear operator. If the range of if> is a closed subspace of Y then set Y = Y. If the 

range is not closed a new Hilbert space is sought such that Y c Y and the range is closed in Y. A 

topology can be defined on the range of if> so that it is a Banach space. We use the construction of 

Magnusson et aI. (1985): 

Lemma 2.2.5. The range of if> is a Banach space R( if> ) J with a suitably defined norm. 

Proof We know that if> is a bounded linear operator. Define the space X by 

X:= U/ker¢. 

Then ker ¢ is closed, and X is a Banach space under the norm 

lI[u]llx = inf lIullu = ipf lIu + ullu. 
UE[U) ~U=O 

We now define ¢ : X --t Y by 

¢[u] = 4>it it E [u]. 

Then if> is injective and 

11¢[u]llv = l14>itllv ::; 114>lIlIitllu, it E [u]. 

This is true for every it E [u] so 

1I¢[u]lIv::; 1Iif>IIII[ullix. 

We now define a norm on the range of ¢ by 

Let Q( ¢-l) denote the graph of ¢-l given by 

and 11·110 the corresponding graph norm: 
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Note that the two nonns II . IIR(4)) and II . IIg are equivalent: 

V E R(4J). 

Since ~ is bounded and D(~) (= X) is closed we have that ~ is a closed linear operator. Therefore 

(Yosida, 1980) ~-1 is also closed. 

Let (vn) be a Cauchy sequence into R(¢). Since 1I·IIR(4)) and 1I·llg are equivalent ((vn, ~-lVn)) 
is a Cauchy sequence into Y x X. This is a Banach space since X and Yare, and so the latter 

sequence converges to some (v, x) E Y x X. Since if> -1 is closed we have v E D ( if> -1) = R( 4J ) 
and ~-lV = x. The equivalence of the nonns means that Vn --t v in R(¢) with respect to 1I·IIR(4)). 

Hence R( 4J) is complete and so a Banach space. D 

Note that we have the following Corollary. 

Corollary 2.2.6. 4J E c'(U, R( ¢)). 

Proof Let u E U, then 

lI¢uIlR(¢) = 11~-l4Jullx = 1I~-l~[u]llx 

= II[u]llx = Jnf lIullu ~ Ilullu. 
UE[uJ 

D 

The following result gives an important property of any Hilbert space containing ran 4J into which 

¢ is bounded. 

Lemma 2.2.7. Let Y be a Banach space such that Y ::> ran ¢. Then ¢ E £(U, Y) if and only if 

the inclusion map z : R( ¢) --t Y is continuous. 

Proof Suppose that z is continuous. Then there exists a constant M such that 

for all y E R(4J). Now from Corollary 2.2.6 we have 
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and so ¢> E C(U, Y). 

Conversely, suppose that ¢> E C(U, Y). Then there exists a constant M such that 

for all u E U. Let y E R(¢». Then there exists au E U such that ¢>u = y. Therefore 

for all U E [u] (recall notation from Lemma 2.2.5). Hence 

Ily/ly ~ M/I [u] /Ix. 

Now 

IlyIlR(4)) = 1I~-l</>ullx = II [u] IIx 

and so 

as required. o 

Therefore a Hilbert space Y is constructed such that the inclusion R( ¢» c Y is continuous and 

the range of ¢> is closed in Y. Since it might be necessary to restrict the output space to Y ~ Y it 

cannot, in general, be assumed that C E C(Z, Y). 

For the nonlinear problem this suggests that the control given by 

u = q,t (Yd - cz' (T) - C f.T U(T, s}D(s}N(s, E(s}z(s)) dS) (2.12) 

be applied. However this is an implicit expression since the state z (.) is dependent on the control. 

Suppose, for the moment, that a solution exists, then substituting into (2.7) gives 

z( t} = U(t,O}Bq,t (Yd - Cz' (T) - C f.T U (T, s }D( s }N( s, E( s }z( s)) dS) 

+ lot U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds 

with 

Y = q,q,tYd + (1 - q,q,t) [Cz'(T} + C f.T U(T, s}D(s}N(s, E(s}z(s)) dS]. (2.13) 
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Remark 2.2.8. The first tenn of (2.13), in the case where the range of ¢ is closed, is the orthogonal 

projection of Yd onto ran ¢ and the second is the orthogonal projection onto ran ¢l.. Therefore, on 

the range of ¢, the control drives the system to the desired final state. 

In the case where ran ¢ is not closed then the orthogonal projection onto the closure of ran ¢ 

is the unique continuous extension of ¢¢ t to the whole of Y. 

If ¢ is invertible then ¢t = ¢-l and (2.13) reduces to Y = Yd. 

Therefore the controllability problem is reduced to that of finding a fixed point of 

(ljIw)(t) = E(t)U(t, O)B¢t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MaN w) (T)) + E(t) (MaNw) (t), (2.14) 

where 

w(·) = E(·)z(·) and Nw(·) = N(., w(·)). 

Once a fixed point, w(·), has been found this can be readily substituted into the right hand side of 

(2.12) to find the control. 

To allow for the unboundedness of the nonlinearity further assumptions are required to ensure 

that 1jI is a well-defined map Lr(o, T; W) ---t Lr(o, Tj W). 

2.2.2 Unboundedness of nonlinearity 

In addition to the existing conditions (TV I-VI) the following are required. 

TVVII. U(t,s)z E Zforall z E Z. 

This condition ensures that E(t) can be applied to U(t, O)z for all t E [0, T] and z E Z. Recall 

though that it cannot be guaranteed that the control will be mapped into Z by B (since B E 

C(U, Z). The next condition ensures that E(·)U(·, 0) can be extended to a bounded linear operator 

onZ. 

TV VIII. There exists a positive constant K2 such that 

for each z E Z. 
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Remark 2.2.9. For each z E Z we can take a sequence (zn)~=l into Z such that IIzn - zllz -+ o. 
This assumption means that a bounded extension of E(·)U(·, 0) can be defined on Z by setting 

E(·)U(·, O)z = lim E(·)U(·,O)zn 
n-+oo 

for Z E Z. 

For hE L8(0, Tj W) define 

(Luh) (t) = E(t) it U(t, s)D(s)h(s) ds. (2.15) 

We assume that the operator Lu : L8 (0, Tj W) ~ LT (0, Tj W) is bounded: 

TV IX. There exists a positive constant K3 such that 

for h E L8 (0, Tj W). 

Recall that, in general, it cannot be assumed that C E .c(Z, Y). Instead it will be assumed that 

by restricting C to a subset of Z, with some suitable topology, it is bounded. To ensure that the 

map h t--+ C (Muh) (T) is bounded from L5(0, Tj W) to Y the following assumption is made. 

TV X. V C Z is a Banach space such that C E .c(V, Y). There exists a constant K4 such that 

for all hE L'(O, Tj W). 

Now all that remains is to construct a fixed point of 1/J. In the next subsection we apply a version 

of the Contraction Mapping Theorem to obtain a unique fixed point. 

2.2.3 Application of a fixed point theorem 

We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this chapter. The idea of the proof 

is to show that 1/J is a contraction on a certain ball about the origin. Then the Contraction Mapping 

Theorem is applied to show the existence of a unique solution to our control problem. 
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Theorem 2.2.10. Consider the nonlinear system governed by 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu + lt U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds (2.16) 

with output 

y = Cz(T) + CZ'(T) (2.17) 

where C z' (T) is a given output. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) Assumptions TV I-X hold. 

(ii) For all w(.) E Lr(o, Tj W) we have N(·, w(·» = Nw(·) E L8(0, Tj W). Furthermore, 

N : [0, T] x W --t W satisfies the/ollowing Lipschitz condition on the ball o/radius a' 

about the origin, Bat: 

for each WI, W2 E Bat and some continuous symmetric function k (', .) : lR+ x lR+ --t lR+ 

such that k(O, 0) = O. 

(iii) Choose a ::; a' such that 

(2.19) 

where 

K = sup k((}b (}2)' 
O$91,92$a 

Suppose that Yd E Y satisfies 

(2.20) 

Then there exists a control u (2.12) which drives the output (2.17) to Yd on the range 0/ <p. 
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Proof We first show that 't/J is a contraction on Ba : 

lI't/JwI - 't/Jw21Iu(O,Til!0 ::; IIE(·)U(·, O)B¢)C (Mu(Nw2 - Nwd) (T)IILr(o,Til!0 

+ IIlLu(Nwi - N W 2)1ILr(o,Til!0 

::; (K2I1BII II</>tll IICIIK4 + K3) k IIwi - w211u(o,Til!0' 

Therefore by (2.19) 't/J is a contraction on Ba. 

Since we have included our initial guess for the control in the initial state for z' , it seems natural 

to consider the iterative process given by Wn = 't/JWn-l with Wo = O. Then we have 

WI = E(·)U(·,O)B</>t (Yd - CZ'(T)). 

Let 

s = {WE Lr(O, T; W) : Ilw(·) - E(·)U{·, O)B</>t (Yd - Cz'{T)) lIu(o,Til!0 

::; 1 ~ K IIE(·)U(·, O)B</>t (Yd - CZ'(T)) IILr(o,Til!0 }. 

This will be contained in the ball of radius a if 

(1 + 1 ::. K) IIE(·)U(·, O)B</>t (Yd - Cz'{T)) IIu(o,TiW) ::; a. 

This will be the case if 

Rearranging we have 

Now applying the Contraction Mapping Theorem (Theorem A.1) proves the existence of a unique 

fixed point for 't/J. Substituting this fixed point into (2.12) gives the control U. o 

Note that the output resulting from applying the control given by the last theorem is only guaran

teed to coincide with the desired state on the range of </>. If there exists a control u such that the 
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output, when applying this control, is the desired state, then it remains an open question whether 

the previous theorem gives the same control. 

The proof of Theorem 2.2.10 provides an iterative scheme for obtaining the fixed point (and 

hence the control). In the next section a method of finding this fixed point is sought that is easier 

to implement computationally. The proof also provides an estimate (2.20) for a region of possible 

targets. 

2.3 Computing control by iteration 

The constructive method of the proof of Theorem 2.2.10 can be used to find the control which 

solves the control problem. The iterative scheme used involves integral equations and not the 

differential equations of the original model. In this section an alternative method for obtaining 

the control which gives rise to the solution of the fixed point problem is constructed. The method 

exploits the original dynamics and so is easier to solve numerically. A further advantage of the 

scheme is that it produces the desired control that gives rise to the fixed point without the need for 

further substitution. 

The method used in this section is as follows: Consider the dynamical equations 

Zn(t) = U(t, O)Bun + (MuNwn) (t) 

where ( as before) Wn (-) = E ( . ) Zn (-) and N Wn (-) = N ( " Wn (-) ). Suppose that the control Un+l is 

defined in terms of the previous control as follows 

Un+1 = Un + v(n) 

and for each n E N there exists a solution of the dynamical equation, ignoring for the moment the 

possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity. Note that 

Yn+l - Yd + Yd - Yn = Yn+1 - Yn = cpv(n) + eMu (Nwn+l -Nwn). 

Assume that the scheme converges and so Yn+l - Yd -t 0 and Wn+l - Wn -t 0 as n -t 00. This 

suggests that v ( .) is chosen to be 
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Again, to allow for the possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity, suitable conditions will be 

imposed so that the system equation is well-defined. We have not shown that each of the system 

equations has a solution for any n and further conditions are required for this. Finally it is shown 

that the iterative scheme converges under certain conditions. 

2.3.1 Existence of solutions 

Let U(t, s) be a mild evolution operator on Z and consider the following sequence of system 

equations 

Zn(t) = U(t, O)Bun + (MuN wn) (t) (2.21) 

where Un E U, a Hilbert space, with output 

Yn = Czn(T) + CZ'(T) (2.22) 

in some Hilbert space Y for n E N. The purpose of this subsection is to show that, under suitable 

conditions, (2.21) has a solution for each n E N. To allow for the possible unboundedness of the 

nonlinearity the setting for this section will be that of the previous one, namely that provided by 

TV I. 

Assuming that TV II is satisfied ensures that the integrand in (2.21) now makes sense in Z for 

wn (,) E Lr(o, T; W) and integrability follows if TV III holds. Recall that these conditions ensure 

that the operator (Mu·) defined in Section 2.1 is well-defined. The system equations are required 

to be continuous with respect to the nonn in Z and so it is assumed that TV IV is also satisfied. 

To show the existence of each solution the Contraction Mapping Theorem will be applied to 

the operator W given by 

(WWn) (t) = E(t)U(t, O)Bun + E(t) (MuNwn) (t). (2.23) 

Suppose that TV VII-IX are satisfied. Then W can be considered as a bounded operator from 

Lr(o, T; W) to itself. 
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Theorem 2.3.1. For each n E N consider the nonlinear system governed by 

Zn(t) = U(t, O)Bun + it U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)zn(S))(S) ds. (2.24) 

Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(0 Assumptions TV I-IV and TV VII-IX hold. 

(ii) N: [0, T] x W ----+ W where W C Ware Banach spaces satisfies the following: 

(a) For every w(·) E Lr(o, Tj W) we have N(·, w(·)) E L8(0, Tj W), where T, s ~ 1 are 

real numbers,' 

(b) On the ball of radius a' about the origin, Bal , 

for each Wl, W2 E Bal and some continuous symmetricfunction k(·,·) : lR+ x lR+ ----+ lR+ 

such that k(O, 0) = 0. 

(iii) Choose a :5 a' such that 

(2.26) 

where 

f< = sup k((lt, ()2). 
0:S81.82 :Sa 

Suppose that Un E U satisfies 

(2.27) 

Then there exists a solution Zn of (2.24) such that E(,)zn{-} E Lr(O, Tj W). 

Proof Let n E N be fixed. We first show that W is a contraction on the ball Ba. Let WI, w2 E 

Lr(O, Tj W), then 
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Therefore by (2.26) W is a contraction. 

Now we define the ball S needed for the Contraction Mapping Theorem and show that it is 

contained in Ba. Let w~ = O. Then w!O = E(·)U(·, O)Bun and so the ball is given by 

s = { w : liw(·) - E( W(', O)Bun IiL'(O,T;!10 ::; 1 ~:'k IiE( W(', 0) Bu"1iL'(O,T;!!Q } . 

The ball will be contained in Ba if 

( 
K3 K ) 1 + 1 _ K3K IIE(·)U(., O)BunIILI"(O,TiW) ~ a 

which will certainly be the case if 

that is, if 

This is condition (2.27) and so applying the Contraction Mapping Theorem we have the existence 

ofa unique fixed point Wn of'li. Substituting this fixed point into the right hand side of(2.24) gives 

a solution Zn as required. o 

Remark 2.3.2. Whilst condition (2.26) is weaker than that required in the previous section for a 

contraction (2.19), further conditions are required for the iterative scheme to converge. 

The theorem guarantees the existence of a solution for each n provided the input Un satisfies (2.27). 

Each input is defined in tenns of the previous one as follows: Uo = 0 and for all n > 0 

(2.28) 

To ensure that this iterative formula is well-defined, it will be assumed that TV V and TV VI hold. 

Thus 4> : U --t Y is a bounded linear operator with a well-defined and bounded generalised 

inverse ¢> t . 

The next result ensures that there is a solution to (2.21) for each n. 
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Corollary 2.3.3. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 hold. In addition suppose that the 

following are satisfied. 

(i) Conditions TV V, TV VL and TV X hold. 

(ii) For each n ;::: 1 let 

whereuo = O. 

(iii) Yd satisfies 

, a (1- K) 
IIYd - Cz (T)lIy ~ K2I1BIIII¢tll' (2.29) 

where K = k (K2I1BIIII¢tllllcIIK4 + K3)' 

Then for each n E N there exists a solution Zn of (2.16). 

Proof From Theorem 2.3.1 it is only necessary to show that Un satisfies (2.27) for each n E N. 

First note that 

Therefore 

Un = Un-l + ¢t (Yd - Yn-l (T» 

= Un-l + ¢t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNwn-d (T) - ¢Un-l) 

= (1 - ¢t¢) Un-l + ¢t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNwn-l) (T)) 

= (1 - ¢t¢) Un-2 + ¢t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNwn-l) (T)) 

= ... = ¢t (Yd - Cz'(T) - C (MuNwn-l) (T)). 

lIun ll ~ lI¢tll (IlYd - Cz'(T)lly + IIC (MuNwn-l) (T)lIy) 

(

a (1- K + kK2I1BIIII¢tIlIlCIIK4)) 
~ II¢>tll K2I1BIIII¢>tll 

_ a (1-K3k) 

K211BII 

and since Uo = 0 condition (2.27) is satisfied for all n 2 0 as required. o 
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Remark 2.3.4. For n = 0 applying the iterative method of Theorem 2.3.1 we start with wO = O. 

But then 'lI(0) = E(·)U(·, O)Buo = 0 and so the fixed point wo = o. 

The conditions required for the existence of solutions to (2.21) are the same as those required in 

the last two sections for the fixed point theorem approach. The only difference is (2.26); so far the 

iterative scheme of this section can be considered on a larger ball than the fixed point approach. 

Now it only remains to show that the iterative scheme converges. 

2.3.2 Convergence of iterative scheme 

In this subsection we consider the important questions of whether the sequence of controls used by 

the iterative scheme converge; and if they do, whether they converge to the same control as given 

by the fixed point approach. 

To ensure that the sequence of controls converge we must restrict the ball considered in The

orem 2.3.1 to that considered in the previous section for the fixed point approach. The answer to 

the second question question is yes. Thus the iterative scheme approach provides a good method 

for implementation while still yielding the same results as the fixed point approach. 

Theorem 2.3.5. Suppose that the conditions of Corollary 2.3.3 are satisfied. If in addition we 

restrict the ball Ba so that 

where 

then the sequence of controls given by the iterative scheme considered in this section converges. 

Moreover the limit is the same as that given by thefixed point approach of Section 2.2. 

Proof By restricting ourselves to the ball on which 
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we can apply the results of the last subsection to show that the iterative scheme is well-defined on 

Ba in the sense that for each n ~ 0 there exists a solution of(2.21). In particular for each solution 

E(·)zn(·) is unique. 

From the proof of Corollary 2.3.3 we have 

IIUm - unllu = II</>t [C (Mu.N Wn-l) (T)] - </>t [C (Mu.N Wm-l) (T)] Ilu 

::; lI</>tIlIICIIK4K IIWm-l - wn-dlu(O,TiM 

and so if the sequence of solutions (wn)nEN converges on the ball Ba then the sequence of controls 

also converges. Now we have 

IIwm - wnIlU(O,TiM = IIE(·)U(·, O)B (um - un) + E(·) (Mu(.Nwm - .Nwn)) (·)llu(O,TiM 

::; K211Bllilum - unllu + K3K llwm - wnllu(O,TiW ) 

::; K21IBIIII</>tllllcIIK4Kllwm_1 - wn-lllu(!10 + K3Kllwm - wnllu(w) 

:5 K21IBIIII</>~I~"K4K Ilwm-l - wn-illu(O,Ti!10. 
1- 3 

On the ball Ba we have (K2I1BIIII</>tllllcIIK4 + K3) K < 1 which implies that 

K2I1BIIII</>tllll:?IIK4K < 1 
l- K 3K 

and so the sequence of solutions converges as n -+ 00. 

Now 

and so letting n -+ 00, since </>t and C (Mo·) (T) are bounded, the limit is given by 

u = </>t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (Mu.Nw) (T)). 

But then W (the limit of the sequence (wn)nEN) satisfies 

W(·) = E(·)U(·, O)B</>t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (Mu.Nw) (T)) + E(·) (Mu.Nw) (.) 

and so is a fixed point of 1/J. Hence the iterative and fixed point schemes converge to the same W 

and yield the same control. o 
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An advantage of the iterative scheme over the fixed point one is that only Yn is needed after each 

iteration for the next one. This makes the iterative scheme more desirable for computation as only 

one value of the output needs to be stored at each step rather than the whole output. The iterative 

scheme also makes use of the original dynamics 

i(t) = f(t, z(t)), z(O) = Zo + Bu. (2.30) 

Suppose that an initial guess, u', is made for the control. A further control u is then sought such 

that, ifz(·) is a solution of (2.30) with initial state 

z(O) = Zo + Bu' + Bu, 

then 

Cz(T) = Yd 

for some fixed T and Yd. The differential equation (2.30) is repeatedly solved numerically (via a 

computer) for a sequence of controls (Un)nEN. The controls are related via the iterative scheme so 

that the nth control, Un is given by 

and the dynamics are solved for the nth time with initial state 

with Uo = O. The sequence of outputs Yn = Cz(T) will then converge, at least on the range of ¢>, 

to the desired target Yd. 

2.4 Choosing the target output 

The previous sections have shown how it is possible to drive certain systems to a specified output 

in a desired time. Unfortunately it can only be guaranteed that the actual output of the system is 

equal to the desired one on the range of ¢> = CU(T, O)B. 
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In the case of the rabies model it is the actual output achieved that is crucial. The aim of 

a control strategy is to reduce the infected fox population density sufficiently for rabies to be 

eradicated. Given an initial guess and the resulting trajectory with output Cz'(T), condition (2.20) 

detennines a region of possible target states Yd. Therefore one is now faced with the problem of 

how to choose the target output Yd so that the actual, achieved output, y is minimised. 

Before perfonning an analysis of this problem some preliminary results that help in detennin

ing the best choice for Yd are presented. Throughout this section the system defined by 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu + lt U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds 

y = Cz'(T) + Cz(T) 

(2.31) 

where Cz'(T) is given, is considered. It will be assumed that the conditions of Theorem 2.2.10 (or 

equivalently Theorem 2.3.5) are satisfied. 

2.4.1 Some preliminary results 

The first result demonstrates that it is the orthogonal projection of Yd onto the range of ¢ that is 

important when choosing the target. 

Proposition 2.4.1. Suppose that the target outputs y~ and y~ satisfy (2.20) and give rise to the 

actual outputs Yl and Y2. If y~ = y~ on the range of ¢ then Yl = Y2· 

Proof The actual outputs are given by (i E {1, 2} ) 

Yi = CZ'(T) + ¢¢t (y~ - CZ'(T) - C (MuNwi) (T)) + C (MuNwi) (T) 

where Wi is the unique fixed point of 

Now 

1Pi(W) = E(·)U(·, O)B¢t (y~ - CZ'(T) - C (MuNw) (T)) + EO (MuNw) (.). 

¢ty} = ¢t (¢¢ty} + (1- ¢¢t) y}) 

= ¢t (¢¢ty~ + (1 _ ¢¢t) yj) 

= ¢ty~. 
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Therefore 

E(·)U(·, O)B¢>ty~ = E(·)U(·, O)B¢>ty~ 

and so 7h ( w) = .,p2 (w) for all wELT (0, Tj W). In particular a fixed point of .,pI is also a fixed 

point of.,p2 and so WI = W2. Hence we see from the above that YI = Y2. 0 

The orthogonal projection of the target output onto ran ¢>l. does not affect the actual output. There

fore one may choose this part of the target to simplify our analysis. As a consequence of this set 

(1 - ¢>¢>t) Yd = (1 - ¢>¢>t) CZ'(T}. This does not affect the actual output but does imply that 

Yd - Cz'(T) E ran ¢>. 

Remark 2.4.2. An important consequence of Yd - C z' (T) E ran ¢>, given in Pritchard (1981), is 

¢>t (Yd - C z' (T)) = ¢>* A, 

where ¢>* is the adjoint operator of ¢> and 

¢>¢>*,\ = (Yd - CZ'(T)) . 

In particular if ¢¢* is invertible ¢>t (Yd - Cz'(T)) = ¢* (¢>¢*)-I (Yd - Cz'(T)). 

An easy consequence of choosing Yd such that Yd - C z' (T) E ran ¢> is given in the next result. 

Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that Yd is chosen so that (1- ¢>¢>t) Yd = (1 - ¢¢>t) CZ'(T). Then the 

actual output Y satisfies 

IIY - Ydll = II (1 - ¢¢>t) C (MuNw) (T)II. 

Prooj We know that 

Y - Yd = CZ'(T) + ¢¢>t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNw) (T)) + C (MuNw) (T) - Yd 

= - (1 - ¢¢t) (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNw) (T)) 

= (1- ¢¢t) C(MuNw} (T) 

as required. o 
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As a result of this lemma note that 

The next result gives an estimate for the second term on the right hand side in terms of the dif

ference Yd - C z' (T). Coupled with the previous lemma this result is crucial in demonstrating the 

trade-off that is required in the minimisation. 

Lemma 2.4.4. Let Yd be the target output (satisfying (2.20») that gives rise to the solution W of the 

fixed point problem. Then there exists a constant Ml such that 

IIC (MuNw) (T)II $ M1IIYd - CZ'(T) II. (2.32) 

Proof The fixed point is the limit of the iterative sequence Wn = 'I/J(wn-d with Wo = O. Therefore 

IIWnll = IIE(·)U(·, O)B¢t (Yd - CZ'(T) - C (MuNwn-l) (T)) + EO (MuNwn-l) (,)11 

$ K2I1BIIII¢tIlIIYd - CZ'(T) II + (K21IBIIII¢tIIIICIIK4 + K3) Kllwn-lll 

= K2 1IBIIII¢tIlIlYd - CZ'(T) II + Kllwn-lll 

$ (1 + K) K2I1BIIII¢tIlIlYd - CZ'(T) II + Kllwn-211 

Thus by induction (since Wo = 0) we have 

IIwnll ~ (~K') K,IIBII 11<1>'11 lIy, - Cz'(T) II. 

Therefore 

IIC (MuN wn)(T) II < (~K;) IIcIIK,k K,IIB 1111<1>' lilly, - C z' (T) II 

and letting n ---? 00 this converges to 
- t 

IIC(MuNw)(T)1I $ KIICII~4~2~BIIII¢ IIIIYd - Cz'(T) II. 

This completes the proof. o 

From this result and Lemma 2.4.3 it is seen that by choosing Yd close to C z' (T) on the range of ¢ 

reduces the actual output on ran ¢l.. But then on ran ¢ it is known that Y = Yd and so one should 

choose Yd so that 1I¢¢tYdll is much less than 1I¢¢tCz'(T) II. 
The question of how to choose Yd to achieve a balance of these two effects is the topic of the 

next subsection. 
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2.4.2 Minimising the actual output 

Using the estimates in Lemma 2.4.3 and Lemma 2.4.4 it is seen that 

The problem is to minimise the right-hand side, subject to the constraint 

Squaring the first of these equations gives 

//y11 2 ~ 2//¢¢tYd//2 + 2// (1 _ ¢¢t) Yd// 2 

+ 211 (1 _ ",,,,I) II' (kK'IlBil ~"'~ IICIIK.) '1IYd - Cz'(T)II', 

The only choice open to us for the purposes of the optimisation is ¢¢tYd. 

Proposition 2.4.5. Let Q, f3 E ran ¢. Consider the optimisation problem of minimising, over all 

choices of Q, 

(2.33) 

subject to the constraint 

//Q - f3// ~ ac. (2.34) 

(i) If//f3// ~ ~ (m2 + c2
) then (2.33) is minimised by Q = mT:c2 f3. The minimum of (2.33) is 

(ii) If//f3,, > ~ (m2 + c2) then (2.33) is minimised by Q = 1I~1~ltC f3. The minimum of (2.33) 

is 
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o o 

(a) (mT:c~ ) fj f/ B(fj) (b) (mT;c2 ) fj E B(fj) 

Figure 2.1: Geometric interpretation of minimisation problem: The problem is to minimise the 

radius r such that the intersection of the balls is non-empty. 

Proof We start by completing the square for a in (2.33) 

Therefore to minimise this we need to minimise 

subject to the constraint (2.34). We can think of this geometrically as follows (see Figure 2.1): 

Let B({3) be the (closed) ball of radius ac. Let Br be the (closed) ball of radius r about the point 

(mT:c2) (3. Then the minimisation problem is to find the smallest r such that Br n B({3) #0. Any 

a in the intersection is a solution of the minimisation problem. 

There are two cases to consider here: Whether the origin of Br lies in the ball B({3) or outside 

of it. Whether this point is in the ball or not is characterised by 

( 
m2 ) c2 

II m2 + c2 - 1 fJll = m2 + c211{311 

being less than ac. This is the case when 

1I{311 :5 a (m
2 + c2) . 
c 

(2.35) 
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(i) If (2.35) holds then the origin of Br lies in the ball B (f3). In particular the smallest value of r is 

zero and the solution is 

Therefore the minimum of (2.33) is 

(m2m: c2 ) 1If311
2. 

(ii) If (2.35) does not hold then the origin does not lie in B(f3). In this case we can shrink Dr until 

the balls are just touching. The point of contact, which lies on the line joining the two centres, is 

the solution. Now since (mT:c2 ) is a scalar, the line joining the two centres also goes through the 

origin. Hence the point of intersection will be of the form ).f3 for some scalar 0 < ). < 1. Then 

lIet _ ( m
2 

) f311 2 = ((). -1)m
2 
+ )'c2)211,B1I2 

m 2 +c2 m 2 +c2 

and 

(1- A)IIf311 = ac => A _ 1If311- ac 
- 11f311 . 

Substituting for this gives the minimum of (2.33) to be 

m
2 
+ c2 ((). - 1)m2 + ).C

2
)211f3112 + ( m

2 
) 1If3112 

c2 m2 + c2 m2 + c2 

and we are done. 

= 1If311 2 ((-am
2 + (1If311- ac)c)2 + m

2 
) 

1I,B1I2(m2 + c2) m2 + c2 

= 2 1 2 {a2m4 - 2am2(1I,B1I- ac)c + (1If311- ac)2c2 + 1If3112m2) 
m +c 

= 2 1 2 (1I,B112(m2 + c2
) - 2acll,Bll(m2 + c2

) + a2(m2 + C2
)2) 

m +c 

= 11,B1I2 
- 2acll,B1I + a2 (m2 + c2

) 

o 

This proposition now gives some advice on how to choose the target output Yd. Recall that Yd is 

chosen such that (1 -l/Jl/Jt)Yd = (1 - l/Jl/Jt)Cz'(T). Hence, in the original problem considered in 

this subsection, the constraint is given by 
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Since 1/ (1 - ¢¢t)Ydl/ is fixed an equivalent problem to the original one is to minimise 

1/0:1/2 + 11(1 _ ¢q}) 1/2 (kK2I1BIIII¢tIlIlCIIK4) 211 0: _ ,8112 
1-K 
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where 0: = (¢¢t)Yd and,8 = (¢r/Jt)Cz'(T). Therefore the proposition is applied with m = 

111 - ¢r/JtIlK, c = K211BII il;ffJllcIIK4',B and 0: as already defined. This suggests that the best choice 

for Yd is 

if 

or 

otherwise. 

With these values the following estimates are obtained: 

setting Yd = YI and 

for Yd = Y2. An important question is whether these estimates are less than IICz'(T)1I2? If this is 

the case then it is known that the initial guess can be improved upon. In the Hilbert space setting it 

is known that 

The right-hand side of (2.36) is strictly less than I/Cz'(T) 112 if 

0> 11(1 - ¢¢t)Cz'(T) 112 + ( ;m2 2 -1) 1I¢¢tCz'(T)1I2 
m +c 

= 11(1- ¢r/Jt)Cz'(T) 112 + (m: -~) 11¢r/JtCz'(T)112. 
m +c 
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Therefore at the very least m 2 < c2 is required. Similarly the right-hand side of (2.37) is strictly 

less than IICz'(T)112 if 

Consider this last equation as a quadratic in /I ¢¢ t C z' (T) /I. The inequality holds if there are two 

distinct real roots of the quadratic and 11¢¢tCz'(T) II lies in the open interval between them. The 

roots of the quadratic satisfy 

The condition required for two distinct real roots is, therefore, 

Both these cases show the importance of the initial guess. Ideally /1(1 - ¢¢t)Cz'(T)/I should be 

small. 



Chapter 3 

Perturbed Systems 

The previous chapter considered a control problem associated with the system 

i(t) = A(t)z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)) 

on the Banach space Z, where Assumption 2 of Section 2.1.1 and condition TV I of Section 2.1.2 

are satisfied. The problem was to choose a control u that acts only via the initial state: 

z(O) = Bu 

such that the output 

Y = CZ'(T) + Cz(T) 

is some desired value, Yd say, where C z' (T) is a given output. The method involved generating 

conditions that ensured that the problem was well-defined and that a solution could be found. The 

conditions involved a mild evolution operator associated with the system. In this chapter a particu

lar type of the previous system, namely those for which A(t) = A + P(t) where P(.) is piecewise 

continuous and may exhibit the same unboundedness as the nonlinearity, will be considered. Thus 

perturbations P(.) E PC(O, Tj C(Z, Z)) of closed unbounded linear operators A are considered. 

Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. The main aim 

of this chapter is to show that suitable conditions can be imposed on the semigroup and perturba

tion such that a mild evolution operator satisfying the conditions of the previous chapter can be 
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associated with A(t), in a way to be made precise in Section 3.1. Therefore only conditions on the 

semigroup and perturbation need to be checked in applications involving this type of system. 

The first section deals with the problem of associating a mild evolution operator with A(t) 

on Z. This association leads naturally to the concept of A + P(·) being the generator of a mild 

evolution operator (Curtain and Zwart, 1995). It is firstly shown that A + P(.) is the generator of 

a mild evolution operator on Z that can be extended to one on Z. This same method is then used 

in the second section to extend it to a mild evolution operator on Z. 

The problem of deriving sufficient conditions for the mild evolution operator generated by A (.) 

to satisfy those of the previous chapter is the topic of the second section. These conditions, together 

with TV VI, allow us to apply Theorem 2.2.10 to the control problem. 

The rabies model of Chapter 1 that motivated the work of this thesis is semilinear in form. The 

linearisation performed in the introduction to Chapter 2, when performed on a semilinear system 

gives rise to one of the form considered in this chapter and this is the motivation for the work 

here. The chapter is concluded by obtaining existence results for solutions of general semilinear 

systems. The method follows that used by Pazy (1983) while allowing for the unboundedness of 

the nonlinear part. 

3.1 The perturbation 

Suppose that A(.) = A + P(.) is the generator of a strong evolution operator U(t,8) on Z, a 

Banach space, and consider the following Cauchy problem: 

z(t) = A(t)z(t), Z(8) = z" 

where 8 E [0, T) is fixed, t E (8, T] and Zs E D(A). Recall from the last chapter that this means 

that the Cauchy problem is well-posed with solution given by 

z(t) = U(t, s)zs. 
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Now if A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) and P(·) E PC(s, Tj C(Z)) 

then (Curtain and Zwart, 1995) 

U(t, s)zs = S(t - s)zs + it S(t - u)P{u)U{u, S)Z6 dO'. (3.1) 

A natural question arising from this is whether the properties that were required for the evolution 

operator in Chapter 2 can be guaranteed by imposing suitable assumptions on the perturbation 

and semigroup. If A(t) is not the generator of a strong evolution operator one might ask under 

what circumstances does there exist a mild evolution operator equal to the right-hand side of (3.1). 

Associated with these questions is the problem of the possible unboundedness of the nonlinearity 

and this must be taken into consideration. 

The setting for this chapter is very much the same as that for the previous one. 

PS I. Z, Z, Z are Banach spaces such that Z c Z c Z and the canonical injections Z <-+ Z, 

Z ~ Z are continuous with dense ranges. 

The nonlinearity is a map from [0, T] x Z to Z and so can be considered as unbounded on Z. The 

perturbation is at least piecewise continuous, with the same degree of possible unboundedness as 

the nonlinearity. 

PS II. P(·) E PC(O, Tj C{Z, Z)) and the intersection oJthe domain oj A and Z is a dense sub

spaceoJZ. 

Thus A(t) is an unbounded linear operator on Z whose domain contains D(A) n Z for each 

t E [0, T]. 

The subject of this section is to associate with A + P(t) a mild evolution operator via equation 

(3.1). In the next section conditions are determined for the perturbation and semigroup that imply 

that the associated mild evolution operator satisfies the hypotheses of the previous chapter. 

3.1.1 Associated mild evolution operator 

Equation (3.1) provides the means by which we can define the concept of A(·) = A + P(·) being 

the generator of a mild evolution operator. 
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Definition 3.1.1. On the Banach space Z, suppose that A is the generator of a strongly continuous 

semigroup S(t) and P(.) E PC(O, Tj .c(Z)). A + PO is the generator of the mild evolution 

operator U(t, s) on [0, T] if, for all 8 E [0, T], U(t, s) is the unique solution of(3.1). 

Now consider (3.1) with P(·) possibly unbounded (so that P(t) E £(Z, Z) for each t E [0, T]) 

U(t, s)zs = S(t - s)zs + it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, 8)Zs ds. 

The first step is to construct a mild evolution operator on Z satisfying this equation. This operator 

will then be extended to Z. The semigroup is required to act on all three spaces, namely 

PS III. S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on all three spaces ~ Z and Z. 

From the integral term in (3.1) it is seen that a smoothing condition for the semi group is required. 

To allow for trajectories in all three spaces the following assumption is made. 

PS IV. There exists a continuous function K 1 (.) : [0, T] -+ R+ such that K 1 (0) = 0, and for all 

s E [0, T), z(·) E C(s, Tj Z), t E [8, T], the map t M J: S(t - a)P(a)z(a) da is continuousfrom 

[8, T] to Z and 

II it S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dall~ ~ K 1(t - s)lIzllc(s,t;Z)' (3.2) 

Remark 3.1.2. The estimate (3.2) is sufficient for the map t M J: S(t - a)P(a)z(a) da to be 

continuous from the right. To see this let h > 0 and note that 

It+h t 
II 8 S(t +h - a)P(a)z(a) da - is S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dall~ 

l Hh it 
= II t S(t + h - a)P(a)z(a) da + s (S(t + h - a) - S(t - a)) P(a)z(a) dall~ 

~ K1(h)lIzIlC(t,Hh;Z) + II (S(h) -I) jt S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dall~. 

These last two terms converge to zero as h ..j.. 0 by the continuity of K 1 (.) and the strong continuity 

of the semigroup on Z. 

Proposition 3.1.3. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semigroup S (t) 

and suppose that PSI-IV hold. Then A(t) = A+P(t) is the generator ofa mild evolution operator 
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U{t, s) on Z in the sense that U{t, s) is the unique. in the class of strongly continuous operators 

on z.., solution of 

U(t, s)z = S(t - s)z + [t S(t - O')P(O')U{O', s)z dO' (3.3) 

forz E Z. 

Proof Suppose that IIS{t)II.c(ID :::; Moewot . We let Uo(t, s) = S{t - s) and define the following 

iterative scheme 

Un{t, s)z = [t S(t - O')P{O')Un_1{O', s)z dO'. (3.4) 

Let 

00 

U{t, s) = ~ Un{t, s). (3.5) 
n=O 

Note that Uo{" s) is strongly continuous on [s, T] for each s E [0, T] and 

For each s E [0, T] ifUn{·, s) is strongly continuous then PS IV and (3.4) imply that Un+l(-, s) is 

as well. Therefore Un (-, s) is strongly continuous for each n E N by induction. Furthermore we 

have the following estimate for each z E Z: 

IIUn{t, s)zll~ = lilt S{t - O')P{O'}Un-1{O', s)zdO'Il~ 

:::; K1(t - s)IIUn- 1(·,s)zIlC(8,t;Z). 

Since there exist constants R1, R2 such that IIzllz :::; RlllzlI~ for each Z E Q, and Ilzllz :::; R211zllz 

for all Z E Z we can rewrite this as: 

IIUn(t, s)zll~ < R1R2K 1(t - s) II Un- 1 (-, s)zllc(s,t;ZJ 

:::; R1R2K 1(t - s) sup (R1R2K 1{O' - s)IIUn_2 (-, S)IIC(8'17;~) 
uE[s,t] 

:::; (RIR2Kl{r))2I1Un_2(" s)IIC(s,t;ID 
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where K1(T) = SUPuE[O,t-s] Kl(O')' That this supremum exists and is achieved, is a result of the 

continuity of K 1 (.) on [8, t]. Therefore by induction it is easy to see that 

where 'Yo = max{Mo, MoewoT}. We restrict attention, for the moment, to the interval lSi, til 

where for K1(Ti) = SUPUE[O,t;-Si] Kl(O') we have K 1(Ti)R1R2 < 1. Now for all s and t such that 

Si ~ S ~ t ~ ti the series (3.5) is majorised by 

00 

'Yo L (R1R2K 1(Ti)r 
n=O 

and so converges absolutely in the uniform topology of .c(Z). Therefore U(·,·) is uniformly 

bounded by 

on Ll(ti' Si) = ({t, s) : Si ~ S ~ t ~ til. Since, for each z E Z and S E [8i, til, Un (-, s)z E 

C(s, ti ; Z) for each n E N we have E:=o Un(-, s)z E C(s, ti; Z) for each N E NU {OJ. Therefore 

U(" s)z is the uniform limit of a sequence of continuous functions and so is continuous; this is the 

strong continuity ofU(·, s). 

Next we see that, for all si ~ s ~ t ~ ti, 

00 

U(t, s)z = L Un(t, s) 
n=O 

00 t 
= S(t - s)z + L 18 S(t - O')P(O')Un_1(a, s)z dO' 

n=l 8 

= S(t - s)z + it S(t - O')P(O')U(O', s)zdO'. 

Therefore U(t, s) satisfies (3.3) on Ll(ti, Si)' 

We now show that U(t, s) for Si ~ S ~ t ~ ti satisfies the conditions for a mild evolution 

operator. Itisc1earthatU(t,t) = I for every t E [Si,ti]' Let (t,s) E Ll(ti,Si) andp E [s,t]. Then 
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for any z E Z, 

U(t,p)U(p, s)z - U(t, s)z = S(t - p)U(P, s)z + it S(t - a)P(a)U(a,p)U(p, s)z da 

- S(t - s)z -it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

= S(t - p)S(p - s)z + S(t - p) i P 

S(p - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

+ l' Set -a)P(a)U(a,p)U(p, s)z do 

- S(t - s)z -it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

= it S(t - a)P(a) (U(a,p)U(p, s)z - U(a, s)z) da 

and so 

IIU(t,p)U(p, s)z - U(t, s)ZIlz. < K1(Ti) sup IIU(a,p)U(p, s)z - U(a, s)zllz 
O'E(P,t] 

< K1(Ti) sup 10' 'YIIPllooIIU(a,p)U(p, s)z - U(a, s)zllz. da 
O'E(P,t] P 

::; l' (const)IIU(a,p)U(p, s)z - uta, s)zllz: da, 

75 

where'Y = SUPtE[O,T]IIS(t)II.c(z) and IIPlioo = SUPtE[O,T] IIP(t)lI.ccz:,z). Let t' = t - p, a' = a - p 

and g(t') = IIU(t' + p,p)U(p, s)z - U(t' + p, s)zllz. to see that 

t' 
o ~ g(t') ~ 10 (const)g(a') da'. 

Applying Gronwall's lemma we see that U(t, s) = U(t,p)U(p, s). 

The strong continuity ofU(·, s) for each s E [Si, til has already been established and so it only 

remains to show that U(t,·) is strongly continuous for each t E [Si, til. Fix (t, s) E ~(ti' Si) and 
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let h > 0 be such that h < t - 8. Then for all Z E Z we have 

IIU(t,8 + h}z - U(t, 8)zll~ = lilt Set - a)P(a) (U(a, 8 + h}z - U(a, 8)Z) da 
s+h 

ls+h 

+ s Set - a)P(a)U(a, 8)Z dall~ 

~ K1(Ti)IIU(·, 8 + h)z - U(·, 8)zllc(s+h,tiZ) 

l
s+h 

+ IIS(t - (8 + h)) s S((8 + h) - a)P(a)U(a, 8)Z dallz. 

~ it 'YKl(Ti)IIPllooIIU(a, 8 + h)z - U(a,8)zlI~da 
s+h 

+ 'YK l(h)IIU(" 8)zllc(s,s+hiZ)' 

Therefore applying Gronwall's Lemma we have 

IIU(t,8 + h)z - U(t, 8)zll~ ~ 'YKl(h)IIU(" 8)zIIC(S,B+hiZ) e'YKdTi)IIPlloo(t-B-h). 

Now letting h -1- 0 we see that the right-hand side of this equation converges to zero. Similarly for 

h > 0 such that h ~ 8 - 8i and Z E Z we have 

IIU(t,8 - h)z - U(t, 8)zlI~ = 11ft Set - a)P(a) (U(a, 8 - h)z - U(a, 8)Z) da 

+ [:h Set - a)P(a)U(a, 8 - h)z dall~ 

~ [t 'YKI (Ti) IIPllooIIU(a, 8 - h)z - U(a, 8)zll~ da 

+ 'YK l(h)IIU(" 8 - h)zIIC(s-h,SiZ)' 

Applying Gronwall's Lemma and using the uniform boundedness ofU(.,') on ~(ti' 8i) gives 

The right-hand side of this equation converges to zero as h -1- 0 by the continuity of K 1• Hence 

U (t, .) is strongly continuous for every t E [Si' til. 

All that now remains to complete the proof is to extend U(t, s) from ~(ti' Si) to ~(T) and to 

prove uniqueness. We do this by using the above arguments to construct U(t, s) on finite intervals 

covering the whole of[O, T] and so defining U(t, s) on ~(T). Note that the continuity of Kl (.) and 
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the fact that K 1 (0) = 0 implies that there exists a constant a > 0 such that K 1 ( T) < 1/ (R 1 R2) for 

all T E [0, 0). Now cover the interval [0, T] with the finite union U:!o[Si' til such that ti - Si < 0, 

80 = 0, tN = T and Si = ti-l for each 1 ~ i ~ N. For each interval we have R1R2K 1 (Ti) < 1 and 

so we can apply the above to construct a mild evolution operator Ui(t, s) on ~(ti' Si) satisfying 

Ui(t, s)z = S(t - s)z + it S(t - (1)P(l1)Ui(l1, s)z dl1 

for each z E Z and (t, s) E ~(ti' Si). We piece these operators together to give U(t, s) on ~(T): 

For all (t, s) E ~(to) we define U(t, s) = UO(t, s) and so U(t, s) is a mild evolution operator on 

d(to). To extend U(t, 8) to d(t 1) we define 

(t, S) E d(tb sd 

s E [0, sd, t E (Sll td 

for all z E Z. Then U(t, 8) is a mild evolution operator on d(tl, sd U d(to) by construction. 

Clearly U(t, t) = I for all t E [0, ttl. Let (t, s) E A(td and p E [s, t]. It only remains to consider 

the case where s E [0,81) and t E (SlI td. Then ifp = 81 we are done so letp E [s, sd: 

for every z E Z. Similarly for p E (Sl, t]. 

Clearly U(., s) and U(t,·) are strongly continuous for every s E [Sll t1], t E [0, sd respectively. 

Let 8 E [0, SI). U(·, s) is strongly continuous at every t E [8, sd so suppose that t E (Sl, td. Now 

for h > 0 such that h ~ t1 - t we have, for every z E Z, 

and for h ~ t - 81 

U(t, s)z - U(t - h, s)z = U1(t, sdU(slI s)z - U1(t - h, sdU(s}, s)z. 

Therefore the strong continuity ofU(·, s) follows from the strong continuity ofU1(., 81). Similarly 
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the strong continuity of U(t, .) follows from the strong continuity of U(SI, .). Finally we see that 

U(t, s)z = U1(t, St}U(Sb s)z 

= S(t - SI)U(SI, s)z + it S(t - a)P(a)U1(a, SdU(SI, s)z da 
81 

ls1 it = S(t - s)z + S(t - a)P(a)U{a, s)z da + S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 
8 81 

= S(t - s)z + it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

for all z E Z, s E [0, SI) and t E (81, ttl. Therefore we have extended U(t, s) to a mild evolution 

operator on Ll(tt} that satisfies (3.3). Furthermore, U(" .) is uniformly bounded by 

Continuing this process we construct a mild evolution operator U{t, s) on Ll(T) that satisfies (3.3) 

and is uniformly bounded, by M u say. 

To prove uniqueness: Suppose that U(t, s) is another strongly continuous solution of (3.3). 

Then 

and so 

U(t, s)z - U(t, s)z = it S(t - a)P{a) (U{a, s)z - U(a, s)z) da, 

IIU(t, s)z - U(t, s)zll~ ~ K1{r) sup IIU{a, s)z - U(a, s)zllz 
uE[s,tl 

~ it (const)IIU(a, s)z - U(a, s)zll~ da 

where K1(r) = SUPuE[O,Tj Kl{a). Applying Gronwall's Lemma proves the uniqueness on Ll(T). 

o 

A mild evolution operator is required on Z and in the next subsection the operator given in the last 

result is extended. 
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3.1.2 Extension of the mild evolution operator 

Our assumption about the smoothing property of the semi group on the perturbation is sufficient 

for the mild evolution operator of the last subsection to be extended to a bounded linear operator 

on Z. The unifonn boundedness is sufficient for this extension to be a mild evolution operator. 

Corollary 3.1.4. Let U(t, s) be the mild evolution operator generated by A(t) given in Proposi

tion 3.1.3 and suppose that the hypothesis of the propos ition holds. Then we can define an extension 

ofU(t, s) to a bounded linear operator on Z by 

U(t, s)z = lim U(t, s)zn 
n-+oo 

(3.6) 

for each z E Z, where (zn):'::l is a sequence into Z such that I/zn - zllz -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 

Furthermore, this extension, which will be denoted by U(t, s), is a mild evolution operator on 

Z. 

Proof Let z E Z and (t, s) E ~(ti+1! ti) where tit tHl are chosen such that 

K l(Ti) = sup K 1 (0') 
O'E[O,tHl -til 

satisfies R1R2K 1(Ti) < 1. Then 

IIU(t, s)zllz < IIS(t - s)zllz + Rdl[t S(t - O')P(O')U(O', s)z dO'Iiz. 

< M1eW1 (t-s)l/zl/z + R 1R2K 1(t - s)IIU(·, S)ZI/C(8,tiZ) 

where we assume that I/S(t - s)II.c(z) ~ M1eW1(t-s). Therefore 

IIU(t, s)zllz ~ IIU(·, s)zllc(s,tliZ ) < 1- Rl~~Kl(Ti) IIzllz. 

Hence U(·,.) is unifonnly bounded, by Mu(i) say, on ~(ti+b ti ) with respect to the nonn in Z. 

By partitioning the interval [0, T] into the union of N intervals: 

N-l 

[0, T] = U [ti, tHd 
i=O 
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such that to = 0, tN = T and R1R2K 1(Ti) < 1, we see that U(·,·) is uniformly bounded, with 

respect to the norm in Z, on ~(T) by 

Mu ~ max {IT ll<;Mu{i) : (ao,···, aN-I) E JRN, a; E {I, l/Mu{i)} } . 

Now for Z E Z let (zn)~l be a sequence into Z such that IIzn - zliz --+ 0 as n --+ 00. Then 

IIU(t, s)zlIz = lim IIU(t, s)znllz 
n-+oo 

~ lim Mullznllz = Mullzllz. 
n-+oo 

Therefore the extension of U (t, s) to a linear operator on Z is (uniformly) bounded. 

We now show that U(t, s) is a mild evolution operator on Z. First note that U(s, s)z = Z for all 

s E [0, T] and Z E Z. Now for Z E Z, let (zn)::l be a sequence into Z such that IIzn - zliz --+ 0 

as n --+ 00. Then 

IIU(s, s)zn - zllz = Ilzn - zllz -t 0 as n --+ 00. 

Therefore, by the definition of the extension, U(s, s) = I for all s E [0, T] on Z. 

Let (t, s) E ~(T) and p E [s, t]. Clearly U(t,p)U(p, s)z = U(t, s)z for each Z E Z. Now for 

Z E Z, let (zn)~=l be a sequence into Z such that Ilzn - zliz --+ 0 as n --+ 00, and consider 

IIU(t,p)U(p, s)zn - U(t, s)zllz = IIU(t, S)zn - U(t, s)zlIz 

< Mullzn - zliz 

---+ 0 as n --+ 00. 

Therefore, by definition, 

U(t,p)U(p, s)z = lim U(t,p)U(p, s)zn = U(t, s)z 
n-+oo 

for each z E Z. 

Now it only remains to show that U(·,.) is strongly continuous. For each 8 E [0, T] and z E Z 

we have, where (zn)~l is a sequence into Z such that IIzn - zllz --+ 0 as n --+ 00, 

IIU(t, s)z - U(t, s)znllz = IIU(t, s)z - U(t, s)znllz ~ Mullz - znllz, 
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for t E [s, T]. Therefore U (', s) z is the unifonn limit of the sequence of continuous functions 

(U(., s)zn)~l and so is continuous. Similarly U(t, ·)z is continuous for all z E Z and t E [0, T]. 

Hence the extension U(t, s) is a mild evolution operator on Z which we will again denote by 

U(t, s). o 

Remark 3.1.5. Applying Hinrichsen and Pritchard (1994) we remark that the linear extension 

U (t, s) to Z, of the mild evolution operator is itself a mild evolution (on Z) if and only if the sets 

{U(t, s) : s E [0, t]} and {U(t, s) : t E [s, T]} are bounded in C(Z) for, respectively, every t ~ 0 

and s ~ O. 

In the following section certain conditions are imposed on the semigroup and perturbation such 

that the perturbed system 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu + it U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds 

satisfies the hypotheses of Chapter 2. In doing so it is seen that the mild evolution operator given 

by Corollary 3.1.4 can be extended to a bounded linear operator on Z. Moreover, this extension is 

a mild evolution operator. 

3.2 Mild form for perturbed systems 

Consider the abstract differential equation 

z(t) = A(t)z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)), z(O) = Bu, (3.7) 

with output 

y = CZ'(T) + Cz(T), 

where C z' (T) is some given output. The system is considered with the state taking values in a 

Banach space Z and the output taking values in a Hilbert space Y. Let u E U, a Hilbert space, 

B E C(U, Z), and suppose that there exists a Banach space V ~ Z, with continuous injection, 

such that C E .c(V, Y). 
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The nonlinearity N : [0, T] x W ---+ W, with We W Banach spaces, satisfies 

N(·, w(·)) E LS(O, Tj W) for all w(·) E LT(O, T; W), 

where f, s ~ 1 are real numbers. The operators D(·) and EO characterise the unboundedness of 

the nonlinearity. In addition to PS I suppose that 

E(·) E PC(O, T; C(Z, W)) and DO E PC(O, T; .c(W, Z)) 

so that TV I is satisfied. 

In this section (3.7) will be considered for A(·) = A + P(·), where A is the infinitesimal 

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on Z that satisfies PS III and P{·) satisfies PS II. 

Recall from the last section that if, in addition, PS IV is satisfied then A(·) is the generator of a 

mild evolution operator U(t, s) on the Banach space Z. The system (3.7) is interpreted in terms of 

the corresponding mild form given by 

z(t) = U(t, O)Bu + it U(t, s)D(s)N(s, E(s)z(s)) ds. (3.8) 

Conditions are derived for the semigroup generated by S(t) and the perturbation such that the mild 

evolution operator U(t, s) satisfies the hypotheses of the previous chapter. First the conditions 

for the system equation to be well-defined are considered and then those that are required for the 

existence of a mild solution. 

3.2.1 System equation is well-defined 

In this subsection conditions are derived that are sufficient for the conditions TV I-IV to be satisfied 

for the perturbed system (3.8). It has already been assumed that TV I holds. For TV II the mild 

evolution operator U (t, s) must be extended to a bounded linear operator on Z for all (t, s) E 

6(T). Condition PS IV guarantees this and more as can be seen from the following corollary to 

Proposition 3.1.3. 

Corollary 3.2.1. The mild evolution operator U(t, s) on Z defined in Proposition 3.1.3 can be 

extended to a bounded linear operator on Z. Moreover, the extension is a mild evolution operator 

onZ. 
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Proof Note that for any z E Z we have 

IIU(t, s)z/l:z < /IS(t - s)z/lz + R1R2 /1 it S(t - a)P(O')U(O', s)z dO'/l~ 

:::; M2eW2 (t-B)/Iz/lz + R1R2K 1(t - s)/IU(·, s)z/lC(",tjZ) 
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where we assume that II S(t-s)II.c(z) :::; M2eW2 (t-B). Therefore we can proceed as in Corollary 3.1.4 

where we restrict attention to (t, s) E ~(ti+1! ti), where (ti+1! ti) E ~(T) are chosen such that 

R1R2K I (Ti) = RIR2 sup Kl(O') < 1, 
uE[O,t;+1- t ;) 

and U(·,·) is unifonnly bounded with respect to Z on ~(ti+l' ti) by 

Mu(i) = 12 
1- RIR2KdTi) 

Hence, as in Corollary 3.1.4, the extension to a bounded linear operator on Z, again denoted 

U (t, s), is unifonnly bounded, by M u say, on ~ (T) and is a mild evolution operator on Z. 0 

Therefore TV II is satisfied and the following remark shows th~t TV III is also satisfied. 

Remark 3.2.2. Let h(.) E LB (0, T; W). Then as a result of the previous corollary we see that 

U(t, ·)D(·)h(.) : [0, t] -+ Z is measurable. Now, setting z(·) = D(-)h(·) E L"(O, Tj Z), 

it /IU(t, s)z(s)/Izds :::; it Mu/lz(s)/Izds 

:::; M uti/'" /I zllL'(O,TjZ) < 00 

where~ + ~ = 1 andsoU(t,·)D(·)h(·): [O,t] -+ Zisintegrable. 

Before considering TV IV a further remark is made on the proof of Corollary 3.2.1 by looking at 

the extension ofU(t, s) to Z more closely. 

Remark 3.2.3. Let z E Z and (Zn)~=1 be a sequence into Z such that /Izn - z/lz -t 0 as n -t 00. 

Then 

U(t, s)z = lim U(t, s)zn 
n-+oo 

= lim (S(t - s)zn) + lim (it S(t - O')P(O')U(O', S)zn dO') 
n-+oo n-+oo B 

= S(t - s)z + lim (it S(t - O')P(O')U(O', s)zn dO') . 
n-+oo 8 
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Furthennore, taking the nonn of the last tenn in Z 

II jt S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)zn dO'Il~ < K1(t - s)IIU(·, S)ZnIlC(8,t;Z) 

:::; Kl(T)Mull znllz, 

where K 1(T) = SUPuE[O,Tj Kl(O'). Therefore the integral tenn converges in Z and the limit is the 

same as with respect to II· liz. Therefore we can extend the map 

Z ~ it S(t - O')P(O')U(O', s)z dO' 

for Z E Z to a bounded linear map from Z to Z by 

it S(t - a)P(O')U(O', s)z dO':= lim it S(t - O')P(a)U(a, S)Zn da, (3.9) 
8 n-+oo B 

for Z E Z. 

Since, for all Z E Z, 

it S(t - a)P(O')U(a, s)z da = U(t, s)z - S(t - s)z 

it is seen that the left-hand side is continuous with respect to the nonn in Z in both s and t. In 

particular for each Z E Z 

it S(t - O')P(O')U(a, s)z da 

is continuous with respect to the nonn in Z in both t and s since it is the unifonn limit of a sequence 

of continuous functions. 

Let 

(Msh) (t) = it S(t - s)D(s)h(s) ds 

for h(·) E L"(O, Tj W) and suppose that the semigroup satisfies TV IV. 

PS V. For every h(·) E L8(0, Tj W), (Msh) (t) E Z for almost every t E [0, T], and t ~ 

(Msh) (t) is continuous with respect to II· liz. 
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The following proposition shows that this assumption, together with the previous ones, is sufficient 

for TV IV to be satisfied for the perturbed system. 

Proposition 3.2.4. Suppose that PS I-V hold. Then the mild evolution operator U(t, s) defined in 

Corollary 3.2.1 satisfies TV IV. 

Proof. We will treat each part of TV IV separately. For the first part notice that 

lot S(t - s)D(s)h(s) ds = (Msh) (t) E Z 

for all h(.) E L8(O, Tj W) by assumption. We see from Remark 3.2.3 that 

S I-t jt S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) da 

is measurable. Furthermore we see that this map is integrable in Z: 

J.' II l' S(t - u)P(u)U(u, s)D(s)h(s) dullzds::; J.' K,(r)MuIID(s)h(s)lIZ'ds 

~ K I (r)M utl/B' IID(· )h(·) IIL'(O,t;Z) 

where 1/ S' + 1/ s = 1. Therefore 

(Muh) (t) = (Msh) (t) + lot jt S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dads E Z 

almost everywhere as required. 

For the second part let h > 0 and h(·) E LB(O, Tj W). We have 

(Mu h) (t + h) - (Muh) (t) 

{HhlHh 
= (Msh) (t + h) - (Msh) (t) + Jo 8 S(t + h - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dads 

-lot jt S(t _ a)P(a)U(O', s)D(s)h(s) dads 

{HhjHh 
= (Msh) (t + h) - (Msh) (t) + Jt 8 S(t + h - a)P(a)U(O', s)D(s)h(s) dads 

t (jHh + J
o 

8 S(t + h - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dO' 

-l' S(t - u)P(u)U(u, s)D(s)h(s) du ) ds. 
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Condition PS V ensures that 

II (Msh) (t + h) - (Msh) (t)lIz -40 as h.! o. 

Using Remark 3.2.3 note that 

IHh[t+h 
II t 8 S(t + h - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dadsll z 

I
t+h 

< Rl t Kl(r)MuIlD(s)h(s)lI:zds -t 0 as h.! o. 

Furthennore 

II f.' f.'+' S(t + h - u)P(u)U(u, s)D(s)h(s) du - f.' S(t - u)P(u)U(u, s)D(s)h(s) dudsll z 

~ Rl it II [Hh S(t + h - a)P(a)U(O', s)D(s)h(s) dO' 

_ it S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dO'Iiz. ds 

which converges to zero by the continuity in t of the extension 

D(s)h(s) t-4 [t S(t - O')P(a)U(O', s)D(s)h(s) dO' 

given in Remark 3.2.3 and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. Therefore 

II (Muh) (t + h) - (Muh) (t)llz -40 as h.! o. 

Similarly 

(Muh) (t - h) - (Muh) (t) 

= (Msh) (t - h) - (Msh) (t) + l~h [t S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dads 

+ i t
-
h ([t-h S(t _ h _ a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dO' 

_ [t S(t _ a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dO' ) ds. 

Note that 

II S(t - a)P(a)U(a, s)D(s)h(s) dadsl/z ~ Rl f Kl(r)MuIlD(s)h(s)l/:zds it it t 

t-h B Jt-h 
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which converges to zero as h..t.. o. Proceeding as before shows that 

II (Muh) (t - h) - (Muh) (t)lIz ~ 0 as h.!. O. 

Hence the map t I--t (Muh) (t) is continuous with respect to the nonn in Z. o 

Therefore if conditions PS I-V hold together with the basic assumptions introduced at the begin

ning of this section then the perturbed system satisfies TV I-IV. 

In the next subsection the remaining conditions that are sufficient to be able to apply Theo

rem 2.2.10 to the perturbed system are considered. 

3.2.2 Existence of mild solution 

To show the existence of a mild solution for (3.8) conditions on the semigroup which imply TV V, 

TV VII-X hold for the evolution operator generated by A + P(·) are detennined. 

Since U(t, s) is a mild evolution operator on all three spaces Z, Z, and Z condition TV VII is 

satisfied automatically. Suppose that the semigroup satisfies TV V: 

PS VI. There exists a constant K 2 such that 

for every u E U. 

Recall that, for each z E Z, 

U(T, O)z = S(T)z + loT S(T - O')P(O')U(o', O)z dO' 

where the last term is the extension given in Remark 3.2.3. If this extension is a bounded map into 

V for t = T, then replacing z by Bu shows that </> E C(U, Y). The next condition ensures that this 

is the case, though it is slightly stronger than is necessary. 

PS VII. There exists a continuous function K 3 (.) : [0, T] ~ IR+ such that K 3 (T) = 0 and for 

every S E [0, T], z(·) E C(s, Tj Z), 

/,T S(T _ O')P(O')z(o') dO' E V 
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with 

lilT S(T - a)P(a)z(a) dallv ~ K3(s)lIzllc(8,TiZ)' 

This condition ensures that the extension given in Remark 3.2.3 maps into V for each s E [0, T] 

whent=T. 

Remark 3.2.5. For every z E Z we have 

II[T S(T - a)P(a)U(a, s)z dallv ~ K 3(s)IIU{·, s)zllc(B,TiZ) 

~ K3{T)Mull zllz 

where K 3 (T) = SUPuE[O,T] K 3 (a). By the comments in Remark 3.2.3 and the continuous injectivity 

of V into Z (and hence Z), we see that the extension of 

z f---+ [T S{T - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

to a bounded linear map from Z to Z also maps into V. Furthermore this extension is strongly 

continuous in s with respect to C(Z, V); that is, for every z E Z, the map from [0, T] to V given 

by 

S f---+ [T S(T - a)P(a)U(a, s)z da 

is continuous. 

Proposition 3.2.6. Suppose that PS I-VII are satisfied by the perturbed system. Then there exists 

a constant K 1 such that 

IICU(T,O)Bully < Kiliullu 

for every u E U. 

Proof Let u E U. Then 

IICU(T, O)Bully = IICS{T)Bu + C loT S{T - a)P(a)U(a, O)Bu dally 

~ K 211ullu + IICIIK3(0)MuIiBullz 

~ (1<2 + IICIIK3(0)MuR2I1BII) lIullu 

as required. o 
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This is TV V and in fact, together with the following condition PS VII is sufficient for TV X to be 

satisfied. 

PS VIII. There exists a constant K 4 such that (Mrs h) (T) E V with 

for all h(·) E LS(O,T; W). 

Proposition 3.2.7. Suppose that PS I-VIII are satisfied. Then (Muh) (T) E V and there exists a 

constant K4 such that 

for all h(.) E LS(O,T; W). 

Proof Let h(.) E LS(O, T; W). Note that 

J.T U(T, s)D(s)h(s) ds . 

= lT S(T - s)D(s)h(s) ds + lT jT S(T - O')P(O')U(o', s)D(s)h(s) dads. 

Condition PS VIII ensures that (Mrsh) (T) E V and 

lilT S(T - s)D(s)h(s) dsll v :5 K4I1 hIlL'(O,T;W)' 

We see from Remark 3.2.5 that 

s t---t iT S(T - O')P(O')U(O', s)D(s)h(s) dO' 

is measurable as a map from [0, T] to V. Furthermore 

J.T II f.T S(T - u)P(u)U(u, s)D(s)h(s) dallv ds:O; J.T K3(r)MuIlD(s)h(s)lI .. ds 

:5 K3(r)M UTI/s' IID(· )h(')IIL'(O,T;Z) 

where 1/ s' + 1/ s = 1 and so the map is integrable in V. Putting these estimates together yields 

lilT U(T, s)D(s)h(s) dsll v < K41IhIlL'(o,T;W) + K3(r)MuT I/S'IID(.)h(·)IIL'(O,T;Z) 

:5 (K4 + K3(r)M uT1/S'IIDlloo) IIhIlL'(O,T;W) 

as required. o 
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Now suppose that the semigroup satisfies condition TV VIII. 

PS IX. There exists a positive constant K s such that 

I/E(,)S(')ZI/U(O,T;!£) :5 Ksllzllz 

for each z E Z. 

Proposition 3.2.8. Suppose that PS I-IX hold. Then there exists a positive constant K2 such that 

I/E(·)U(·,O)ZI/U(O,T;!£) :5 K2 l1zl/z, 

for each z E Z. 

Proof Let z E Z. Then 

where I/EI/oo = SUPtE[O,Tj IIE(t)II.c(~,!£). Therefore we set K2 = Ks + T 1
/
r IIEliooKl (T)R2 M U' 

o 

Again, assuming TV IX holds for the semigroup is sufficient, together with the preceding assump

tions, for it to hold for the evolution operator. Define 

(lLsh) (t) = E(t) lot S(t - s)D(s)h(s) ds. (3.1 0) 

for h E L8(0, Tj W). 

PS X. There exists a positive constant K 6 such that 

for hE L8(0, Tj W). 
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Proposition 3.2.9. Suppose that PS I-X hold. Then there exists a positive constant K3 such that 

for hE L8(0, T; W). 

Proof We have 

/lE(.) l' U(" s)D(s)h(s) dsliu(o,T;!:E) 

~ /lE(.) 1" S(· - s}D(s)h(s} dSIiLr(o,T;!:E) 

( 

T t t ) I/r 
+ 1 I1E(t) II S(t - O')P(u)U(o', s)D(s)h(s) dO'ds/lwdt 

( 

T ) I/r 
< K 6/1hIl L'(O,T;W) + /lE/Ioo 10 KI(T(M~tr/8'IID(.)h(·)II~.(O,tiZ) dt 

where 1/ S' + 1/ s = 1 using an estimate from the proof of Proposition 3.2.4. Hence 

IIE(.) l' U(" s)D(s)h(s) dsliu(o,T;!:E) 

~ K61IhIIL'(O,T;W) + IIEllooKl(T)MuT~IID(')h(·)IIL.(O,T;Z) 
~ (K6 + IIEllooKI(T)MuT~IiDlloo) IIh(·)IIL.(O,T;W) 

where IIDlloo = SUPtE[O,Tj IID(t) II.C{w,z) and the proof is completed. o 

Therefore if the conditions PS I-X are satisfied together with TV VI, then we can apply Theo

rem 2.2.10 to the problem offinding a control u such that the output Y = Yd, the desired value. 

3.3 A semilinear system 

Suppose that the original system dynamics are semilinear 

i(t) = Az(t) + g(t, z(t)) , z(O) = Zo (3.11) 

where PS I is satisfied, 9 : [0, T] x Z -t Z and the state is considered with values in Z. Recall 

that the first step in applying the theory of Chapter 2 is to linearise the system about a solution 
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trajectory. In this section it is shown that, with certain conditions on g, there exists a solution of 

(3.11) and the system can be linearised about the resulting trajectory. The solution in this case will 

be based on the following definition. 

Definition 3.3.1. A function z(·) E C(O, Tj Z) is a classical solution of (3.11) on [0, T] if it is 

continuously differentiable (with values in Z), z(t) E D(A), the domain of the operator A, and 

z(t) satisfies (3.11) for all t E [0, T]. 

Throughout this section it will be assumed that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 

continuous semigroup S (t) on Z that satisfies PS III. 

Under certain conditions there exists a mild solution of(3.11) and the proof of this is the subject 

of the next subsection. In the following subsection it is shown that this mild solution is a classical 

one, except that the continuous differentiability is considered with respect to Z. The approach 

taken follows that ofPazy (1983) who considered (3.11) with g : [0, T] x Z -+ Z. 

3.3.1 Existence of a mild solution 

Definition 3.3.2. A mild solution of (3.11) is any function z(·) E C(O, Tj Z) such that z(O) = 

Zo E Z and z satisfies the following equation 

z(t) = S(t)zo + lot S(t - 8)g(8, Z(8)) ds (3.12) 

for all t E [0, T]. 

PS XI. There exists a continuous [unction kl (.) : [0, T] -+ jR+ such that kl (0) = ° and for all 

s E [0, T], z(.) E C(s, T; Z), t E [8, T] we have fat S(t - a)z(a) da E Z with 

II it S(t - a)z(a) dall£. ~ k1(t - 8)!IzIlC(a,tjz)' (3.13) 

The following remark shows that the previous assumption is sufficient for the mild solution (if it 

exists) to be well-defined. 

Remark 3.3.3. IfPS XI holds then for each 8 E [0, T] the map 

t I---t it S(t - a)z(a) da 
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is continuous (with respect to the nonn in Z) for every z(·) E C(s, Tj Z). To see this let h > 0, 

s E [0, T], z(·) E C(s, T; Z) and consider 

II f.Hh S(t + h - a)E(a) da - J.' S(t - a)z(a) dall~ 

.,; II f.Hh S(t + h - a)E(a) dall~ + II J.' (S(t + h - a) - S(t - a)) E(a) dall~ 

~ k1(h)llzllc(t,t+h;Z) + II (S(h) - 1) jt S(t - a)z(a) dallz. 

which converge to zero as h ..j.. O. Similarly we have 

I
t-h [t II 8 S(t - h - a)z(a) da - 8 S(t - a)z(a) dallz. 

= lilt S(t - a)z(a - h) da -it S(t - a)z(a) dallz. 
8+h 8 

[

S+h it 
~ II S(t - a)z(a) dallz. + II S(t - a) (z(a - h) - z(a)) dall~ 

s s+h 

~ IIS(t - s - h)lIkl(h)lIzllc(s,s+h;Z) + k1(t - h - s)lIz(· - h) - z(-)IIC(a,t;Z) 

which converge to zero as h..j.. 0 by the continuity of kl(-)' z(·) and the nonn in C(s, t; Z). 

The following results show that the hypotheses introduced so far are sufficient for there to exist 

a mild solution of (3.11) if the nonlinearity satisfies a unifonn Lipschitz condition. The proof 

follows the method ofPazy (1983) for Lipschitz perturbations oflinear evolution equations. 

Proposition 3.3.4. Suppose that for the system given by (3.11) PS I holds. A is the generator of 

a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) that satisfies PS III and PS XI. Furthermore suppose that 

g: [to, T] x Z ---+- Z is continuous in t and there exists a constant k2 such thatfor each t E [to, T] 

for all z, y E Z. Then for all w(.) E C(to, Tj Z) there exists a unique solution of the integral 

equation 

z(t) = w(t) + it S(t - S)g(8, z(s)) ds 
to 

in C(to, Tj Z). 
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Proof We start by defining the map:F: C(to, Tj Z) ---t C(to, Tj Z) by 

(:Fz) (t) = w(t) + it S(t - s)g(s, z(s)) ds. 
to 

We show that:F is a contraction when restricted to the interval [to, td. and by applying the Con

traction Mapping Theorem we obtain a unique solution of the integral equation on this interval. 

We have 

(:Fz1) (t) - (:Fz2) (t) = it S(t - s) (g(8, Zl(8)) - g(s, Z2(S))) ds 
to 

for every Zb Z2 E C(to, Tj Z), and so 

II (:Fz1) (t) - (:Fz2) (t)lIz:::; k1(t - to) sup Ilg(a,zl(a)) - g(a,z2(a))llz 
- UE[to,t) 

Since kl (.) is continuous on the closed and bounded interval [0, tl - to] it is bounded and attains 

its bounds. Therefore suppose r E [0, tl - to] is such that 

Then 

kl(r) = sup kl(t). 
tE[O,h-to) 

Since k1(·) is continuous and kl(O) = 0 we can choose tl > to such that kl(r)k2 < 1. Therefore:F 

is a contraction on C(to, tlj Z) and applying the Contraction Mapping Theorem gives the unique 

fixed point z(·) E C(to, tlj Z). Let d = tl - to, and partition the interval [0, T] into N intervals 

such that 

N-I 

[0, T] = U [ti, ti+1] , 
i=O 

t N = T and ti+1 - ti < d for 0 < i :::; N - 1. Therefore for 0 ~ i ::; N - 1 

sup kl(a) < kl(r) 
UE[O,ti+l -til 
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and so, applying the above method, we see that :F is a contraction on each subspace C (ti' tH 1 j Z). 

Let Zi be the unique fixed point in C(ti, tHli Z) for 0 ~ i ~ N - 1 after applying the Contraction 

Mapping Theorem. By defining z(t) = Zi(t) for t E [ti, ti+1] we see that z is the unique solution 

of the integral equation 

Z(t) ,= w(t) + it S(t - s)g(s, z(s)) ds 

as required. o 

Clearly, ifzo E Z then S(-)zo E C(O, Tj Z) and so applying the proposition yields a unique mild 

solution (3.12) of (3.11). A similar result holds for the slightly weaker hypothesis that 9 is only 

locally Lipschitz continuous in z, uniformly in t. 

Proposition 3.3.5. Suppose thatfor the system given by (3.11) PS J holds. A is the generator of 

a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) that satisfies PS III and PS XI. Furthermore suppose that 

9 : [0, T] x Z --+ Z is continuous in t and there exists a constant k3(C) such thatforeach t € [0, T] 

IIg(t, z) - g(t, Y)II:z ~ k3(c)llz - Yllz. 

for all z, Y E Z such that lIyllz., IIzlIz. < c. Then there exists a T ~ T and a unique mild solution 

of (3.11) in C(O, Tj Z). 

Proof Let to E [0, T] and define :F as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.4. We will again restrict 

attention, for the moment, to the interval [to, ttl where tl = to + <5(to) for some <5(to) > O. On this 

interval we will show that there exists a unique solution of (3.12) provided <5 is suitably chosen. 

Let K(to) = 2'0 IIzo liz. where,o = sUP09~T IIS(t) II, and choose <5(to) such that 

(3.14) 

where No = sup {llg(t, 0) liz: 0 ~ t ~ T}. The continuity of kl and the fact that kl (0) = 0 ensure 

that <5(to) can be chosen in this way. We firstly show that :F maps the ball of radius K(to) in 
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C(to, tI; Z) into itself. 

II (rz)(t) liz. ~ 'Yollzollz. + lilt S(t - 8)g(8, Z(8)) d81lz. 
to 

::; 'Yollzollz. + kI(t - to) sup (lIg(8, Z(8)) - g(8, O)llz + IIg(8, 0) liz) 
BE[to,tl) 

~ 'Yollzollz. + kl(ro) (k3(K(to))K(to) + No) 

::; 2'1'0 Ilzo liz.· 

On this ball F satisfies a unifonn Lipschitz condition and so applying Proposition 3.3.4 shows that 

there exists a unique solution of(3.12) on [to, tl]. 

Suppose that z is the unique mild solution on [0, rJ then the above shows that it can be extended 

to the interval [0, r + &J with & > 0 by defining z on [r, r + &J by z(t) = w(t) where w(t) is the 

unique solution of the integral equation 

w(t) = S(t - r)z(r) + it S(t - 8)g(8, W(8)) d8. 

Moreover, 0 depends only on Ilz(r)II. Therefore we can extend the mild solution to the whole 

interval [0, T] for some suitable T ::; T. 0 

Provided the initial guess for the control is chosen such that z'(O) = z~ + Bu' E Z the propo

sition shows that there exists a mild solution z'(·) E CO(O, Tj Z). For the purposes of the control 

problem T is chosen to be T. 

3.3.2 Existence of a classical solution 

The inhomogeneous differential equation 

i(t) = Az(t) + h(t), z(O) = Zo (3.15) 

where h(.) E Cl(O, Tj Z) has been shown by many authors to have a classical solution satisfying 

Definition 3.3.1 (Curtain and Pritchard, 1977, 1978; Pazy, 1983; Curtain and Zwart, 1995). To 

show that there exists a classical solution of (3.11) it will be shown that, for a mild solution Z, the 

map from [0, T] to Z defined by h(t) = g(t, z(t)) is continuously differentiable in some suitably 
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chosen space, to be made precise later, containing Z. This suggests that a classical solution is 

sought that is continuously differentiable with respect to Z. Now considering the homogeneous 

part of(3.15) note that any solution is of the form 

z(t) = S(t)zo. 

Since Set) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Z ifzo E D(A), the domain of A when con

sidered as the generator of Set) on Z, then this solution is continuously differentiable. These 

considerations motivate: 

Definition 3.3.6. A solution of(3.11) on [0, T] is any function z(·) E C(O, Tj Z) such that z(.) E 

CI(O, Tj Z), z(t) E D(A), the domain of the operator A with respect to Z, and z(t) satisfies (3.11) 

for all t E [0, T]. 

To ensure that S ( . ) Zo E C (0, T; Z) for all Zo E D (A) the following assumption is introduced. 

PS XII. DCA) c Z. 

Suppose that there exists a solution z of (3.11). Then the map s 1-+ Set - s)z(s) on [0, t] is 

differentiable for each t E (0, T). Therefore, for t E (0, T), 

d . 
ds Set - 8)Z(S) = -AS(t - 8)Z(S) + Set - s)z(s) 

= Set - s) (~(s) - AZ(8)) 

= Set - 8)g(8, z(s)) 

and so, if g(., z(·)) is continuous, integrating (in Z) yields 

z(t) = S(t)zo + lt Set - s)g(s, z(s)) ds. 

Therefore a solution of (3.11) is a mild solution. Hence in this subsection the mild solution of 

the previous subsection is shown to be, under suitable conditions, a solution. Clearly, for a mild 

solution, it is only the integral term that must be shown to be continuously differentiable and satisfy 

(3.11). The following modified version of a result from Pazy (1983, Theorem 4.2.4, page 107) gives 

some general criteria for the existence of a solution of (3 .15). 
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Theorem 3.3.7. Suppose that PS I holds; A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 

S(t) on Z that satisfies PS IlL PSXI and PSXII,· and h(.) E C(O, Tj Z). Let 

v(t) = lot S(t - s)h(s) ds, 0:::; t:::; T. 

The initial value problem (3.15) has a solution on [0, T]for every Zo E D(A) if one of the following 

conditions is satisfied: 

(i) v(.) E C(O, Tj Z) n C1(0, Tj Z). 

(ii) v(t) E D(A) for every t E [0, T] and Av(-) is continuous on [0, T] with respect to the norm in 

Z. 

If (3.15) has a solutionfor some Zo E D(A) then v satisfies both (i) and (ii). 

Proof. Suppose that (3.15) has a solution for some Zo E D(A). Then this solution is given by 

z(t) = S(t)zo + lt S(t - s)h(s) ds 

which gives, on rearranging, 

v(t) = z(t) - S(t)zo E D(A) c Z, 

and is continuous with respect to II . liz. Furthermore, since the right-hand side is differentiable in 

Z, we have 

v(t) = i(t) - S(t)Azo 

which is continuous with respect to II . liz. Therefore the solution satisfies (i). To see that the 

solution satisfies (ii) we note that 

Av(t) = Az(t) - AS(t)zo = i(t) - h(t) - S(t)Azo 

which is again continuous with respect to the norm in Z. 

For the first part of the theorem we notice that, for any h > 0, we have 

S(h) - I v(t) = v(t + h) - v(t) _ .!.It+h S(t + h _ s)h(s) ds. (3.16) 
h h h t 
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Since h(·) E C(O, Tj Z) we see that the last term on the right-hand side of this equation converges 

to h(t) with respect to the norm in Z as h .,(.. O. If (i) is satisfied then from (3.16) we see that 

v(t) E D(A) for all t E [0, T] and 

Av(t) = iJ(t) - h(t), 

so Av(·) is continuous in Z. Thus (i) implies (ii). 

If (ii) is satisfied then (3.16) implies that v is differentiable from the right in t and that this 

derivative satisfies 

D+v(t) = Av(t) + h(t). 

The continuity of the right-hand side of this equation implies the continuity of the left-hand side 

and consequently that v is continuously differentiable with respect to the norm in Z. This, together 

with PS XI and Remark 3.3.3, shows that (i) is satisfied. In both cases we have 

v(t) = Av(t) + h(t) 

where v(·) E C(O, Tj Z) n Cl(O, Tj Z) and v(t) E D(A) for each t E [0, T]. Since v(O) = 0 we 

see that 

z(t) = S(t)zo + v(t) 

is a solution of (3.15). o 

Remark 3.3.8. Suppose that in the last theorem h(·) E Cl (0, Tj Z). Then by definition we have 

v(t) = it S(t - s)h(s) ds = it S(s)h(t - s) ds 

and so PS XI shows that v(·) E C(O, Tj Z), while the last equality shows that v is differentiable. 

Now 

iJ(t) = S(t)h(O) + it S(s)h(t - s) ds 

= S(t)h(O) + it S(t - s)h(s) ds 

and so v(·) E Cl(O, Tj Z). Hence condition (i) of Theorem 3.3.7 is satisfied and so there exists a 

solution of the inhomogeneous equation. 
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This remark demonstrates the main method used in the literature to show that there exists 

a classical solution of the inhomogeneous equation (for example Corollary 4.2.5 in Pazy, 1983; 

Curtain and Zwart, 1995,Theorem 3.1.3). Following the approach of Pazy (1983) it will not be 

possible (in general) to show that, for a mild solution Z, the map t H g(t, z(t)) is continuously 

differentiable with respect to Z. Therefore we introduce the following Banach space containing Z. 

PS XIII. Z C Z where the canonical injection is continuous with dense range. 

The differentiability of t H g(t, z(t)) will now be considered in Z. A further property for the 

semi group is required. 

PS XIV. S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Z. Moreover, there exists a continuousfunc

tion k4(·) : [0, T] ---t R+ such that k4(0) = 0 and/or all s E [0, T], z(.) E C(s, Tj Z). t E [s, T] 

we have I: S(t - a)z(a) da E Z with 

Corollary 3.3.9. Suppose that PS I and PS XIII hold; A is the generator 0/ a strongly continu

ous semigroup S(t) on Z that satisfies PS II/, PS XI-XII and PS X/V,· and h(·) E C(O, Tj Z) n 

Cl(O, Tj Z). Then (3.15) has a solution/or each Zo E D(A). 

Proof We show that v(t) (as defined in Theorem 3.3.7) is continuously differentiable with respect 

to the norm in Z. We see that 

1 ft 
Ilk (v(t + h) - v(t)) - S(t)h(O) - io S(t - s)k(s) dsll:z 

I1h =5 II/; 0 S(t + h - s)h(s) ds - S(t)h(O)II:z 

1 fHh 1 r t 
+ llii ih S(t + h - s)h(s) ds - /; io S(t - s)h(s) ds - io S(t - s)h(s) dsll:z 

=5 f(h) + lilt S(t - s) (*(h(S + h) - h(s)) - h(S)) dsll:z 

=5 f(h) + k4(t) sup II (~(h(a + h) - h(a)) - h(a)) liz 
uE[O,t] 
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where f( h) -+ 0 as h -+ O. Hence the right-hand side tends to zero as h -+ 0 and v is differentiable 

from the right. The right-sided derivative is 

S(t)h(O) + lot S(t - s)k(s) ds 

which is continuous in Z and so v is continuously differentiable in Z. Now applying Theorem 3.3.7 

yields a solution z. o 

To show that (3.11) has a solution it now only remains to show that for a mild solution, 'I, t H 

g(t, z(t)) is continuously differentiable (in Z). Unfortunately this requires that the mild solution 

is continuously differentiable and so further work is required. We follow the approach of Pazy 

(1983) and start with the following preliminary result based on Proposition 3.3.4. 

Lemma 3.3.10. Suppose thatfor the system given by (3.11) PS I and PS XIII hold; and A is the 

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) that satisfies PS IlL and PS XlV. Furthermore 

suppose that h : [to, T] x Z --+ Z is continuous in t and there exists a constant k such thatfor 

each t E [0, T] 

IIh(t, z) - h(t, Y)llz :5 kllz - YII:z 

for all z, Y E Z. Then for all w (.) E C (to, T; Z) there exists a unique solution of the integral 

equation 

in C(to, Tj Z). 

u(t) = w(t) + r S(t - s)h(s, u(s)) ds 
ltD 

Proof This follows from the method of the proof of Proposition 3.3.4. o 

The next result, based on Pazy (1983,Theorem 6.1.5), guarantees the existence of a solution of 

(3.11) provided certain conditions are satisfied. 

Theorem 3.3.11. Suppose that for the system given by (3.11) PS I and PS XIII hold; A is the gener

atorofa stronglycontinuoussemigroup S(t) that satisfies PS IlL PSXI. PSXlI andPSXlV; g(.,.) 
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is continuously differentiablefrom [0, T] x Z -+ Z; and, ifwe let B(s, z) = (%z)g(s, z(s))/or 

z E C(O, T; Z), there exists a constant ks(z) (dependent on z) such that 

IIB(s, z)wllz :5 ks(z)lIwllz- (3.17) 

for all w E Z. Then/or every Zo E D(A) there exists a solution of (3.11). 

Proof The continuous differentiability of g(t, z) implies that 9 is continuous in t and locally Lip

schitz continuous in z, unifonnly in t. Therefore Proposition 3.3.5 shows that there exists a unique 

mild solution Z of (3.11), provided T is suitably chosen. We will show that this mild solution is 

continuously differentiable in Z. 

Choose 8 > 0 such that k4(r) = SUPtE[O,Oj k4(t) < 1/k5(z), Now partition the interval [0, T] 

into the union 

N-l 

[0, T] = U [ti, tHl] 
i=O 

such that to = 0, tN = T, ti < ti+l and tHl - ti < 8. We will restrict attention for the moment to 

the interval [ti, ti+d for some i E {O, ... , N - 1}. Suppose that Z(ti) = Zi E D(A). 

From the assumptions of the theorem there exists an extension B(t, z) of B(t, z) to a bounded 

linear operator from Z into Z for each t E [ti, ti+d. Furthennore, for each W E Z there exists a 

sequence (wn ) into Z such that Wn -+- W in Z. Hence 

IIB(t, z)w - B(t, z)wn llz :5 ks(z)lIw - wnllz- -+ 0 as n -+- 00 

unifonnly in t. Hence B(-, z)w is the unifonn limit of the sequence of functions (B(·, z)wn). By 

our assumptions the latter are continuous and so the function h : [ti, ti+l] X Z -+ Z defined by 

h(t, w) = B(t, z)w is continuous in t. Moreover, this function is unifonnly Lipschitz continuous 

in w. Set 

it a 
w(t) = S(t)g(t i , Z(ti)) + AS(t)Zi + S(t - s)"!lg(s, z(s)) ds. 

t, uS 

From our assumptions we have w(·) E C(ti, tH1 ; Z). Therefore Lemma 3.3.10 guarantees the 

existence ofa unique solution (in C(ti, ti+l; Z» of the integral equation 

u(t) = w(t) + 1.' S(t - s)B(s, z)u(s) ds. 
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Our assumptions on 9 yield the following estimates: 

g(s, z(s + h)) - g(s, z(s)) = B(s, z) (z(s + h) - z(s)) + Wl(S, h) 

and 

8 
g(s + h, z(s + h)) - g(s, z(s + h)) = 8s g(s, z(s + h)).h + W2(S, h) 

where h-1Ilwj(s, h) liz -+ 0 unifonnly on [ti, ti+l] for j = 1,2 as h.!. O. Let 

Uh(t) = h-1 (z(t + h) - z(t)) - u(t). 

Then 

1 
Uh(t) == h (S(t + h)Zi - S(t)Zi) - AS(t)Zi 

I1 t
.+h 

+ h t. S(t + h - s)g(s, z(s)) ds - S(t)g(ti' Z(ti)) 

+ k (l Set - 8)g(8 + h, Z(8 + h)) d8 -l Set - 8)g(8,Z(S)) d.) 

r a rt-- it. S(t - s) 8sg(s, z(s)) ds - it. S(t - s)B(s, z)u(s) ds 

= [k (S(h) - J) S(t)z, - AS(t):;;,] + [k l Set - s) (WI(S, h) + w2(s,h)) d8] 

+ [tt+h Set + h - s )g( s, z(.)) ds - S(t)g(t" z(t,))] 

+ [l Set - 8) ;'g(s, Z(8 + h)) d8 -l Set - 8) ;sg(s, z(s)) dS] 
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+ [k l Set - s)B(s, z) (:;;(s + h) - z(s)) ds -l Set - s)E(s, z)u(s) dS]. 

Since the nonn (in Z) of each of the first four tenns converges to zero as h .!. 0 we can estimate the 

sum of them by a function f(h) that tends to zero as h .l- O. Therefore 

IIUh(t) liz ~ «h) + Ilk l Set - .)E(s, z) (z(s + h) - z(s)) ds -l Set - .)E(s, z)u(s) dsll:z 

~ €(h) + k4 (t - ti)ks(z) sup IIUh(S) liz' 
8E[t.,tj 

Hence 
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and the right-hand side converges to zero as h .J.. O. This means that, on [ti, ti+l], z is differentiable 

from the right with derivative u. The continuity of u implies that z is continuously differentiable 

in Z. Furthermore we see that 

1 ( 8-Ii g(8 + h, Z(8 + h)) - g(8, z(s))) - 8tg(t, z(t)) - B(t, z)u(t) 

1 8 8 _ 
= Ii (WI (t, h) + W2(t, h)) + 8tg(t, z(t + h)) - 8t g(t, z(t)) 

+ ~B(t, z) (z(t + h) - z(t)) - B(t, z)u(t) 

and so t t-+ g(t, z(t)) is differentiable from the right in Z. The derivative %tg(t, z(t)) + B{t, z)u{t) 

is continuous and so we see that this map is continuously differentiable from [tj, ti+ll to Z. 

From Corollary 3.3.9 it follows that 

v(t) = S(t)1I, + l S(t - s)g(s, 11(8)) d8 

is a solution of(3.11). But z is the unique mild solution and so z = von [ti, ti+l]' 

To complete the proof we note that at t = to = 0 we have z(O) = Zo E D(A). Therefore 

we can apply the above to show that z is a solution on [0, td. By the definition of the solution 

Z(tl) = Zl E D(A) and so we extend the solution to [0, t2]' Proceeding in this way shows that z is 

the unique solution of(3.11) on [0, T]. 0 

In this section we have introduced some general criteria for the semilinear system given by 

(3.11) to have a solution in the classical sense. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.11 are satisfied 

then for the controlled system 

i(t) = Az(t) + g(t, z(t)) , z(O) = z~ + BTl 

if the initial guess for the control, u' say, is chosen such that z'(O) = Zo + Bu' E D(A) then there 

exists a solution z' when z(O) = z'(O). Let P(t) = g'(t, z'(t)) where g' denotes the derivative of 

9 with respect to z. Since 9 is continuously differentiable from [0, T] x Z --t Z and z'O is a 

classical solution, P(.) E C(O, Tj C(Z, Z)). Define the following function from [0, T] x Z -+ Z: 

h(t, z) = D(t)N(t, E(t)z) = g(t, z + z'(t)) - g(t, z'(t)) - P(t)z, 
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where D and E are linear operators chosen such that N: [0, T] x W ~ W, where We Ware 

Banach spaces, D(.) E PC(O, Tj £(W, Z)) and E(.) E PC(O, Tj £(Z, W)). Therefore, setting 

z = z' + z and 11 = u' + u, 

i(t) = Az(t) + get, z(t)) 

= Az(t) + AZ'(t) + get, z(t) + z'(t)) 

= (A + P(t))z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)) + AZ'(t) + get, z'(t)) 

and so 

i(t) = (A + P(t))z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)), z(O) = z(O) - z'(O) = Bu. 

Let Zl, Z2 E Z and consider 

Ilh(t, Zl) - h(t, z2)llz = Ilg(t, Zl + z'(t)) - get, z'(t)) - P(t)Zl 

- get, Z2 + z'(t)) + get, z'(t)) + P(t)z2I1z 

~ Ilg(t, Zl + z'(t)) - get, Z2 + z'(t))liz + IIP(t} (Zl - Z2) liz 

~ (k2(C + TJ) + sup IIP(t)lI.ccz-,z"» IIZl - z211.z. 
tE[O,T) 

where k2(C + TJ) is the Lipschitz constant for g when (t, Zi) E [0, T] x B(z'(t), c) for i = 1,2 and 

TJ = Ilz'Ollc(O,Tj~. 

For the semilinear system we have shown how it is possible to perfonn the Iinearisation about 

a solution trajectory resulting from a suitably chosen initial guess u' given in the introduction to 

Chapter 2. The resulting system is of the fonn considered in this chapter. 



Chapter 4 

General Example 

In Chapters 2 and 3 the nonlinear control problem has been considered. It has been shown that 

a solution to the control problem exists provided certain basic assumptions for the system hold. 

Chapter 2 dealt with the general mathematical system with the assumptions formulated in terms 

of an associated mild evolution operator, while Chapter 3 considered a specific type of system. 

In this more specific case the assumptions for the mild evolution operator were reformulated for 

the strongly continuous semigroup generated by the time-invariant operator and the time-varying 

perturbation describing the linear dynamics of the system. 

In this chapter a general example will be considered. Conditions will be introduced that are 

sufficient for the example to satisfy the assumptions of Chapter 3. The dynamics of the rabies 

example can be split into two distinct parts: the first corresponds to the spatially uniform dynamics 

and the second to the mechanism for the spread of the disease-the diffusion term. While the 

first part can be treated within the Banach space of continuous functions, the second requires the 

introduction of products of spaces based on L2(Oj IR). Each space will correspond to a partic

ular sequence of weights (c¥n):l with respect to the coefficients of a chosen orthonormal basis 

of L2 (OJ IR), {¢n : n E N} say (Pritchard and Salamon, 1987; Curtain and Zwart, 1995). These 

spaces are defined in Section 4.1.1. 

The general form of the dynamics for the example will be that of Chapter 3. Each of the 

operators will be assumed to have a particular form and properties with respect to the spaces 
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introduced. This is the subject of Section 4.1.2. 

The conditions imposed on the example that are sufficient for the assumptions of Chapter 3 

to be satisfied are stated in terms of the weights and the particular forms of the operators. In the 

next chapter the rabies model will be formulated in a similar fashion to that of the general example 

considered here. For the rabies model the spatially unifonn part of the system will be considered in 

the Banach space of continuous functions. The results in the next chapter that show that the theory 

of Chapters 2 and 3 can be applied to the rabies model will be based on those of this chapter. 

Recall that the dynamics of the rabies model are semilinear in form and that the initial value 

problem corresponding to these general types of semilinear systems was considered in Section 3.3. 

Therefore a semilinear general example will be introduced in the final section of this chapter and 

conditions will be imposed that are sufficient for the assumptions of Section 3.3 to be satisfied. 

4.1 The basic model 

4.1.1 The spaces 

Let 0 C lR2 be closed and bounded. The general example will be considered on Z which will be 

decomposed into the finite product of Hilbert spaces. The construction of these spaces is the topic 

of this subsection and performed with respect to L2(n; lR). 

Let {¢n} be an orthononna! basis for L2(0; JR). Given a sequence ai = (ai,n)nEN such that 

ai,n > 0 for all n, and h E Coo(O; lR), define the following inner product: 

00 

(hI, h2)oi = L ai,n (hI, ¢n) L2(O) (h2 , ¢n) L2(O) (4.1) 
n=1 

with corresponding norm: 

( 

00 ) 1/2 

II hlloi := ~ ai,n (h, ¢n)12(O) (4.2) 

Definition 4.1.1. HOi (0; JR) is defined to be the completion of 

{h E COO (0; JR) : IIhlloi < oo} 

with respect to II . 110,. 
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With the inner product (', .) o. defined above we see that HOi (0; JR) is a Hilbert space . 
• 

Definition 4.1.2. Let a = (an) and f3 = (f3n) be any two given sequences of real numbers such 

that an, f3n > 0 for all n E N. Then we write a ~ f3 if and only if the sequence (anI f3n)nEN is 

bounded; that is, there exists a constant R such that an :S Rf3n for all n E N. 

This order can be used to characterise when a space HOi (0; JR) is contained in another. 

With respect to these spaces Z is decomposed into the product of n spaces given by 

(4.3) 

The Hilbert space Z is considered with the following inner product 

n-1 

(Z\Z2) = L(zl,zDol + (z!,z~)o~, 
k=1 

where Zi = (zf ... z~) T, and corresponding norm. Similarly we suppose that 

(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

with corresponding inner products and norms. The state for the general example will be considered 

taking values in Z and the spaces Z, Z are introduced to allow for the unboundedness of the 

nonlinearity. These spaces will be related according to the following condition: 

C d ·· 1 1 2 2 2 on ltlon . a l ~ a2 ~ at ~ ao. 

This condition ensures that Z c Z c Z with continuous injections and dense ranges. 

Remark 4.1.4. There exist constants Rt, R2, and R3 such that 

IIhllo~ :S Rlllhllo~ 

IIhllo~ ~ R2l1hllo~ 

IIhll o l ~ R3l1hllo~ 

2 
Vh E HOo(O; lR) 

2 Vh E HOl (0; lR) 

Vh E HO~(O; lR). 
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Moreover we have the following inequalities 

where~ = max{I,~}. 

IIzllz ~ Rdlzll~ 

IlzlI:z ~ R2llzllz 
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z E Z 

The nonlinearity is assumed to be a map from [0, T] x W into W where these spaces are 

decomposed as follows: 

W = HP~ (0; JR) x ... x HP'f' (0; JR) 

W = HPJ (0; JR) x ... x HP(f' (0; JR) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where HPb(O; JR) c HP~(O; JR) for every 1 ~ i ~ m. This is ensured by the following condition. 

Condition 2. f3~ -< f3~ for all 1 ~ i < m. 

The output operator, that is not necessarily bounded as a linear map from Z to the space of 

output values, will be considered on the Hilbert space V given by 

To ensure that V C Z with continuous injection-in fact continuous injection with dense range-

we suppose that the following condition holds. 

Condition 3. at -< a~ for alII ~ i ~ n - 1 and at -< a~. 

Remark 4.1.5. Condition 3 implies that there exist constants ri such that 

and so, for z E V, 

Ilhllo~ ~ rillhllo~ 

IIhllo~ ~ rnllhllo~ 

n-l 

h E HO~(O;JR), 1 <i ~ n-I 

h E HO~ (0; JR) 

IIzll~ = L IIZkll!t + IIznll!~ 
k=l 
n-l 

~ L r~llzkll!: + r~llznll~~ 
k=l 

~ R~lIzlI~ 

where R3 = max {ri : 1 ::; i ::; n}. 
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It will be assumed that the operators of the general example have particular fonns with respect 

to the spaces that have been introduced. This is the subject of the next subsection. 

4.1.2 The operators 

Consider 

i(t) = (A + P(t)) z(t) + D(t)N(t, E(t)z(t)), 

z(O) = Bu 

y = Cz'(T) + Cz(T), 

where u E U, Y E Y are Hilbert spaces with the state taking values in Z, as defined in the last 

subsection. Assumptions will be introduced in this subsection to ensure that the general example 

has the fonn of the system considered in Chapter 3. 

Suppose that A is (fonnally) of the fonn 

where Al E R(n-l)x(n-l), A2 E R1x(n-l) and A3 is a self-adjoint (unbounded) linear operator on 

L
2
(11;R). Suppose that Al = (al(i,j))(n-l)x(n-l) and A2 = (a2(j))lx(n-I). Then for Zl(.) = 

(z}(.) ... Z!_l (-)) T define the action of Al and A2 as follows: 

Let z E Zl. Then 

Zl = Hol (11; R) x ... x Hol (11; R) 

Z2 = HO~ (11; R) x ... X HO~ (11; R) 

n-l 

(x E 11). 

((n - 1) times) 

((n - 1) times). 

IIAIZII~l = :E II (AIZh 1I~1 
k=l 
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where (A1z)k is the k-th component of the vector A1z. Now 

IIA,zll~, = ~ (t, al" ((A,z)., 'Mi,(o) ) 

= I: (fat1 [~al(k,j)(Zj'¢I)L2(O)]2) 
k=1 1=1 3=1 

:0; (n - 1) ~ (~at) ~ a,(k,j)'(zl> (Mi,(o») 
n-l 

~ (n - 1)2a~ L Ilzj!!!l' 
j=1 

whereal = maxk,j lal(k,j)l. Therefore 

00 

IIA2ZII!~ = L a~,,(A2z, ¢1)i2(O) 
1=1 

n-l 

~ (n - l)a~ L IIZjll!~ 
j=1 

where a2 = maxj la2(j)I. In the same way 

for Z E Zl. 

Clearly Al is the generator of the strongly continuous semigroup Sl(t) = eA1t on Zl where, 

again, 

Vt E [0, T]. 

Suppose that A3 has eigenvalues Ak satisfying IAkl -t 00 as k -t 00 and 

... < Ak < ... < Al ~ const, 
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with corresponding eigenvectors ¢k E L2(nj JR) such that /I¢>k/lL2(!1iJR ) = 1. Then 

00 

A3Z2 = 2: Ak(Z2, ¢>k) £2(!1)¢>k, 
k=l 

for 

Z2 E D(A3) = {Z2 E HQ~(nj1R): fa~,kA~(Z2'¢>k),i2 < oo}. 
k=l 

Furthennore, Aa generates the strongly continuous semigroup defined by 

00 

S3(t)Z2 = L e>'/c t (z2' ¢>kh2¢>k. 
k=l 

One of the assumptions required for A is that it is the generator of a strongly continuous semi group 

on Z. The following condition is sufficient for this. 

Condition 4. There exists a constant R4 such that 

(4.8) 

for all kEN. 

This condition is needed because of the unboundedness of A2 as a linear operator from Zl to 

HQ~(nj1R). In the case where A2 E .c(Zl,HQ~(nj1R)) it is well-known (Curtain and Zwart, 

1995,for example) that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. The following 

result is based on this and uses the smoothing effect of S3{t) provided by Condition 4 to allow for 

the unboundedness of A2• 

Proposition 4.1.7. With A defined as above, A generates a strongly continuous semigroup S{t) 

on Zwhere 

and 

S2{t)Z = lot S3(t - s)A2eA1Bzds, 

provided that Condition 4 is satisfied. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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(
AI 

Proof Clearly 0 0) generates the strongly continuous semi group 
Aa 

Ut A = (;, :). Then for Z E Z, 

T(t)z + lt T(t - s)AS(s)zds 

= (eA1tz
l

) + it (eAICt-S) 
S3(t)Z2 0 0 

= (s,( t)~A: Z;3( t)z' ) 

= S(t)z. 

Actually S(t) is the unique solution of this equation for, if S(t) is another solution, then 

S(t)z - S(t)z = lt T(t - s)A (S(s)z - S(s)z) ds 

= lot S3(t - S)A2 (eA1Bz1 - eA1Bz1) ds 

=0. 
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We now show that S(t) E C(Z). Since eAlt and S3(t) are strongly continuous semigroups on 

ZI and HQ~ (OJ JR.) respectively there exist Mh M2 and WI, W2 such that 

and 
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Let no = min {n EN: An < o}. We see that 

IIS2(t)zlll!2 = II t S3(t - s)A2eA1Sz1 dS//!2 
1 10 1 

= f: atk (1' e" (,-.) (A ,eA" z " .p.) L'(O) dB) , 
k=1 0 

,.; t. a~,. (1' e"" dB) ([ (A,eA
" Z1 , .p.) 'i,(0) dB) 

+ f: 2~~: I ([ (A,e
A

" z1 , ML' (0) dB) 
k=no+l 0 

00 t n-l 
~ R~L::aLk 1 L::a2(j)2((eA1Sz1)j,¢>k}i2(n)ds 

k=1 0 j=1 

~ R~(n - l)a~ ~mF (it SI(S;j, i)2 dS) I/z11l~1' 
1=1 0 

where eA1s = (SI(S; i,j))Cn-l)X(n-l) and 

1 
R~ = 2" max {/e2>'1 t 

- 11,.·· ,le2
'\not - 11,1} R4(n - 1). 

Therefore 

IIS(t)zl/~ 

= I/eA1t
z
l "~l + IIS2(t)ZI + S3(t)Z211!~ 

,.; ~e2w" II z111~, + 2", (n - 1 )a~ E mF ([ 8, (8, j, i)' dS) II z'I1~, + 2M~e""" IIz'lI!l 

~ r(t)IIzll~· 

We now show that S(t) is strongly continuous. Let h > O. Then 

IIS(h)z - zll~ ~ IIeA1hz1 - ZI II~l + II S2(h)ZI + S3(h)Z2 - z21/~¥ 

~ IIeA1hz1 
- zl "~l + 1183(h)z2 - z211~? 

+ /I lh S3(h - s)A2eA18z1 dsII!2' 
o 1 

We know from the above that the last tenn is bounded, with the bound continuous in h. Further-

more, as h ~ 0, the bound tends to zero. Therefore since eAl t, and 8 3 (t) are strongly continuous 

semigroups on Zl and HQ~ (0; JR) respectively we see that 8(t) is strongly continuous. 
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Now 

S(O) = (1 0) = (1 0). 
S2(0) I 0 I 

Therefore it only remains to show that S(t+s) = S(t)S(s) to see that S(t) is a strongly continuous 

semigroup. We have, for z E Z, 

S(t)S(s)z - S(t + s)z = -. 
( 

eAlt (S(S)Z)l ) ((S(t + S)Z)l) 

S2(t) (S(S)Z)l + S3(t) (S(S)Z)2 (S(t + s)z)2 

The first component is 

The second component is 

(S2(t)eA1S + S3(t)S2(S) - S2(t + s)) zl + (S3(t)S3(S) - S3(t + s)) z2 

= (S2(t)eA1S + S3(t)S2(S) - S2(t + s)) zl 

as required. 

= fat S3(t - O')A2eAt (u+s) Zl dO' + S3(t) l s 

S3(S - O')A2eA1
0' Zl dO' 

r+ s 

- 10 S3(t + s - O')A2eA1U 
Zl dO' 

= It+s S3(t + s - O')A2eA1U zl dO' + 18 

S3(t + s - O')A2eA1
0' zl dO' 

r+ s 

- 10 S3(t + s - O')A2eA1
0' Zl dO' 

=0 

We have shown that S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Z. We now show that it is 

generated by A. We have 

1 1 Ilk (S(h)z - z) - AzlI~ = Ilk (eA1hz1 - Zl) - AIZII~l 

+ II~ (S2(h)zl + S3(h)z2 - z2) - A2Z1 - A3z211~ 

~ II~ (eA1hz1 - Zl) - AIZII~l + 211~ (S2(h)Zl) - A2z111!~ 

+ 211~ (S3(h)Z2 - Z2) - A3Z211!~. 
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The first and third terms converge to zero as h --+ 0 since eAlt and Sa(t) are generated by Al and 

Aa respectively. Consider the second term: 

Therefore we must restrict A2 to Z2 c Zl. We have, for Zl E Z2, 

The last term converges to zero since SaCs) is a semigroup on Ha~ (n; R). We can estimate the first 

by 

Since eAl8 is strongly continuous on Z2 there exists a h such that 

Therefore 

for s E [0, h]. 

k lh II Sa(h - s)III1A21111 (eA1Sz1 
- ZI) II ds ::; ~ lh IISa(h - s)IIIIA211 f.ds 

::; (const)IIA211 f.. 

Thus Set) is generated by A with the domain of A equal to Z2 x D(A3). o 

Let Bu = (Bl U ••• Bn u) T and for each 1 ::; i ::; n, (bk (i)) keN a sequence into U such .that 

00 

Biu = I)bk(i), U)U¢k. 
k=l 

To ensure that the input operator is bounded a further condition is required. 

Condition 5. For each 1 ::; i ::; n -1 we have Bi E C(U, Hal (n; R)) and Bn E C(U, Ha~ (n; JR)). 

In the scalar case, that is when Biu = biu for some bi E R, the following is necessary and sufficient 

for Condition 5 to be satisfied. 
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Condition 5.a. If bn =I 0 then U ~ HO~ (OJ JR) ( C HoI (OJ JR») otherwise U ~ HoI (OJ JR). 

When B is not scalar the following is sufficient for Condition 5 to be satisfied. 

Condition 5.h. For each 1 < i $ n - 1, the sequence (bk(i)hEN satisfies 

00 

k=l 

and the sequence (bk(n»kEN' satisfies 

00 

Lai,kllbk(n)lI~ < 00. 

k=l 
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(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Lemma 4.1.8. Suppose that Condition 5.h is satisfied. Then Condition 5 holds for the general 

example. 

Proof Foru E U and 1 $ i $ n - 1 we have 

00 

II B i u ll!l = L aLk(Biu, ¢k)i2(O) 
k=l 
00 

= L aLk(bk(i), u)~ 
k=l 

~ [t. a:,. Ilb.(i) lib ] lIulliI 

and a similar result result holds for i = n. o 

The scalar case can be treated in the same way but this treatment leads to a condition that is not as 

precise. This is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 4.1.9. Suppose that a~ = (n2o )nEN, a3 = (n2'Y)nEN, where a, 'Yare real numbers and 

U = HQ3 (O; JR). If Bu = (bu 0 0) T for some b E JR and all u E U, then B E £(U, Z) if and 

only if H0 3(Oj JR) C HoI (OJ lR). This is the case if and only if'Y 2: a. 

Alternatively, if we use Condition S.b then we require 

00 

Latkllbk(I)II~ < 00 (4.13) 
k=l 

where, for any u E U, 

00 

bu = L)bk(I), U)U¢k. 
k=l 
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The latter implies that 

00 

(bu, ¢k) = (bk(l), u)u = I: n2
'Y (bk(l), ¢nh2(O)(u, ¢n)L2(O), 

n=l 

and so, setting u = ¢m E H 0
3 (OJ lR), we have 

m
2
> (b.(l), <Pm)L'(O) = (: 

m=k 

m=f:.k 

Substituting this into equation (4.13) gives 

00 00 00 

L n
20 IIbn(l)"~ = 2: n20 2: k 2

'Y (bn(1), ¢k)12(o) 
n=l n=l k=l 

(t. n2(O-») b 

and this series converges if and only if 2 (a - 1') < -1. This condition is much stronger than is 

necessary (namely a - l' ~ 0). 

In the same way suppose that, for v E V, Gv = E~l GiVi and for each 1 ~ i ~ n, (ck(i))kEN 

is a sequence into Y such that 

00 

GiVj = L ck(i)(vj, ¢kh,(o). 
k=l 

The following condition ensures that G is a bounded linear operator from V to Y. 

Condition 6. For each 1 ~ i ~ n we have Ci E .c(HO~(Oj lR), V). 

As in the case of the input operator B if C is scalar the following is necessary and sufficient for 

Condition 6. 

Condition 6.a. For each 1 < i ~ n, if c; =I 0 then HO~(Oj lR) C Y. 

If G is not scalar the following is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition. 

Condition 6.b. The sequence (ck(i))kEN satisfies 

00 

L (a~,k)-lllck(i)lI~ < 00 (4.14) 
k=l 

for each 1 ~ i ~ n. 
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Lemma 4.1.10. Suppose that Condition 6.b is satisfied. Then C E .c(V, Y). 

Proof. For all v E V we have 

n 

!lCv!l} = II L CiVi!l} 
i=l 

n 

::; n L IICiVill~ 
i=l 

:::; n t (t, ("i,.r'l1c.(i)II~) IIvll~ 
and so the result follows from Condition 6.b. o 

Remark 4.1.11. Clearly the scalar cases for either B or C can be generalised to the situation 

where, for example, bi E JRl xr for some r E N and u E U can be decomposed as 

u= 

For the linear part of the system the time-variation is given by P(·) where, with respect to the 

decomposition of Z, we have 

nxn 

It will be assumed that the ~j satisfy the following condition. 

Condition 7. ~j(.) E PC(O, T; .c(Hoia(nj JR), HQ~ (nj JR))) where 

. IQ~ l::;j::;n-l 
of := 

Q~ j =n 

Furthermore 

00 

~j(S)¢>, = LP~(s; i,j)¢>k 
k=l 

is well-defined. 
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Remark 4.1.12. We can calculate the adjoint operator of Pij (s), with respect to the inner product 

on L2(0; JR). Let w E L2(0; JR). Then 

00 

{~j(s)w, ¢k)£2 = (L:{w, ¢')~j(S)¢" ¢k)£2 
1=1 
00 00 

= L:{(W,¢I) L:Pf'(Sji,j)¢m,¢k}P 
1=1 m=1 
00 

= L:P~(Sj i,j)(w, ¢,), 
1=1 

and so 

00 

~j(S)¢k = L:P~(Sj i,j)¢, 
1=1 

for all 1 5: i,j 5: nand S E [0, T]. 

The following is sufficient for Pij (.) to be piecewise continuous and bounded operator valued. 

Condition 7.a. For each 1 5: i, j 5: n, P~ ('j i, j) is piecewise continuous for alII, kEN, and 

00 

L: ahll~(s; i,j)II~2 < 00 'VS E [0, T] 
k=1 

Lemma 4.1.13. Condition 7.a is sufficient/or P(·) to satisfy Condition 7. 

Proof Let Z E Hai(O; lR). We have 

00 

lI~j(s)zll!; = L: a~,k{Pij(S)Z, ¢k)iz(n) 
k=l 
00 

= L: a;,k{z, ~j(s)¢k)i2(n) 
k=1 

= f: a;,k (f:P~(Sj i,j)(z, ¢lh2(n») 2 
k=1 1=1 

::; [~<>;,.II& (S; i, j) Ill,] t ,{, (z, 1M i,(o) 

and so Condition 7.a implies that Pij(S) E C(Haia(Oj JR), HQ~ (0; lR)) as required. o 
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Similarly, we suppose that 

D{·) = E{·) = 

nxm 

with respect to the decomposition of Z. 

Condition 8. For 1 ::; i ::; n - 1 

and 

Dij(-) E PC{O, Tj £ (HtJ4 (OJ lR), HoI (OJ JR») 

Eji (·) E PC(O, Tj £(Hol(Oj lR), H tJ6 (OJ JR») 

Dnj(-) E PC(O, Tj £(HtJ~(Oj JR), HO~ (OJ JR») 

Ejn (-) E PC(O, Tj .c(HO~(O; JR), HtJ~ (OJ JR»). 

The following are well-defined: 

00 

Dij(S)¢k = L d~(sj i,j)¢1 
1=1 
00 

Eji(s)¢k = L e~(sjj, i)¢1 
1=1 

for alII ::; i ::; n and I ::; j < m. 
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mxn 

Remark 4.1.14. Proceeding as in Remark 4.1.12 we can similarly calculate the adjoint operators 

of Dij (s) and Eij (s) with respect to the inner product in L2 (0; JR): 
00 

D;j(S)¢1 = L d~(s; i, j)¢k, 
k=l 
00 

Eji(S)¢1 = L e~(s;j, i)¢k, 
k=l 

for alII::; i ::; n, 1 ::; j ::; m and S E [0, T]. 

Condition 8.a. Let !t(s; i, j) denote the sequence ((,B4,1)-1/2d~(s; i, j») lEN' Then 

00 

Latklll(s; i,j)II~2 < 00 

k=1 

for aliI ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m, and s E [0, T]. 

(4.15) 
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Condition B.h. Let ~k(Sj i,j) denote the sequence ((({,)-1/2e~(sj i,j)) lEN' Then 

00 

L ,B~,kll~k(Sj i,j)II;2 < 00 

k=l 

for all 1 :::; i :::; m, 1 :::; j :::; n, and S E [0, T]. 

Lemma 4.1.15. Conditions B.a and B.b are sufficient/or 

respectively, where 

fori = 0,2. 

DijO E PC(O, Tj .c(HP~(Oj lR), HCl
; (OJ JR.))) 

EijO E PC(O, Tj .c(H~(Oj lR), HPb (OJ JR.))) 

. (a~ ai= 
a~ , j=n 

Proof. The results follow from the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.1.13. 

(4.16) 

o 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we will assume that for any w(·) E L4 (0, T; W) we have 

N(·, w(·)) E L2(0, Tj W). 

4.2 Model considered as a perturbed system 

In this section we will consider the general dynamical model introduced so far as a perturbed 

system studied in Chapter 3. Conditions will be derived for the general example to satisfy the 

assumptions introduced in Chapter 3. 

In the following, by the term general example we will mean the system with the operators 

and spaces defined in the previous subsection; in addition we will assume that any conditions 

previously derived for the system also hold. 

The assumptions PS I and PS II are satisfied by the construction of the previous section. 
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4.2.1 Assumptions for evolution operator 

Proposition 4.1.7 and the following condition imply that the general example satisfies PS III. 

Condition 9. There exists a constant Rs such that for the general example 

(4.17) 

for all kEN. 

Corollary 4.2.1. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition 9. Then the semigroup S(t) 

generated by A in Proposition 4.1.7 is a strongly continuous semigroup on ~ and Z. 

Proof. This follows for Z immediately from the proof of Proposition 4.1.7 with (4.17) instead of 

(4.8). Furthermore we see that 

Q2 Q2 Q2 
2,k < R l,k < R R O,k 

IAklQLk - 21AklQLk - 1 21AklQLk 

and so the result holds for Z in the same way. 

In particular following the approach used in the proof of Proposition 4.1.7 shows that there 

exist M 2 (·), M 2 (·) E C(O, T; JR) such that 

and 

for all z E Zl. o 

We now introduce conditions on P(t) and S(t) for the general example to satisfy the smoothing 

property PS IV. 

Condition 10. For alII < i ~ n - 1 and Z E HCt~(n; JR), there exists a constant k1(i) (dependent 

on i) such that 

(4.18) 
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for 0' E [0, T]. 

Let E~ (O'j i, j) be the sequence ( (~,k) -1/2 p~ (O'j i, j) ) :1' For alII::; i, j ::; n, 

esssup IIp~(O'; i,j)lIl2 < 00 
ITE[O,Tj -

(4.19) 

and ifp~(i,j) = esssuPITE[O,T]IIE~(O'j i,j)lll2, then 

~ o~IP~(n,i)2 
~ , <00 

l=no+! IAII 
(4.20) 

(for alII::; i ::; n) where no = min {n EN: An < o}. 

Proposition 4.2.2. For the general example, suppose that Condition lOis satisfied. Then there 

exists a continuous function K 1 (·) : [0, T] -+ jR+ such that K 1 (0) = 0, and/or all 8 E [0, T), 

z(·) E C(8, Tj Z), t E (8, T], the map t ~ fst Set - O')P(a)z(O') da is continuous/rom [8, T] to Z 

with 

II[t Set - O')P(a)z(O') dallz.::; K 1(t - 8)llzIlC(s,tiZ)' 

Proof. Note that for z(.) E C(O, Tj Z) 

sup IIz(O') Iii = sup [I: IIzk(a)ll!t + IIzn(a)II~~l < 00. 
ITE[O,Tj ITE[O,T] k=1 

In particular 

sup IIZk(a)II!" < 00 
ITE[O,T] 0 

lot 1 < k < n-l 
whereQ~ = - - . 

o~ k =n 
Consider 

I'll (P(a)z(u))' II~, du = ~ I'll (P(u)z(u)).II!: da 

n-l

j t n 

= L II L Pki (O')Zi (0') 1I!1 dO' 
k=l s i=l 

$ n ~ (~ l' II p.,( a) 11211>;( u) II!: du + l' k, (k)' liz. (u) lI!l dU) 

n-l 1t 
::; n Lmax{IIPk1(·)II~, ... ,IIPk(n_l)(')II~,kl(k)2} IIz(O')II~da. 

k=l ' 
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Therefore 

lilt eA1(t-u) (P(a)z(a))1 dall~l 

~ ([ M,e",(t-u) II (P(<1)z(<1))'lIz, d<1 ) , 

~ [-. M~ ib
., u d<1 [n ~ max {lIP., (-) II!', ... , IlPk(n-l) (.) II!', k, (k)'} II Z (-) 1I1,,(.,.;Z)] , 

Hence 

it ( I t
-

s 
) 1/2 II s eA1(t-u) (P(a)z(a))1 dallz1 :::; (const) (t - s) 0 e

2W1U da I!zIIC(s,tiZ)' 

Now consider 

II it S2(t - a) (P(a)z(a))1 dall~~ 

~ ([ M 2 (t - (1)11 (P(<1)z(<1))'lIz, d(1)' 

~ [-. M ,(<1)' d<1 [n ~ max {IIP,,(') II!', ... ,llPk(n-')(')II!', k, (k)'} II Z(')lll,,(.,t;Z)] . 

Therefore 

t ( r- s 
) 1/2 111 S2(t - a) (P(a)z(a))l do-lib ~ (const) (t - s) 10 M2(a)2 da IIzllc(s,tiZ)' 

Finally consider 
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which is finite by condition (4.20), where ~i (aj 0:'2) is the sequence ( (0:';,1) 1/2 (Zi (a), c/>,) L2 ) lEN' 

Therefore 

lilt S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dalli 
n-1 t 

= :L III (eA1(t-u) (P{a)z(a))l)k dalla } 

k=l B 

+ lilt [S2(t - a) (P(a)z(a))l + S3(t - a) (P(a)z(a))nl dall~g 
- 2 2 

:5 K 1(t - s) IlzIIC(s,t;Z) 

as required. o 

To show that the general example satisfies PS IV it now only remains to show that the map t I-t 

J: S(t - a)P(a)z(a) da is continuous. The following corollary proves that this is the case. The 

method of the proof will also be used in the following. 

Corollary 4.2.3. Suppose that the condition of Proposition 4.2.2 is satisfied. Then the map t I-t 

J: S(t - a)P(a)z(a) da is continuousfrom [s, T] to Z. 

Prooj By Remark 3.1.2 we know that this map is continuous from the right. Therefore let s E 

[0, T], h > 0 and consider the difference 

jt-h t 

/I S(t - h - a)P(a)z(a) da -[ S(t - a)P{a)z{a) da 

jt-h it 
= (S{t - h - a) - S{t - a)) P{a)z{a) da + S{t - a)P{a)z(a) da. 

B t-h 

For the second term Proposition 4.2.2 proves that 

lilt S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dall£:5 Kt{h)lIz{')lIc(t_h,t;Z) 
t-h 
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which converges to zero as h -t O. For the first tenn note that 

II ;,t-h (S(t - a) - Set - h - a)) P(a)z(a) dalli 

< II [t-h (eA1(t-CT) _ eA1(t-h-CT)) (P(a)z(a))l dall~l 

+ 211 [t-h (S2(t - a) - S2(t - h - a)) (P(a)z(a))l dall!~ 

+ 211 [t-h (S3(t - a) - S3(t - h - a)) (P(a)z(a))2 dall!g. (4.21) 

Each of the tenns on the right-hand side will be considered separately: Since eA1t is a strongly 

continuous semi group on Zl and (P(a)z(a))l E Zl for each a E [0, T], there exists a positive 

constant ml such that 

and for all a E [0, t - h] 

as h -t 0. Therefore the first tenn on the right-hand side of equation (4.21) converges to zero by 

the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. 

For the second tenn, the proofs of Corollary 4.2.1 and Proposition 4.1.7 imply that there exists 

a constant m2 such that 

Furthennore, for any zl E Zl and t' E [0, T], 

II (S2(t') - S2(t' - h)) zlllQ~ ~ II r' S3Ct' - a)A2eA1CT Zl dallQ~ 
It'-h 
+ 1I1t!-h (S3(t' - a) - S3(t' - h - a)) A2eA1CT Zl daIlQ~' 

Using the approach used in the proof of Proposition 4.1.7 with (4.17), the first tenn is 

111' B,(t! - h)A2eA
>o z' dallal = f>~,. (1' e',W-a)(A2eA,a (P(s)z(s»', 4>.) dU) 2 

H ~ ;;h)(n- :)~~rmF ({. s,(U;j'i)2 da) IIz'II~, 
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and this converges to zero as h -+ 0 since 

Note that for the second tenn 

Since, for k > no, (e>'lc h - 1) 2 < 1 the series converges uniformly in h. Moreover, e>'lc h - 1 -+ 0 

for each k as h -+ 0, and so the series converges to zero as h -+ o. 
Finally, 

This series converges to zero as h -+ 0 in the same way as before. o 

4.2.2 Assumptions for mild form 

In this subsection it is shown that the general example, with suitable conditions imposed, satisfies 

assumption PS V. This is achieved in the following two stages. 

Condition 11. Let Q~ (s; n, i) be the sequence ( (.Bt,) -1/2 d; (s; n, i) ) lEN. Then 

d~ (n, i) := ess sup IIQ~ (s; n, i) IIl2 < 00 
8E[O,Tj 

(4.22) 
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for all 1 :$ i :$ m. Let no = min {n EN: An < O}, then 

~ a~,d~(n,i)2 
L...J ' <00 

I=no+l IAII 
for all 1 :$ i :$ m. 
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(4.23) 

Proposition 4.2.4. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition 11. Then, for every h( .) E 

L2(0, Tj W), (Msh) (t) E Z for all t E [0, T]. 

Proof. Let l1.i (Sj f32) = ((f3t,) 1/2 (hi (S), ¢,) £2 ) lEN and observe that 

lilt f: e>'k(t-S) (Dni(S)hi(s), ¢kh2¢k dsll!~ 
o k=1 

= f:a~" (it e>'l(t-s) (Dni(S)hi(s), ¢,h2 dS)2 
1=1 0 

:$ f: a~" (it e2
>'IS dS) it IIfl~(Sj n, i) 11~2 lIh:i(s; f32) 1I~2 ds 

l=1 0 0 

[
no (t) 00 a2 d/(ni)2]t :$ tt a~" 10 e

2
>'IS ds d~(n, i)2 + 1=~1 O,k 2IAII' 10 IIhi(s)II~~ ds 

which is finite, for alII :$ i :$ m, by conditions (4.22) and (4.23). 

Since (D(·)h(.))1 E L2(O,Tj Z l), 

lilt eA1(t-s) (D(s)h(s))1 dsll z1 :$lt M1eW1(t-s) II (D(s)h(s))1 II zl ds 

and 

II 1.' S,(t - s) (D(s)h(s»l dsll.3 ~ I,' M,(t - s)1I (D(')h(s))l liz, ds 

are finite. Therefore 

lilt S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dslli 

= II t eA1(t-s) (D(s)h(s))1 dsll~ 10 1 

+ II I,' S,(t - s) (D(s)h(s))l ds + I,' S,(t - s) (D(s)h(s)). dsll!! 

~ (I,' M1ew,(t-.) II (D(s)h(s))l liz, dS)' + 2 (I,' M,(t - s)1I (D(s)h(s))lllz, dS) , 

m t 00 

+ 2m L "1 L e>'k(t-S) (Dni(S)hi(s), ¢kh2¢k dsll!~ 
i=1 0 k=1 
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is finite as required. o 

Remark 4.2.5. Proposition 4.2.4 gives a stronger condition than is required for PS V; the propo

sition shows that (Msh) (t) E Z for all t E [0, T], not just almost everywhere. 

All that remains to show that the general example satisfies condition PS V is to show the continuity 

of t t-t (Msh) (t) with respect to II . liz. Before proceeding to the proof of this, note that the 

following corollary applies. 

Corollary 4.2.6. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.2.4 the general example satisfies PS X; 

namely, there exists a positive constant K 6 such that 

forallh(·) E L2 (0,TjW). 

Proof From the proof of Proposition 4.2.4 we have 

lilt S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dslli 

:0; [ (M:.""· + 2M, (s)') ds [~II t. D •• (s)h;(s)lI~l ds 

+2mmF (f:a~'klt e2~k8dSd~(n'i)2) it IIh(s)lI~ds 
k=1 0 0 

:0; m [(const) };, mF IID"(')II~ + 2mF (t, c;, .. ([ ."" dS) d~(n, i)' 

+ t Q~":f;~' i)')] II hlli2(o,t;W) 
k=no+l k 

= m(t)lI hlli2(O,t;W) 

for some m(.) E Loo(O, Tj lR). Therefore 

IIE(·) l' S(· - s)D(s)h(s) dslli4(o,T;!D ~ lT IIE(')1I~1I1t S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dslll ds 

~ TIIE(')II!o IIm(-)II~lIhll~2(o,T;W) 

as required. o 
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To conclude the proof that, under suitable conditions, the general example satisfies PS V, the 

following lemmas are required. 

Lemma 4.2.7. Let 8 > O. For the general example 

I
t+6 

IIS(8) t S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z -* 0 

as 8 -+ O. 

Proof Applying the same method used in the proof of Corollary 4.2.6 yields 

I

t
+6 It+6 II t S(t + 8 - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z :::; RIll t S(t + 8 - s)D(s)h(s) dSIiz. 

< RI (m(8))1/2I1 hIIL2(t,t+6;W) 

which converges to zero as 8 -+ O. o 

Lemma 4.2.8. Let 8 > O. For the general example 

"l~6 S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z -* 0 

as 8 -+ O. 

Proof Again applying the method used in the proof of Corollary 4.2.6 yields 

IIl~6 S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z :::; Rl111~6 S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsllz. 

- 1/2 I :::; RI (m(8)) IIhl L2(t-6,tjW) 

which converges to zero as 8 -+ O. o 

Lemma 4.2.9. Let 8 > O. Then, for the general example, andfor all hE L2(0, Tj W) 

IIlt

-

6 

(S(t - s) - S(t - 8 - s)) D(s)h(s) dsll z -* 0 

as 8 -+ O. 

proof Proceeding in the same fashion as used in the proof of Corollary 4.2.3 with s = 0, h = 6, 

replacing P(·) by D(.) and z(·) by h(·) proves the lemma. o 
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Remark 4.2.10. The proof of Corollary 4.2.3 shows that the lemma is also true when the nonn is 

taken is that for Z. 

Proposition 4.2.11. For the general example the map t H (Msh) (t)for any hE L2(0, T; W) is 

continuous with respect to II· liz. 

Proof First consider the question of continuity from the right: Let 8 > O. Then 

II (Msh) (t + 8) - (Msh) (t)lIz 

= II f.t+' S(t + J - B)D(s)h(B) dB -[ S(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z 

~ II (8(8) - J) lot 8(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z + 118(8) It+6 8(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsllz. 

Since (Msh) (t) E Z and 8(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Z, we see that the first 

term tends to zero as 8 -+ O. The second term converges to zero by Lemma 4.2.7. Therefore 

t 1-+ (Msh) (t) is continuous from the right with respect to II· liz. 

Now consider continuity from the left. Again let 8 > O. Then 

II (Msh) (t) - (Msh) (t - 8)lIz 

i t It-6 
~ II 8(t - s)D(s)h(s) dsll z + II (8(t - s) - 8(t - 8 - s)) D(s)h(s) dsll z. 

t-6 0 

We see that the first term converges to zero as 8 -+ 0 by Lemma 4.2.8. The second tenn converges 

to zero by Lemma 4.2.9 which concludes the proof. o 

In imposing suitable conditions on the general example for condition PS VI to be satisfied, the 

special case when both B and C are scalar will be taken into consideration. 

Condition 12. For alII ~ i, j ~ n - I 

00 

L IIck(i)lIyllbk(j)llu < 00 (4.24a) 
k=l 

or, in the scalar situation, 

u ~ Y with continuous injection. (4.24b) 
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In addition 

(4.25) 

Furthennore 

00 

Le)..\:Tllck(n)lIyllbk(n)lIu < 00. (4.26) 

k=1 

Proposition 4.2.12. Condition 12 is sufficient for there to exist a constant K 2. for the general 

example. such that 

forallu E U. 

Proof For any 1 ::; i, j ::; n - 1 

In the scalar case (4.24b) is sufficient for the right-hand side to be a bounded function of u. Other-

WIse 

00 

lIei (SI (Tj i, j)Bju) lIy = lSI (Tj i, j) III L Ck (i)(bk (j), u)ully 
k=1 

::; ISI(T; i,j)1 (t."e.(i)lylb.(j)IU) lIuliu 

where the term in the bracket is finite by (4.24a). Furthennore, 

00 iT IICnS2(T) (BU)1 lIy = II L Ck(n)( S3(T - s)A2eA18 (BU)1 ds, ¢k)L2 I1y 
k=1 0 
00 T n-ln-l 

= II t; e,(n) f. e,,(T-,) tt ~a'(i)SI(S; i,j)(Bju, ~')L'dsIlY 

::; ~~ (1a,(i)ISI(i,j) t."e.(n)" [e"'dS KBjU'~')L'I) 

::; ~~ la,(i)lsl(i,j) (t,lIe.(n)IIYllb,(j)lIu [ e""ds 

+ f: "Ck(n)"~"bk(j)"U) IIuliu 
k=no+l I kl 
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and the term in the bracket is finite by (4.25). 

Note that 

00 

:::; L IIck(n)lIyeAr.TKBnu,¢kh21 
k=l 

::; (t.llc.(n)IIYllb.(n) IIUe'·T ) lIullu. 

The term in the bracket is finite by assumption (4.26). 

Finally, 

IICS(T)Bully = II ~C; (~81(T;i,j)BJU) + CnS,(T) (BU)l + CnS,(T)Bnully 

n-l n-l 

:::; L L IIGi (sl(Tj i,j)Bju) Ily + IIGnS2 (T) (Bu)llly + IIGnS3 (T)Bnuliy 
i=l j=1 

which is bounded above by (const) II u II u using the above estimates. o 

Assumption PS VII of the previous chapter is similar to PS IV and the proof of the following result 

demonstrates this. Note though, that there is no requirement of continuity. 

Condition 13. For 1 ~ i,j ~ n -1 and all Z E Hol(njR) there exists a constant k2 (i,j) such 

that 

(4.27) 

for all a E [0, T]. Similarly, for all Z E HO~(nj lR), there exists a constant k2(i, n) such that 

(4.28) 

for all a E [0, T]. There exists a constant R7 such that 

(4.29) 

for all kEN. Furthermore, 

(4.30) 

for alII :::; j :::; n. 
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Proposition 4.2.13. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition 13. Then there exists a 

continuous function K 3 (.) : [0, TJ -+ R+ such that K 3 (T) = 0, and for all 8 E [0, TJ, 

IT S{T - u)P{u)z{u) du E V 

with 

lilT S(T -u)P(u)z(u) dull v :::; K3(8)llzllc(B,TiZ) 

for all z(·) E C(8, Tj Z). 

Proof Note that, for 1 :::; i :::; n - 1, 

where this lasttenn is equal to (const)(T-8)2I1zI12 ._ . Here we have made use of the estimates 
C(s,T,Z) 

(4.27) and (4.28) from Condition 13. 

Using (4.29) we obtain the following estimates: 
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where 

The proof of Proposition 4.1.7 shows that the last tenn is bounded by 

n-1 T 

(n - l)a~ L rnFs1(j, i)2(T - s) i R(a)(T - a) II (P(a)z(a))111~lda 
;=1 8 

while the proof of Proposition 4.2.2 shows that 

and so 

{(T - u)R(u) II (P(u)z(u))'I1~,du $ Ts~pR(u) {II (P(u)z(u»'II~, du 

~ (const)T(T - s) sup R(a)lIzlI~(8,TiZ) 
u 

The proof of Proposition 4.2.2 also shows (replacing Z by V) that 

Therefore to complete the proof we note that 

II J.T S(T - a)P(a)z(a)dall~ 
n-1 T n-1 

= Llli LS1(T-a;i,j)(P(a)z(a));dall!~ 
i=1 8 ;=1 

iT 2 
+ II 8 (S2(T - a) (P(a)z(a))1 + S3(T - a) (P(a)z(a))n) dallQ~ 

and use the above estimates. o 

Condition 14. For each 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, 1 ~ j ~ m, there exists a k3(·; i,j) E PC(O, T; R+) such 

that 

(4.31) 
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for all h E HtJ~(nj R). Furthermore, 

(4.32) 

for all 1 :::; i :::; m. 

The estimate (4.31) takes account of the fact that the semigroup S(t) has no smoothing properties 

on the first n - 1 components. If V is such that a~ = at for i = 1, ... , n - 1 then (4.31) is 

automatic. 

Proposition 4.2.14. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition 14. Then (Msh) (T) E 

V and there exists a constant K 4 such that 

for all h E L2 (0, T; W). 

Prooj From the proof of Proposition 4.2.4 the following estimate is obtained by substituting a~ 

for a~: 

II r
T 

S3(T - s) (D(s)h(s))n dsll!n Jo 3 

which is finite by (4.32). Similarly the proof of Proposition 4.2.13 yields the following estimate: 

where the proof of Corollary 4.2.6 has been used to obtain an estimate for the integrand in the 

previous line. 
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Again using the proof of Proposition 4.2.13, for all 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, we obtain 

T n-l 

111 L sl(T - s; i,j) (D(s)h(s)); dsll~~ 
o ;=1 

n-l n ( T )2 
:5 n(n - 1) f; Sl(i,j)' t; I. II Dj.(s)h.(s)lla\ds 

n-l [ rT liT < n(n -1) 2:s1(i,j)2mfC 10 k3(S;j,k)2ds IIh(s)ll~s 
;=1 0 0 

where (4.31) has been used to obtain the last inequality. 

Finally the following estimate is obtained 

lilT S(T - s)D(s)h(s)dsll~ 
n-l T n-l 

= L 111 L sl(T - Sj i,j)(D(s)h(s))j dsll!~ 
i=l 8 ;=1 

+ lilT (S2(T - s) (D(s)h(s))l + S3(T - s) (D(s)h(s))n) dslI!~ 

:5 (~ n(n - 1) ~Sl(i,j)' fit" [[ k,(s;j, k)'ds 1 
n-1 n-1 

+ 2m(n - l)a~ 2: m~xsl(j, i)2T2 sup R(a) 2: mF IIDki(')II~ 
;=1 I uE[O,Tj k=l 

+2m~ [t.a~,. ([ '''''dS) dl(n, i)']) [llh(S)II~s 
which proves the proposition. o 

Now it only remains to show that the general example satisfies PS IX. This is the subject of the 

following lemma and proposition. 

Condition 15. There exists a constant Re, such that 

(4.33) 

for all k, lEN. 
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Lemma 4.2.15. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition 15. Then there exists a 

constant 93(k) (dependent on k) such that 

rT 

IIEkn(S)S3(S)zll~k ds < 93(k)lIzlI!2 10 0 1 

for each 15k 5 m and z E HQ~ (OJ lR). 

Proof We see that 

IIEkn(t)S3(t)zll~~ 5 IIEkn(t)1141IS3(t)zll!~ 

for all t E [0, T]. For kEN we set n(k) = min {l EN: ).k +)., < O}. Now let nl -

maxkEN n(k). 

We start by fixing k and considering 

00 iT L 0:'~,kO:'~"e2t(AI+Aj) (z, (1)i2(O) (z, ¢k)i2(O) dt 
1=1 0 

nl iT 00 0:'2 0:'2 

= I: O:'~,kO:'~" e2t(AIc+AI) dt(z, (1)i2 (z, ¢k)i2 + L I).:'~~; I (z, ¢1)i2 (z, ¢k)i2 
1=1 0 I=nl+l 

00 

5 R6 L O:'~,kO{, (z, ¢1)i2(O) (z, ¢k)i2(O) 
1=1 

-- 2 2 2 = R60:'1,k(Z, ¢kh2(O)lIzIlQ~ < 00 

where R6 = max {~le4AIT - 11, ~}. Therefore 

rT 
00 00 lT 10 L 0:'~,kO:'~"e2t(>'I+Aj)(z, (1)i2(Z, ¢k)i2dt = L 0:'~,kO:'~"e2t(AI+Aj)(z, (1)i2(Z, ¢k)i2dt 

o 1=1 1=1 0 

is finite and so 

00 

L 0:'~,kO:'~"e2t(>'I+>'j) (z, ¢l}h(o) (z, ¢k}i2(O) 
1=1 

converges for almost all t E [0, T]. Hence 

00 00 

5 L R6 L O:'~,kO:'~,,(Z, ¢1)i2(O) (z, ¢k}i2(0) 
k=1 1=1 

= R6 [f: O:'tk(Z, ¢k}i2(o)]

2 

= R6I1zll!~ 
k=1 
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and so 

00 00 

2: 2: Q~,kQ~,/e2t(~I+~j) (z, lP/)12 (fl) (z, lPk)12(n) 
k=l /=1 

converges for almost all t E [0, T]. 

Finally we see that 

as required. o 

Proposition 4.2.16. Suppose that the general example satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.2.15. 

Then there exists a constant K 5 such that 

for all Z E Z. 

Proof First note that 

n-l 

[E(t)S(t)z]k = L Eki(t) (eA1tz1)j + Ekn (t)S2(t)ZI + Ekn (t)S3(t)Zn' 
i=l 

We have the following estimate for the first term, for 1 ~ k ~ m fixed, 

n-l n-l 

II L Eki(t) (eA1tz1)i II~~ ~ (n - 1)3 L IIEki(t) 114 II (eA1tz1)i II!} 
i=l i=1 

n-l n-l 

< (n _1)6 2: II Eki(t) 114 L IS1(tj i,j)14 I1 zjll!} 
i=1 i=1 

n-l 

~ (n - 1)6 L IIEki(')II~ m~sl(i,j)4I1z111~1 
i=l 1 
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wheresdi,j) = SUPtE[O,T]lsl(t;i,j)l. Therefore 

n-l 

II L Eki(t) (eA1tz1)i II~~ $ 91(k)lIz1 Ilt· 
i=l 

For the second tenn note that, from Corollary 4.2.1 (of Proposition 4.1.7), we have S2(t) E 

£(Zl' Hag(o; JR)) and 

Therefore 

for every 1 $ k $ m. Therefore 

T T ( m )2 l IIE(t)S(t)ZlItv dt = 1 {; II [E(t)S(t)zl.ll~b dt 

$ m t iT II [E(t)S(t)zlk II~~ dt 
k=l 0 

::; 9m ~ { (II t.Eo;(t) ('-<"Z1), II~b + IIEkn(t)S2(t)z111~: 
+IIEkn(t)S3(t)znll~~) dt 

$ 9m tiT (91(k)IIzllit + 92(k)llzlll~1 + IIEkn(t)S3(t)znll~~) dt 
k=l 0 

(using the above estimates) 

(by Lemma 4.2.15) 

m 

$ 9m I: [T (91(k) + 92(k)) Ilzlll~l + 93(k)lIznll!~] 
k=l 

$ 9m
2 

(T(G1 + G2)lIzl lit + G3I1znll!~) 

$ K!lIzll~ 

o 
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4.3 A semilinear general example 

The topic of this section is the study of a semilinear general example. The dynamics of the model 

for this example will be considered in the triple Z c Z c Z defined in Section 4.1.1. The model 

is assumed to be of the form 

i(t) = Az(t) + g(t, z(t)), z(O) = zo (4.34) 

where the state z takes values in Z; 9 : [0, T] x Z --t Z is a nonlinear operator; and A is of the 

form considered in Section 4.1.2, namely 

A= 
(

AI 0) 
A2 A3 ' 

where Al E R(n-I)x(n-I), A2 E :R1x(n-l) and A3 is a self-adjoint (unbounded) linear operator on 

L2(0; R). The basic assumption of this section is that A is the generator of a strongly continuous 

semigroup S(t) on all three spaces. The assumption is PS III and to ensure that it holds it will be 

assumed that Condition 9 is satisfied. 

In Section 3.3 it was shown that under suitable conditions, namely PS I, PS III, PS XI-XlV, the 

semilinear model of (4.34) has a mild or classical solution-as defined in Section 3.3-depending 

on which assumptions about the nonlinearity are satisfied. The general example satisfies PS I by 

the construction of Section 4.1.1. It was shown in the last section that Condition 9 is sufficient 

for the general example to also satisfy PS III. Further conditions are imposed on the semilinear 

general example such that PS XI-XIV are also satisfied. 

4.3.1 A mild solution exists 

In this subsection it is shown that the semilinear general example satisfies PS XI which is required 

for the existence results (propositions 3.3.3 and 3.3.4) which guarantee a mild solution. Suppose 

that the following condition is satisfied. 

Condition A. There exists a constant R8 such that 

2 QOk 
2 1',\ I $ R8, 

Q2,k k 
(4.35) 
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for all kEN. 

Proposition 4.3.1. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition A. Then there exists a 

continuous function kl (.) : [0, T] ---+ R+ such that kl (0) = ° and for all s E [0, T], z E 

C(s, T; Z), t E [s, T] we have J: S(t - a)z(a) da E Z with 

Proof Givens E [O,T] andz E C(s,TjZ) letz(t) = (Zl(t) Z2(t)) T E Zl x HO~(njR). Note 

that, since eA1t is a strongly continuous semigroup on Zl, 

for some suitable constants M 1, WI. Now consider 

lilt S2(t - a)zl(a) dallog ~ lt M 2 (t - a)-lIzl (a) II Zl da 

< r-s 
M2(0") dO" sup IIz1(a)lIzl 

Jo uE[s,t] 

which follows from Condition 9 and M 2{·) E C(O, Tj R) (Corollary 4.2.1). Finally the following 

estimate follows from Condition A. 

~ (t - s)~(t - s) sup IIz2(a)II!~ 
uE[s,t] 

where 
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Therefore 

" it S(t - a)z(a) dalli 

= II [' eA'('-'l:z' (,,) d<T1I~, + II [' S2( t - ,,):z' (,,) d" + [' S3( t - ,,):z2(,,) d"ll!.J 

:::; -t (eW1(t-S) - 1)2 sup IlzI(a)lI~l + 2 M2(a) da sup IIzl(a)lI~l M2 (It-S)2 
WI UE[s,t) 0 O'E[s,t) 

+ 2(t - S)R;(t - S) sup IIz2(a)II!2 
O'E[s,t) 2 

for some continuous function kl (.) as required. o 

Therefore the semilinear general example satisfies PS XI, and if 9 satisfies a uniform Lipschitz 

condition in z then Proposition 3.3.4 can be applied. However if 9 satisfies a local Lipschitz 

condition in z, uniformly in t, then Proposition 3.3.5 can be applied to show the existence of a 

(unique) mild solution for the semilinear example. 

4.3.2 A classical solution exists 

The existence results (Theorem 3.3.7, Corollary 3.3.9, and Theorem 3.3.11) of Section 3.3.2 re

quire that the semilinear example satisfy PS XII-XIV. In this subsection suitable conditions suffi

cient for this to be the case are derived. 

Theorem 3.3.7 gives general criteria for the existence of a solution to a inhomogeneous differ

ential equation. In addition to PS XI the general example must also satisfy PS XII. To see that this 

is the case is the subject of the next result. 

Proposition 4.3.2. For the semilinear general example D(A) C b where D(A) is the domain 

of A when considered as the generator of the strongly continuous operator S(t) on Z, and the 

canonical injection is continuous with dense range. 

Proof The domain of A is 

- 2 (n-l) times 2 _ 

D(A) = HQ2 (0; JR) X··· X HQ2 (0; R) X D(A3) 
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where D(A3) is the domain of A3 when considered as the generator of S3(t) on HO~ (0; lR). Con

dition I implies that HO~ (0; lR) C Hot (0; lR) such that the canonical injection is continuous with 

dense range. 

Note that 

D(A3) = {Z E HO~(O; lR) : f: a~,kA~(Z, ¢k)i2(n) < oo} . 
k=1 

To see that D(A3) is a dense subspace of HO~(O; lR) observe that 

a2 a 2 1 
2 O'~2 :::; R3 1 O'~2 :::; R3R51 'kl 

a2,k k a1,k k A 

for all kEN. The last term is bounded for all kEN and so the result follows. D 

To be able to apply the remaining existence results of Section 3.3.2 a further space Z must be 

constructed such that Z C Z and the canonical injection is continuous with dense range. This is 

hypothesis PS XIII. This construction follows that of Section 4.1.1. Let 

where Z1 is defined in Remark 4.1.6. The following condition ensures that PS XIII is satisfied. 

Condition B. a~ -< a~ (with bound R9)' 

The final hypothesis, PS XlV, is similar to PS XI. The condition imposed on the general exam

ple reflects this. 

Condition C. There exists a constant RlO such that 

2 a2k 
2 I', I :::; RlO a4,k Ak 

for all kEN. 

(4.36) 

Proposition 4.3.3. Suppose that the general example satisfies Condition C. Then S(t) is a strongly 

continuous semigroup on Z. Furthermore there exists a continuousfunction k3(') : [0, T] ~ lR+ 
= t such that k3(0) = 0 and/or all S E [O,T], z(·) E C(O,T;Z), t E [s,T] we have I, S(t-

u)z(u) du E Z with 

II I.t S(t - u)z(u) dullz :::; k3(t - s)lIzllc(o,T;z), 
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Proof Note that, for all kEN, 

Therefore, as in Corollary 4.2.1, that S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup follows immediately 

from the proof of Proposition 4.1.7 and this bound. The remainder of the proof of the proposition 

follows the method of the proof of Proposition 4.3.1 and Condition C. o 

Therefore the general example satisfies PS XIV and the existence results of Section 3.3.2 can be 

applied. 



Chapter 5 

Controlling the Spread of Rabies 

In this chapter the problem of controlling the spread of rabies will again be considered. In Sec

tion 1.104 the control problem was defined as containing and eradicating an outbreak of rabies in 

a region where it is not endemic. By introducing and extending an existing mathematical model 

(Sections 1.2 and 1.3) for the spread of rabies in foxes-the principle reservoir of infection-this 

problem was reformulated as a mathematical one (Section 1.4). The mathematical control problem 

associated with the rabies model is to choose, if possible, a control u which corresponds to a level 

of vaccination or cull, such that the total infected population density is driven to a specified density 

Yd· The specific choice of Yd will be considered later in Section 5.3. 

The main difference between this problem and many others appearing in engineering is that the 

control acts only via the initial state. Therefore a new approach to this problem has been developed 

in this thesis. Since the original dynamics involve coupled partial differential equations that are 

nonlinear the approach followed has been based on time-varying infinite-dimensional state-space 

systems with a possibly unbounded nonlinearity (Chapter 2). 

Observing that the original dynamics, when formulated as an abstract differential equation on 

a Banach space Z, are semilinear in form motivated the development of a theory for time-varying 

systems where the linear operator is a time-varying perturbation of a time-invariant (unbounded) 

linear operator (Chapter 3). It was shown in Section 3.3 that, under suitable conditions, semilinear 

systems with an unbounded nonlinearity possess a solution in a classical sense. 
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The primary concern of this chapter is to show that the theory developed in Chapters 2 and 3 

can be applied to the problem of controlling the spread of rabies. The model is firstly considered 

as a semilinear system and the existence results of Section 3.3 applied. This then motivates the 

application of the general theory of Chapter 3 to the rabies model. 

The methods of this chapter follow those of the previous one that dealt with a general example 

of a similar form to the rabies model. For the rabies model it was not possible to deal solely 

with the Hilbert space structure used for the general example. However, by replacing certain 

HQ (0; JR) spaces with the Banach space of continuous functions the results of the previous chapter 

can be extended to the rabies model. Thus many of the results in this chapter are corollaries of the 

corresponding ones for the general example. 

The chapter concludes with a specific example of the rabies problem. A target density Yd is 

chosen that is a test of whether the rabies has been eradicated or not. As a result of the discussion 

in Section 1.3.2 this density is nonzero and care must be taken over the particular choice made. 

Numerical results are given for this example for the three basic strategies of population reduction: 

vaccination only, culling only, and a combination of both. 

5.1 Rabies model as a semilinear system 

In this section the model proposed in Chapter 1 for the dynamics of the spread of rabies in a fox 

population will be considered as an abstract semi linear system. For simplicity the spatial domain 0 

will be a closed and bounded interval in IR.; let L E 1R and set n = [0, L]. Recall from Section 1.4, 

that to formulate the rabies model as an abstract differential equation we set s(t) = S(t, .), v(t) = 

V(t, .), q(t) = I(t, .), and r(t) = R(t, .), where, for example, S(t,') = {S(t, x) : x E [0, L]}. To 

apply the results of Section 3.3 the dynamics (1.28) will be written as the semilinear system given 

by 

i(t) = Az(t) + g(z(t)) , 

where z(·) = (s(.) v(.) q(.) r(.)) T. 

z(O) = Zo + Bu, (5.1) 
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It will shown that, under suitable conditions, (5.1) has a well-defined mild solution. This mild 

solution will be then shown to be classical if further conditions hold. 

5.1.1 Model formulation 

To write the abstract rabies model (1.28) as the semilinear one (5.1) let 

(a - b) a 0 0 

0 -b 0 0 
A= (5.2) 

0 0 -(b + 0") 0 

0 0 0" -(b+ a) + DAo 

where 

d2h 
Aoh = dx2 

(5.3) 

and 

-J-t ((zd2 + ZlZ2 + ZlZ3 + ZIZ4) - {3ZIZ4 

g(Z) = 
-J-t (ZIZ2 + (Z2)2 + Z2Z3 + Z2Z4) 

-J-t (ZIZ3 + Z2Z3 + (Z3)2 + Z3Z4) + {3ZIZ4 
(5.4) 

-J-t (ZIZ4 + Z2Z4 + Z3Z4 + (Z4)2) 

where J-t = (a - b) / K. The input operator B will take anyone of the following three fonus: 

-1 -1 -1 -1 

1 0 1 0 
Bv = Bc= Bvc = (5.5) 

0 0 0 ° 
0 0 0 0 

corresponding to control via vaccination (Bv), culling (Bc) or a combination of both (Bvc). The 

semilinear equation will be considered on a triple of Banach spaces Z C Z c Z, such that 

where Zl = C(O, L) x C(O, L) x C(O, L) and Z2 c Z2( c C(O, L)) will be suitably chosen Hilbert 

spaces HQi (0, L) defined in Section 4.1.1. The natural space in which to study the rabies model is 
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the continuous functions, namely Z, but the other spaces are introduced to facilitate the estimation 

of the norms appearing in the assumptions of Chapter 3. 

The orthonormal basis chosen for L2(0, Lj JR) is 

1 
¢>o(x) = yL' for all n E N 

and the spaces HO/(O, L) defined in Section 4.1.1 are constructed in terms of {¢>n}' Note that, 

since the orthonormal basis is defined for n ~ 0, the definitions of the previous chapter must be 

extended. Thus if a = (an)nEN then we extend the definition of II . 110/ to the following 

00 00 

IIhll~ = (z, ¢>O)i2(O,L) + Lan (z, ¢>n)i2(O,L) = 2: an (z, ¢>n)i2(o,L) 
n=l n=O 

where ao is set equal to 1. For any a E lR we define (a) to be the sequence (n20/)nEN' With a slight 

abuse of notation the corresponding Hilbert space H(o)(Oj lR) will be denoted by HO(O, L) with 

norm 11·110' 

Remark 5.1.1. Recall that (an)nEN ~ (,8n)nEN if and only if the sequence (ani ,8n)nEN is bounded. 

Therefore 

for a,,8 E 1lt 

(a) ~ (,8) {=::> (n2(0/-P»)nEN bounded 

{=::> a -.5: ,8 

The following result shows that, with a suitable condition imposed, the rabies model satisfies 

assumption PS I. 

Proposition 5.1.2. Suppose that 

(5.6) 

Z2 = HOo(O, L), and Z2 = HO/l (0, L). Then Z2 C Z2 C C(O, L), where the canonicalinjections 

are continuous with dense ranges. 
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Proof As a result of the previous remark it is clear that (5.6) implies that the result holds for 

Z2 C Z2. We now show that Z2 C C(O, L), and in particular that there exists a constant ml such 

that 

Leth E Hcr1 (0,L). Then 

(t.1 (h, ¢n) I)' = (t. 01.:.'2 ol~,; 1 (h, qln) I)' 
~ (t. ol.~) (t. ol,n (h, qln)2) 

= (1+ t,n-2a
,) IIhll!, 

which is finite by (5.6). Therefore 

IIhllc(O,L) = sup Ih{x)1 
XE[O,L] 

Remark 5.1.3. We have the following estimates 

IIhllcr1 ~ IIhllcro Vh E HcrO(O, L) 

IIhllc(o,L):5 mlllhllcr1 Vh E Ilcrl(O,L) 

and inequalities 

IIzllz :5 IIzllz. z E Z 

IIzll:z :5 max{l, ml}llzllz z E Z. 

Hence, in the notation of Chapter 4, Rl = 1 and R2 = max{l, ml}' 

o 
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For the nonlinearity, gi maps continuous functions into C(O, L) and so it is clear that 9 : Z ---t Z. 

The conditions of the previous proposition provide estimates that will be helpful later in showing 

that 9 : Z ---t Z satisfies the Lipschitz condition of Theorem 2.2.10. 

Remark 5.1.4. Let ZI, Z2 E C(O, L) and Z3, Z4 E HO:o(O, L), then 

IlzIZ21Ic(0,L)~ Ii z llic(o,L) Ii Z21iC(0,L) 

IiZlZ31iC(0,L)~ Il z llic(0,L)li z3IiC(0,L) ~ mlllzllic(o,L)lI z3Iio:o 

Il z3Z41Ic(O,L) ~ m~ II z31lo:JZ4lio:o' 

Recall that, writing 

Al is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup eA1t on Zl. For the rabies model: 

Note that, for n ~ 1, we have 

o 
o o 

and so the eigenvalues An are given by 

n27r2 

An = -(a+b+DV ) 

with Ao = -(a + b). Hence (see Section 4.1.2) Aa, with domain 

D(A.,) = {h E H"'(O,L) : ~n2"''\?'(h,¢n)i'(O'L) < oo}, 
is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semigroup 

00 

S3(t)h = L e>'nt(h, ¢n)'i2(0,L)¢n 
n=O 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 
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Proposition 5.1.5. Suppose that 

(5.10) 

with A as defined above. Then A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S (t) on Z 

where 

and 

S2(t)Z = lot S3(t - s)A2eA18zds. 

Proof A modified version of the proof of Proposition 4.1. 7 (on page 112) is used here. In partic

ular it is seen directly from this proof that S(t) is the unique solution of the equation 

S(t)z = T(t)z + lot T(t - s)AS(s)z ds 

where T(t) and A are as defined in the proof of Proposition 4.1.7. 

For the rabies model, if z E Zl, 

Note that, for n 2:: 1, 

and so 

IIS2(t)zll!1 ~ m2 (1 - e-2
(uH)t) IIz3I1i2(o,L) 

~ L m2 (1 - e-2
(uH)t) IIZ311~(O,L) 
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where 

a
2 {1 L2 } 

m2 = 4{a+b) max (a+b)' D7r2 • 

Therefore 

IIS(t)zll~ = IleAltzlll~1 + IIS2(t)Zl + S3(t)Z411~1 

$ lIeAltll21lz11l~1 + 2Lm2 (1 - e-2(u+b)t) IIZ311~(O,L) + 21IS3(t)1I2I1z411~1 

$ max {lieAltl12 + 2Lm2 (1 - e-2(u+b)t) , 2I1S3(t)1I2} IIzlI~· 

This shows that S(t) E .c(Z). To see that S(t) is strongly continuous let h > ° and consider 

IIS(h)z - zll~ $ lIeAlhz1 
- zlll~l + 2I1S3(h)Z4 - z411~1 + 2I1 S2{h)Zl ll!1 

$ lIeAlhz1 
- Zl II~1 + 211S3(h)Z4 - z411!1 + 2Lm2 (1 - e-2

(u+b)h) IIZ311~(O,L) 

---7 ° 
as h -+ 0. That S (t + s) = S (t) S (8) follows directly from the proof of Proposition 4.1.7. 

Finally we show that A is the infinitesimal generator of S(t). First recall that (5.6) implies 

HOt l(O, L) c C(O, L). Applying the method of Proposition 4.1.7 it only remains to show that, for 

h > 0, 

as h -+ 0. For the rabies model this expression is 

II X/.' 83( h - s ) A,"" " Z1 ds - A,z111., = II ~ /.' 83 (h - s )e-(o+b). z3ds - 17z311., . 

Clearly az3 E HOtI (O, L) if only if Z3 E HOtI (0, L), in which case 

II~ /.' 83(h - s)e-(0+b)'z3ds - 17z311., ::; 1711~ /.' 83(h - s) (e-(0+6)'Z3 - Z3) dsll., 

+ all~ lh S3(S)Z3ds - z311Ot1 

$ ~ lh IIS3(h - s)II IIe-(u+b)s Z3 - z311 ds 

+ 1711 X /.' 83(s)z3ds - z311.,· 
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The last tenn converges to zero since S3(t) is a strongly continuous semi group on HOi (0, L). For 

the first term, note that for any € > 0 there exists a h > 0 such that 

for s E [0, h]. 

Thus 

~ lh II S3(h - s)lllle-(C1+b)8z3 - z311 ds ::; ~ (h II S3(h - s)lI€ds 
h ° hh 

::; (const)€. 

Therefore A is the generator of S(t) and has domain 

D(A) = C(O,L) x C(O,L) x HQ1(0,L) x D(A3). 

o 

We can explicitly calculate S2(t) as follows: 

S2(t)h = lt S3(t - s)A2eA18h d; 

= u ~ L2 (e-(C1+b)t _ e_(D~~n2 +O+b)t) (h3, ¢n)L2(O,L)¢n 
~ Dn21f2 + L2(a - 0') 

(5.11) 

for hE Zl. 

Corollary 5.1.6. Suppose that the following condition is satisfied 

(5.12) 

Then the semigroup S(t), with generator A, is a strongly continuous semigroup on all three spaces 

Z C Z C z. 

Proof. Note that ~ < a l < ao and use the proof of Proposition 5.1.5. In particular the following 

estimate is obtained: 

(5.13) 
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for Z E Zl, where M(t)2 = Lm2 (1 - e-2(u+b)t). The domain of A when considered as the 

generator of S (t) on Z is given by 

D(A) = C(O, L) x C(O, L) x HOO(O, L) x D(A3) 

where D(A3) is the domain of A3 considered as the generator of S3(t) on HOo(O, L). 

Now it only remains to show that S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on Z. Note that 

A2 E £(Zl' C(O, L)) and so it is well-known (Curtain and Zwart, I 995,for example) that A is the 

generator of S(t). Alternatively, the method of the proof of Proposition 5.1.5 can be used to show 

that S(t) is a strongly continuous semi group on Z with 

(5.14) 

and the domain of A with respect to Z is 

where D(Aa) = {h E C(O, L) : h E C2(0, Ln. o 

In the next subsection it will be shown that the rabies model, for a suitable initial guess for the 

control u' and suitable conditions on the spaces, has a solution in the sense of Definition 3.3.6. 

5.1.2 Existence of a solution 

To prove that there exists a solution to the rabies model (5.1) Theorem 3.3.11 will be applied. It is 

necessary to show that the rabies model satisfies conditions PS XI, PS XII, PS XIII, and PS XIV. 

Proposition 5.1.7. Under the conditions imposed so far for the rabies model, there exists a contin

uousfunction k~(-): [O,T] ---i-lR+ suchthatforall S E [O,T], h(·) E L2(0,TjZ), andt E [s,T], 

we have f: S(t - a)h(a) da E z.., with 

lilt S(t - a)h(a) dallz. ~ k~ (t - s)llhllL2(s,t;Z)' 
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Condition (5.10) implies that 

00 00 

L n2(oo-1) (h4(a), ¢n)i2 ~ L(h4(a), ¢n)i2. 
n=l n=l 

Thus 

Therefore 

Setting 

completes the proof. o 

A particular case of this proposition shows that the rabies model satisfies PS Xl. 
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Corollary 5.1.8. Under the conditions of the proposition there exists a continuous function kl (.) : 

[0, T] -+ lR+ such that k1(0) = 0, andforall 8 E [0, T], z(·) E C(8, Tj Z), t E [8, T], we have 

fat S(t - (7)Z(17) da E z.., with 

Proof. This follows directly from the previous proposition setting kl (t) = Vi k~ (t). 0 

Remark 5.1.9. PS XII follows as a natural consequence of the construction of the spaces Z, Z, 

Z and Corollary 5.1.6. Recall that D(A) = Zl x D(A3) and Z = Zl x HClO(O, L). To see that 

D(A3) C HClO(O, L) consider h E D(A3)' We show that h E HClO(O, L). Since h E D(AJ) we 

know that A3h E C(O, L) c L2(0, L) and so 

00 00 

IIA3hlli2(O,L) = L (A3h, ¢n)i2(o,L) = L A~ (h, ¢n)i2(o,L) < 00. 
n=O n=O 

Now 

00 00 

IIhll!o = I: aO,n (h, ¢n)i2(o,L) ~ L A~ (h, ¢n)i2(o,L) < 00 

n=O n=O 

since the sequence (n2Clo / A;)nEN' is bounded by (5.10). 

Let Z = Z. Then assumption PS XIV is automatically satisfied. Hence the rabies model, with the 

relations introduced in this section, satisfies PS XI, PS XII, PS XIII, and PS XIV. It must now be 

shown that the remainder of the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.11 hold for the rabies model. 

First note that 9 : Z -+ Z is continuously differentiable with 

-J.L(WI + EWi) - {3W4 -J.LWI -J.LWI -(J.L + (3)Wl 

Dg(w) = -J.LW2 -J.L(W2 + E Wi) -J.LW2 -J.LW2 

- J.LWJ + (3Wl -J.LWJ -J.L(WJ + E Wi) - J.LWa + (3Wl 

-J.LW4 -J.LW4 -J.LW4 -P,(W4 + E Wi) 

where EWi = Et=l Wi. In particular 9 is locally Lipschitz continuous in z. For z(·) E C(O, Tj Z) 

define the bounded linear operator B(t, z) : Z -+ Z by B(t, z)w = Dg(z(t))w for wE Z. 
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Proposition 5.1.10. For each z (.) E C (0, T; Z) there exists a constant k5 (z) such that 

//B(t, z)wl/z ~ k5(z)/Iwl/z 

for all wE Z. 

Proof Letz(.) E C(O,TjZ). For simplicity we write 

Pl1(t) PI4(t) 

B(t, z) = 

Since a o is chosen such that HOo(O, L) C C(O, L) it is clear that Pij(-) E C(O, Tj C(O, L)). Con

sider 

4 

I/B(t, z)w"~ = L 1/ (B(t, z)w)i I/2(O,L) 
i=1 

4 4 

= L 1/ LPij(t)Wjl/~(o,L) 
i=l j=1 

4 4 

~ 4 L L I/Pij(t)I/2(o,L)I/Wjl/~(O,L) 
i=l j=1 

~ (4 t mj'" IIPij(t) II~(O.L») IIw Iii· 

Note that Pij depends on z and by the continuity of the fonner we can take the supremum-with 

respect to t-to obtain the constant ks (z). o 

So far in this section it has been shown that the rabies model, subject to certain constraints, satisfies 

the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.11. Therefore for every initial state z(O) = Zo + Bu E D(A) there 

exists a solution of (5.1). 

For the rabies model it will be assumed that the fox population is at equilibrium at the steady 

state value K when an outbreak of rabies occurs. Therefore the given initial state Zo will be of the 
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fonn 

8(0) 

0 
Zo = 

0 

1'(0) 

where s(O)(x) = K for all x E [0, L]. The initial distribution of rabid foxes is 1'(0) and this must 

lie in the domain, D(A3), of A3 considered as an operator on Z. Note that, ifu: is chosen to be a 

unifonn distribution (U:(x) = u), then for n ~ 1, 

_ rL {2 (nnx) u-./2£ [. (nnx)] L 
(u, ¢nh2 (0,L) = 10 uy L cos L dx = ---n;r- sm L 0 = o. 

Therefore 

for some 131, Moreover, if HIlt (0, L) is chosen such that HPi (0, L) c C(O, L), then Bu: E D(A) = 

ZI xD(A3 ), and so, provided 1'(0) E C 2 (0, L), there exists a solution corresponding to anyunifonn 

distribution for the initial control u'. 

In the next section it will be shown that the rabies model, under suitable constraints, satisfies 

the hypotheses of Chapters 2 and 3. Hence the control problem for the rabies model will have a 

solution as defined in Chapter 2. 

5.2 Applying general theory to rabies model 

In this section it is shown that the rabies model can be considered as an example of a perturbed 

system as studied in Chapter 3. The first stage is to perform a local approximation about some 

initial control u' and resulting solution z' (.) to obtain a perturbed system of the fonn: 

i(t) = (A + P(t)) z(t) + N(z(t)), z(O) = Bu, (5.15) 

where Z = z + z' and 11 = u' + u. Perfonning this approximation for the rabies model one 

obtains a system of the form (5.15) with A and B (Bv, Be or Bve) as given in the previous section; 
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P(t) = Dg(z'(t)), that is P(t) is given by 

-J.l(s'(t) + n'(t» - fJr'(t) - J.lS' (t) - J.lS' (t) -(J.l + fJ)s'(t) 

-J.lV'(t) - J.l( v' (t) + n'( t)) -J.lV'(t) -J.lV'(t) 

-J.lq'(t) + fJs'(t) - J.lq' (t) - J.l( q' (t) + n' (t)) -J.lq'(t) + fJs'(t) 

-J.lr'(t) - J.lr' (t) -J.lr'(t) -J.l(r'(t) + n'(t)) 

(S.16) 

T 

where J.l = (a-b)/ K, n'(t) = s'(t)+v'(t)+q' (t)+r'(t), and z'(t) = (s' (t) v'(t) q'(t) r'(t)) ; 

and N(z(t)) = g(z(t)). 

Since the aim of the control problem is to reduce the total population density of all infected 

foxes throughout the spatial domain, (S.I S) is considered with the following output 

y = Cz(T) + Cz'(T) (5.17) 

for some chosen time T > 0, and where 

C=(o 011). (5.18) 

In the following subsection the rabies model is formulated as a perturbed system. The results of 

Chapters 2 and 3 will then be applied. 

5.2.1 Model formulation 

For the rabies model the triple of spaces Z c Z c Z was defined in the last section. It was also 

shown that these spaces satisfy PS I. The output of the rabies model will be considered in the 

Hilbert space Y = Hf32(O, L). Suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 

(S.19) 

This condition ensures that C(O, L) C Hfh(O, L)(= Y) and so C E £(Z, Y). Recall from the last 

section that A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup that satisfies PS III. 
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Each of the fonns that will be considered for B are scalar in the tenninology of Chapter 4. In 

particular 

B -B' - v' 

B=Be: 

B = Bve: 

Note that the case B = Bve corresponding to a combined vaccination and culling strategy is an 

example of the generalised situation of Remark 4.1.11. When B = Bv or Be let U = HPI (0, L), 

and for B = Bve let U = HP1(0,L) x HP1(0,L). The following condition ensures that B E 

C(U, Z) for each of the cases that will be considered later. 

(5.20) 

Recall that this condition ensures that Hfh (0, L) c C(O, L). 

For simplicity P(t) will be expressed in the following form 

P(t) = 

(recall from the previous section the description of B(t, z». Note, from the last section and the 

fact that P(t) = Dg(z'(t)), that Pij(-) E C(O, Tj C(O, L)). The model formulation is completed 

by noting, in the notation and terminology of Chapter 3, that D(t) = I-z, E(t) = Iz. (the identity 

operators on Z and Z respectively). In the next subsection it will be shown that the rabies model, 

under suitable constraints, satisfies the assumptions of Sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

5.2.2 Rabies model as a perturbed system 

By the construction at the beginning of this Section P(t) = Dg(z'(t», where z'(·) E C(O, Tj Z), 

and so it is clear that P(.) E C(O, Tj C(Z, Z». The following result finishes the proof that the 

rabies model satisfies PS II. 
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Proposition 5.2.1. Suppose that 

(5.21) 

Then the intersection of the domain of A (with respect to Z) and Z is a dense subspace of Z. 

Proof Recall that D(A) = C(O, L) x C(O, L) x HOI (0, L) X D(Aa). Now 

which is bounded by (5.21). Hence D(A) n Z = C(O, L) x C(O, L) x HOI (0, L) X D(Aa). This 

proves the result. 0 

The next two results deal with the assumption PS IV. 

Proposition 5.2.2. Suppose that the conditions introduced so far for the rabies model are satisfied. 

Then there exists a continuous function K 1 (.) : [0, T] --t lR+ such that K 1 (0) = 0, and for all 

s E [0, T), z(.) E C(s, T; Z), t E [8, T), 

II it S(t - a)P(a)z(a) dall~ ~ K1(t - s)llzllc(s,tjZ)' 

Proof Let s E [0, T) and z(·) E C(s, T; Z). If we define h(a) = P(a)z(a) then h(·) E 

C(s, Tj Z). Corollary 5.1.8 then implies that there exists a continuous function k1(·) : [0, T] --t 

R+ such that k1(0) = ° and 

II it Set - a)h(a) dallz. ~ k1(t - s)lihllc(s,tjZ)' 

Moreover, Proposition 5.1.10 implies that pet) E £(Z) and so 

II it Set - a)P(a)z(a) daliz. ~ k1(t - s)ka(z')lI z IlCC.9,tjZ)· 

This completes the proof. 

The second result proves the continuity required in assumption PS IV. 

Corollary 5.2.3. For all 8 E [0, T) and z(·) E C(8, Tj Z) the map 

t t-t I.t Set - a)P(a)z(a) da 

is continuous from [8, T] to Z. 

o 
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Proof. This follows from the proof of Corollary 4.2.3 with the following modifications: Using the 

notation of Corollary 4.2.3 

which converges to zero as h -t O. Similarly 

As in Corollary 4.2.3 since (e~nh - 1) 2 < 1 this sum converges uniformly. In particular e~nh -1 --+ 

o and so the right-hand side converges to zero as h --+ O. Finally 

and this also converges to zero as h --+ O. o 

The following two Corollaries to Proposition 5.1.7 show that the rabies model satisfies assumptions 

PS VandPS X. 

Corollary 5.2.4. For any h E L2(0, T; Z), (Msh) (t) E Z for almost every t E [0, T], and 

t H (Msh) (t) is continuous with respect to II· liz. 

Proof. That (Msh) (t) E Z for almost every t E [0, T] follows immediately from Proposi

tion 5.1.7. Therefore it only remains to show continuity. 
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Let 6 > O. Recall from Proposition 4.2.11 that 

/I (Msh) (t + 6) - (Msh) (t)/lz 

r' 1t+6 ::; /I (8(6) - J) Jo 8(t - s)h(s) ds/lz + 118(6) t S(t - s)h(s) dsll z . 

The first term converges to zero as h --t 0 since (Msh) (t) E Z and 8(t) is a strongly continuous 

semigroup on Z. Using Proposition 5.1.7 we see that 

1
t
+6 ) 118(6) t 8(t - s)h(s) dsllz < 118(6)11 (k~ (6) II hll£2(t,t+6;Z) 

which also converges to zero as 6 --t O. Therefore we have shown continuity from the right. 

Similarly from Proposition 4.2.11 it is seen that 

II (Msh) (t) - (Msh) (t - 6)llz 

::; /lit 8(t - s)h(s) dsll z + IIlt
-

6 

(8(t - s) - 8(t - 6 - s)) h(s) dsll z . 
t-6 0 

Again applying Proposition 5.1.7 it is clear that the first term vanishes as 0 --t O. For the second 

term note that 

The first of these terms converges to zero since eA1t is a strongly continuous semigroup on Zl. The 

second and third terms converge to zero applying the method of the proof of Corollary 5.2.3. 0 

Corollary 5.2.5. There exists a positive constant K 6 such that 

[or all hE L2(O, Tj Z). 
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Proof First note that for the rabies modellLs h = (Ms h). Hence Proposition 5.1.7 implies that 

IIlLshlli4(o,T;~) = IIMshlli4(o,T;~ 

~ lT k~ (t)4//hlli2(o,t;Z)dt 

~ (IT 
k~(t)4dt) IIhlli2(o,T;Z) 

and taking the fourth root of both sides yields the result. o 

Note that for the rabies model CS(T)Bu = 0 for all u E U. Hence the assumption PS VI is auto

matically satisfied. Since V = Z assumption PS VII follows immediately from Proposition 5.2.2. 

Similarly assumption PS VIII follows immediately from Proposition 5.1.7. It only remains in this 

subsection to prove that the rabies model satisfies the assumption PS IX. 

Proposition 5.2.6. Suppose that the following condition is satisfied for the rabies model. 

There exists a positive constant K 5 such that 

for all z E Z. 

Proof Lemma 4.2.15 implies that there exists a constant 93 such that 

for all z E HOO(O, L) provided 

is bounded for all m, n E N. Note that, fixing mEN, we have 

n 2(OO -°1 )m2(Oo -011) 

n2 +m2 -
n2(Oto-01-1)m2(Oto-01) 

1+m2Jn2 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 
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which is bounded by condition (5.22). Similarly, ifm = n, we have 

n 2(OIO-0I1)m2(OIO-0I1) n4(OIo-0I1) 1 
_ = _n4(OIo-0I1)-2 

n2 + m2 2n2 2 

as required. o 

Hence the rabies model satisfies all of the assumptions required in Chapter 3 for perturbed sys

tems. In the next subsection it will be shown that the rabies model satisfies the hypotheses of 

Theorem 2.2.10. 

5.2.3 Solving the control problem 

It remains to show that the rabies model satisfies assumption TV VI, and that the nonlinearity 

satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 

Remark S.2.7. First note that if z E Z then , -, 
4 4 

IINzlI~ $ 5J-L 2: 2: IIZkll~(O,L)lIzjll~(O,L) + 1O,8l1zdI2(o,L)lIz411~(o,L) 
k=1 j=1 

4 

-2-2 2 '"' 2 -2-2 2 II 112 $ 5J-LRIR21Izll~L.J IIZkllc(O,L) + 10,8R1R2I1z1I1c(O,L) z ~ 
k=l 

~ 5~~ (p. + 2,8) IIzlll. 

Thus, if z(.) E L4(0, T; Z), then 

{ IIN(z(t))lI~t $ 5~~ (" + 2fJ) {lIz(t)111. 

Hence N(z(.)) E L2(0, T; Z) for all z(·) E L4(0, T; Z). 
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The next result shows that, for the rabies model, the nonlinearity N : Z --t Z satisfies a 

Lipschitz condition. 

Proposition S.2.8. For the rabies model there exists a constant c and a continuous symmetric 

function k(.,.) : R+ X R+ --t R+ such that k(O, 0) = 0 with 

Proof Let z, W E Z. Then for k = 2 4 we have - , 
4 

IINkz - Nkwllc(O,L) = J.LII I: (ZkZj - WkWj) IIC(O,L) 

Therefore 

;=1 

4 

$ ~ L (11(Zk + Zj)2 - (Wk + Wj)211 + Ilz~ - w~1I + liZ] - wjll) 
j=1 

$ ~ t [(lIz.1I + IIz;1I + Ilw.1I + Ilw;ID (liz. - w.1I + liz; - wilD 

+ (lIzkll + IIwkll) IIzk - wkll + (IIZjll + IIWjll) IIZj - Wjll] 
4 

$ J.L I: (lI zkll + IIZjll + IIWkl1 + IIWjlD (IIZk - wkll + IIZj - WjID· 
j=1 

4 

IINkz - NkWII~(O,L) $ 32J.L2 L (IIzkll2 + IIZjll2 + IIwkll2 + IIWjll2) (IIZk - wkll2 + IIZj - Wj112) 
;=1 

$ 32J.L2 (lIzlIi+ IIwlli+ IIzkll2 + IIWkIl2) (4l1zk - wkll2 + liz - wlli) 

$ m3 (lIzlli + IIwlli) (liz - wlli) 

where m3 = 320J.L2. Similarly, for k = 1,3, we have 

4 

IINkz - Nkwllc(O,L) ~ J.L L (IIZkll + IIZjll + IIwkll + IIWjll) (1lzk - Wkll + IIZj - wjll) 
j=1 
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and so 

IINk Z - NkWII~(O,L) ::; 2m3 (1IzlI~ + IIwll~) (liz - wll~) 

+ 16/32 (lIzdl2 + IIz4112 + IIwll12 + IIw4112) (lIzl - wdl2 + IIz4 - w4112) 

::; (2m3 + 16/32) (lIzlI~ + IIwll~) (liz - wll~) . 

Now let z(.), w(.) E L4(O, Tj Z). We have 

iT IIN(z(t)) - N(w(t))ll~dt 
T 4 

= 1 L IINk(z(t)) - Nk(W(t))II~(O,L) dt 
o k=1 

T ]1/2 [ T ]1/2 
::; (6m3 + 32/32) [1 (lIz(t)lI~ + IIw(t)II~)2 dt i"z(t) - w(t)lI~dt 

::; 2~~ (6m3 + 32/32) (lIzlIi4(O,TiID + II w lli4(O,TiZ») 1/2 liz - wIl14 (o,TiID 

and taking square roots of both sides completes the proof. 

To summarise the analysis so far, ao, aI' /31 and /32 must be chosen such that 

to ensure that the assumptions of Chapter 3 are satisfied. 

o 

Finally it remains to be shown that the rabies model satisfies assumption TV VI. This as

sumption is similar to the conditions given in Curtain and Zwart (1995) for an infinite-dimensional 

system to be (exactly) controllable or observable. Unfortunately this assumption can prove to be 

difficult to establish for a given system. Let C = CU(T, O)B which has already been shown to be 

a bounded linear map from U to Y. For the rabies model we recall the equivalence between the 

boundedness of the generalised inverse of C and the range of C, being closed. The output space 

y = Hfh(O, L) should be chosen such that, numerically, the former property is satisfied. In fact it 

is this property that is necessary for the theory of Chapter 2 to be applied. 

Note that, for all y E H{32(O, L) we have 

00 
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where Yn = (y, <Pnh2, provided lIylL9~ < 00. Since 

we can define an orthononnal basis {'¢In} for Hfh (0, L) where '¢Io = <Po, and 'l/Jn = n-f32 <pn' 

Suppose that functions in Hf31 (0, L) and Hf32(0, L) are approximated by taking only finitely 

many terms in their expansions. Hence each y E Hf32(0, L) is approximated by the N + 1 dimen

sional (real) vector yN defined by 

00 

where y = I)y, <Pnh2 (O,L)<Pn. 
n=O 

(y, <PNh2(o,L) 

Now consider the following abstract Cauchy problem: 

z(t) = (A + P(t)) z(t), z(O) = zo (5.24) 

where A and P(t) are defined as for the rabies problem. The action of C on any basis function <Pn 

can then be obtained by setting Zo = B <Pn to get 

Cz(T) = CU(T, O)zo = CU(T, O)B<Pn = ['<Pn. 

Note that <Pn is approximated by the n + 1 vector of the standard basis oflRN +1 (n ~ N) given by 

en+! = (0 .,. 
T 

1 0 ... ) . 

t n + 1 position 

Thus if the dynamics of (5.24) are solved via a numerical scheme with the output Cz(T) approxi

mated by yN, and [, is approximated by the (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix eN, 

o ~ n ~ N. 

This output then gives the n + 1 column of [, N. An approximation of the generalised inverse can 

then be calculated as (.cN)t. Hence for increasing N the finite approximation of IIctyll~l given by 

N 

II(CN)tyNII~l = (Zl)2 + L n2f31 (zn+!)2 
n=l 
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Approximation of " . "ti, 

N 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

Figure 5.1: The approximation of IICt YII~l for N = 4,8,16,32 and 64. The limitation to an integer 

power of2 results from the use of the Fast Fourier Transfonn algorithm from Press et al. (1992). 

The data points are connected by straight lines. 

is calculated, where 

Z= 

where this last vector is 'l/JN. The value f32 should then be chosen such that the resulting sequence 

is bounded. 

The numerical procedure used to select f32 utilises the Fast Fourier Transfonn (introduced by 

Cooley and Tukey, 1965) and the implementation used (Press et al., 1992) requires N to be an 

integer power of2. Thus only five values (N = 4,8, 16,32,64) are plotted in Figure 5.1 for f32 = 0 

and f31 = 0.501. The program was unable to obtain an estimate for CN for N = 128 or higher. 

This is severely limiting in regard to the data that can be obtained. The few data points that are 

plotted in Figure 5.1 cast into doubt whether the generalised inverse is bounded or not. 

In the next section a specific example of the rabies problem will be considered and numerical 
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results given to illustrate the theory introduced in this thesis. 

5.3 Numerical results 

To illustrate the general theory developed in Chapters 2 and 3, in particular the application of this 

theory to the rabies model, numerical results will be presented in this section. The numerical results 

will correspond to a specific one-dimensional case of the rabies problem and the three methods of 

popUlation reduction-vaccination, culling, and a combination of both-will be considered. 

The problem is as follows: Suppose that in a region of 40 lan, where rabies is not endemic, 

there is an outbreak of the disease. The environmental carrying capacity of the region is 2 foxes 

km-2 and the outbreak occurs at the centre. The aim of the control scheme will be to prevent the 

spread of the disease and to eradicate rabies in the region of interest. 

It will be assumed that the initial fox population density is at the steady state value equal to 

the environmental carrying capacity. The outbreak of rabies will be modelled by assuming that the 

initial density of the rabid class is normally distributed with total area approximately equal to one 

(see Figure 5.2). 

The environmental carrying capacity for this example is above the critical threshold of 1 fox 

km-
2 

(Anderson et aI., 1981; Murray et aI., 1986) and so, in the absence of any control measures, 

an epidemic begins. Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of the infected and susceptible population 

densities over an extended region of 60 lan for a time-span of 0.5 year. In Figure 5.3(b) the 

distinctive travelling waves can be seen to be just forming and travelling away from the centre. 

In applying the techniques of the previous chapters we must be careful in choosing the desired 

final state. Choosing a final state of zero total infected fox population density is not possible as 

discussed earlier in Chapter 1. Instead a Yd is chosen such that 

1
20 

-20 (Yd) (x) dx < ml 

with ml some small value. An example of such a distribution is 

(5.25) 
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Figure 5.2: Initial distribution of rabid foxes. 
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with J.lI and J.l2 suitably chosen. To ensure containment of the disease it will also be required that 

the total density of infected foxes remains negligible at the boundary of the spatial domain for all 

time (ie on [0, Tj). That is 

R( -20, t) + 1( -20, t) = R(20, t) + 1(20, t) < m2 

for all t E [0, T], where again, m2 is some small number. 

Note that a 50% reduction (at least) is required for the susceptible population density to be less 

that the critical threshold for an epidemic. Therefore the initial control u' that is applied corre

sponds to a uniform vaccination (or cull) of 60% of the susceptible foxes. When this population 

reduction is achieved through vaccination, Table 2 shows that the situation remains non-epidemic 

supporting for 67 days (approximately 0.18 year). For a uniform reduction of80% the region does 

not support an epidemic for 172 days (approximately 0.47 year). Thus the final time T is chosen 

to be 0.3 year. 

Figure 5.4 shows the output resulting from a initial control of vaccinating 60% of all susceptible 

foxes. Also shown is a distribution of the form (5.25) chosen to roughly approximate Cz'(T), but 
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Figure 5.3: The progress of an epidemic over a time-span of 0.5 year. The situation is unstable 

with a carrying capacity of 2 foxes km - 2 with no control applied. 
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Figure 5.4: The output resulting from vaccinating 60% of all susceptible foxes. Also shown is a 

distribution of the form (5.25) with /11 = 0.0472 and /12 = 0.015. 

scaled by ~. The target Yd is chosen to roughly approximate the shape of the distribution C z' (T) 

because of the results and discussion of Section 2.4. The particular choice for Yd reflects the 

requirement that the density of infected foxes at the boundaries remains low by lowering the target 

density there. 

Hence the target output Yd will be chosen to be a distribution of the form (5.25) with /11 = 
5.3 X 10- 3 and /12 = 9 X 10- 3• For a distribution of this form m l can be set equal to 0.04. To 

ensure containment m2 is chosen to be 6 x 10-5• 

In the subsections that follow the theory developed in the previous chapters will be applied to 

this control problem. The first mechanism for the control to be considered is vaccination. This is 

followed by a culling control strategy and then a combined one. 
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Figure 5.5: The control resulting from the application of the iterative scheme, which drives the 

system to the distribution Yd defined by (5.25) with J-Ll = 5.3 X 10- 3 and J-L2 = 9 X 10- 3
• The 

control strategy is vaccination only. 

5.3.1 Vaccination only strategy 

The iterative scheme presented in earlier chapters gives rise to the control Uti shown in Figure 5.5, 

together with the initial control u'. As expected the greatest level of reduction occurs at the centre. 

To counter the spread of rabies from the region there are also greater levels of vaccination at the 

boundary of the spatial domain. This keeps the infected fox densities low at the boundary ensuring 

containment of the outbreak. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6 where it is shown that the density of 

infected foxes at each boundary remains below the desired level. 

The evolution of the susceptible and rabid fox population densities when the control U v is 

applied are plotted in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7(b) shows that rabies dies away quickly; a magnified 

version is given in Figure 5.8. This plot shows more clearly the containment of the outbreak. Note 

that the popUlation density of the susceptible class of fox rises above the critical threshold for an 

epidemic towards the end of the simulation. Hence the situation is becoming unstable in the sense 
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Figure 5.6: The total infected fox population density remains below the desired level set in the text 

at each boundary. Since the dynamics are symmetrical about the centre of the spatial domain only 

1(20, t) + R(20, t) is plotted here. 
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Figure 5.7: The effect of the control U v during a time-span of 0.3 year, 
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Figure 5.8: A magnified view of the evolution of the rabid fox population density. 
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that any nonzero density of infected foxes would result in an epidemic (see the remarks made in 

Chapter 1 concerning a drawback of using diffusion and continuous densities). 

This example shows the ability of the iterative process to find the desired control. In fact the 

output of the system resulting from applying the control Uv closely matches that of the target output 

Yd· This is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 

Unfortunately, in this example, a control is required that involves a vaccination rate of over 

90% at the centre of the spatial domain. The function (5.25) provides some flexibility in the choice 

of Yd · The steeper the profile of the function chosen, with more concentration of density at the 

centre, the more likely the disease will be contained. Unfortunately this increases the level of 

control required at the centre. 

5.3.2 Culling only strategy 

Previous models for the spread of rabies have also attempted to answer the important question of 

whether the population reduction should be carried out through a vaccination Of culling program. 
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Figure 5.9: A comparison between the desired target output Yd and the actual output when applying 

the control UV ' 
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Figure 5.10: The control U c that is returned by the iterative process in the case of a program of 

culling. The initial control u' and the control used in the vaccination program Uv are also shown. 

Anderson et al. (1981) argue that the control of rabies by culling would be difficult to achieve in all 

but poor habitats. Murray et al. (1986) also argue in favour of vaccination over culling concluding 

that culling would free territory meaning a more rapid colonisation by young foxes. More recently, 

Harris and Smith (1990) have challenged this view by suggesting that in Britain, with the poor 

uptake of vaccinated bait by foxes in urban areas, culling might be the only effective strategy. 

To consider this question the previous example is considered with a strategy involving only 

culling. All model parameters remain the same, as does the target density Yd. For this case the 

initial control is a cull of 60% of the susceptible foxes uniformly across the whole of the spatial 

domain. The control Uc returned by the iterative process is compared with U v in Figure 5.10. The 

evolution of the densities of the susceptible and rabid classes of fox when this control is applied is 

plotted in Figure 5.11. 

A similar profile for the controls is observed, but a smaller level of population reduction is 

required in the case of CUlling. The evolution of the susceptible population density (see Fig-
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Figure 5.11: The effect of the control U c during a time-span of 0.3 year. 
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Figure 5.12: The total infected fox population density at the boundary of the spatial domain. The 

corresponding plot for the vaccination strategy is included for comparison. 

ure 5.11(a)) gives us some insights as to why this might be. As in the case of the vaccination 

strategy, the susceptible popUlation density increases, but in the case of the culling strategy this 

increase is not as rapid. This is because, in the presence of vaccinated foxes, there is a contribution 

to the overall birth rate of the susceptible ones when applying a vaccination strategy. With a much 

slower increase in density there is a longer period for the rabies to die out before the density rises 

above the critical threshold. 

It is confirmed in Figure 5.12 that the disease is contained-according to the criterion discussed 

earlier-when employing culling as the method of population reduction. In comparison with the 

profile produced in the vaccination program it is seen that the rate of change of the population 

density of infected foxes at the boundary, that is the gradient of the plots in Figure 5.12, is shallower 

for the culling program. Hence the flux of infected foxes across the boundary of the spatial domain 

is less for the culling strategy than for the vaccination one. 
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Figure 5.13: The control produced by the iterative scheme when employing a combined strategy 

of vaccination and culling. The levels of vaccination, Ul, and cull, U2, are shown. 

5.3.3 Combined vaccination and culling strategy 

It has been suggested (Anderson, 1986) that in high fox population densities a program of vac

cination could be supplemented by culling. This will be the case considered here for the same 

example. 

The initial control applied is a 60% reduction of the susceptible foxes perfonned uniformly 

across the spatial domain using vaccination. The target density Yd is again of the fonn (5.25) but 

with J.Ll = 5.3 X 10-4 and J.L2 = 9 X 10-3• Applying the iterative scheme developed in this thesis 

leads to the control Uvc = (Ul U2) T shown in Figure 5.13, where Ul, U2 are the levels of vaccination 

and cull respectively. Interestingly the level of vaccination is much higher than the level of cull, 

though both profiles are shallower than for the respective single strategies. 

When applying the combined control the resulting evolution of the susceptible and rabid popu

lation densities is given in Figure 5.14. Notice that the susceptible population density does not rise 

above the critical threshold (Figure 5.14(a». The containment of the outbreak is also improved 
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Figure 5.15: The total infected fox population density at the boundary of the spatial domain for the 

combined strategy. 

for the combined strategy as can be seen in Figure 5.15. The population density at the boundary 

remains much lower than previously and the gradient of the density is much shallower indicating 

less flux of infected foxes across the boundary. 

It appears from these simulations that, when employing only one strategy it is better to use a 

program of culling, whereas it would appear from this last case that a combined strategy works 

much better. Hence a program of vaccination can be made more effective through the addition of 

a small cull. 



AppendixA 

Useful Results 

In this appendix some results from the literature that are used in this thesis are listed for conve

nience. In the proof of the main result of this thesis (Theorem 2.2.10) the following version of the 

Contraction Mapping Theorem from Collatz (1966) is used to show the existence of a fixed point. 

Theorem A.t. Suppose cp : W ---+ W, where W is a Banach space, satisfies 

I/cpx - cpyl/ $ kl/x - yl/, O$k<l 

where k is a constant, for each x, y E D, a subset ofW. Ifboth the ball 

S = { W E W : I/w - Wll/ $ 1 ~ k Ilwl - Wo /I } 

and Wo lie in D then the iterative process 

converges to a unique solution in D. 

The following version of Gronwall's Lemma from Curtain and Zwart (1995) is used in Chap

ter 3. 

Lemma A.2. Let a(·) E Ll (0, T; R) with a(T) ~ O. If z(·) E Loo (0, Tj R) satisfies, for some 

(3 ~ 0, 

z(t) ~ (3 + it a(s)z(s) ds 
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then 



AppendixB 

Source Code for Numerical Simulations 

The programs listed in this appendix have been written by the author for simulating the effect and 

control of an outbreak: of rabies in a one-dimensional example. The functions realft(), four1 0, 
cosft() for performing (Fast) Fourier Transfonn calculations are taken from Press et al. (1992). 

The programs are based on example source code for the M.Sc. course "Numerical methods for 

PDEs" given by Dr. Dwight Barkley at the University of Warwick, 1997. The programs are based 

on a pseudo spectral procedure using a combined Crank-Nicolson (Ames, 1977) and (second order) 

Adams-Bashford (press et al., 1992) method. 

On the spatial domain [0, L] consider the following differential equation 

z = 1:,z + N(z), z(O) = zo 

where 1:, is a linear operator and N a nonlinear one. Writing z in terms of cosine functions gives 

it is clear that z can be approximated by the N + 1 dimensional vector given by 

ao 

Q= 
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If, for each n E N, cos (nt) is an eigenvector of C then the linear problem can be easily treated as 

where {An} are the eigenvalues. However the nonlinear operator maybe difficult to express for this 

spectral approximation of z. Hence the nonlinearity will be dealt with for the discrete approxima

tion of z given by 

Zo z(O) 

ZN z(L) 

where hx = LIN. 

ExampleB.3. Suppose that Cz = 82z18x2 andN(z) = Z2. Then 

o 

and 

The linear and nonlinear parts of the partial differential equation can be combined to form a 

procedure for time-stepping the solution. Suppose that the time step has length tlt and that the 

solution z is approximated at t = nD.t in discrete space by ~n and spectral space by ft. The 

method for generating the approximations at t = (n + l)D.t is as follows: The nonlinearity is 
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treated in discrete space using the second order Adams-Bashford scheme given by 

A discrete cosine transfonn is then applied to l to give the spectral representation ~*. Then the 

spectral approximation Qn+1 is calculated by the scheme 

The discrete (inverse) cosine transform is then applied to give the discrete approximation ~n+1 • 

All of the programs are written in C and have a common header file rabid.h, and source file 

rabid.c. The common source file contains those functions required by all of the programs to 

perform a time-step. Each time-step is divided into two parts: the first corresponds to the second 

order Adams-Bashford approximation of the nonlinear terms; and the second to the actual time

stepping using a Crank-Nicolson scheme. The file also contains functions for determining the 

reaction terms for each of the classes of fox. 

The file also contains a function for determining the value of a particular distribution of the 

form (5.25) at a specified point in space with specified arguments 1-'1 and 1-'2' This function is used 

for setting the initial density of rabid foxes and the target density Yd. 

The first program phLc calculates an approximation of the linear operator ¢> = CU(T,O)B 

for a specified initial control. The approximation of ¢> is output in a form that can be easily read 

into MATLAB to calculate the pseudoinverse. This programs works by solving the differential 

equation given by 

h(t) = (A + P(t))h(t), h(O) = Bu (B.1) 

with output 

Y = Ch(T), 

where the operators are as given in Chapter 5. Since the operator P(t) depends on the trajectory 

z' ( .) corresponding to the initial control u' the program calculates the former after the latter has 
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been input. Let e = CU(T,O)B, where U(t, s) is the mild evolution operator with generator 

A + P(·). 

If the number of grid-points (or Fourier coefficients) is N + 1 then letting u = en, the nth vector 

of the standard basis ofRN +1, the approximation of the output of(B.l) is 

N _ "N Y - J.., en. 

Hence the output yN is the nth column of eN. Therefore by using each of the vectors en in the 

initial condition the (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix approximation, in discrete space, of r, is determined. 

The output of the program phLc is then entered into MATLAB to calculate the generalised 

inverse (eN) t. This is then read into the second program spect.c which uses the adaptive scheme 

of Section 2.3 to calculate the desired control based on a specified target density. The target is 

specified by (5.25) with the parameters J.Ll and J.L2. 

Only uniform distributions are considered for the initial control in this thesis and so if u' (x) = 

A, the initial condition for the susceptible class of fox is updated by 

n 

s((n + l)Llt) = (1 - ,x)K - Un - (r,N) t (Yd - Yn) = (1 - ,x)K - L (eN) t (Yd - Yk) 
k=l 

where K is the environmental carrying capacity, Yn is the output after the nth iteration, and Uo = O. 

The control output by spect.c is then applied in the final program rabies.c to produce the data 

files used to generate the plots in Chapter 5. The N + 1 dimensional vector that approximates s (t) 

(or r(t» is output by the program at intervals of specified length 8t. 



rabid.h 

Program listings 

1*------------- - ------____________________ ____________ -----------------* 

Header file for rabies programs * 
* 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------*1 

1*-------------------------- Definitions ------------------------------* 1 

1* Convert to spatial coord *1 #define X (j) 
'define NJ 1* Number of grid points (MUST be an 

integer power of 2 for FFT) *1 
'define 
#define 

#define T 
'define DT 

PI 3.141592653589793 
SWAP(a,b) tempr=(a); (a)=(b) ; (b)=tempr 

0.3 
1.e-4 

1* Model parameters [Taken from Anderson et al. (1981») *1 

#define AA 1. 1* avg birth rate *1 
'define BB 0 . 5 1* avg death rate *1 
#define DD 200. 1* diffusion coefficient *1 
'define KK 2. 1* carrying capacity *1 
#define ALPHA 365.25/5. 1* [avg duration for clinical disease)~-l 
#define BETA 80. 1* disease transmission coefficient *1 
#define SIGMA 365.25/28. 1* [avg incubation period)A-1 *1 

1* Test features *1 

#define TEST 0 

1*------------- ---------- Shared Function Prototypes ----- -------------*1 

1* Normal distribution for i.c. and updator *1 

double norm (double z, double c, double b); 1* Need this for i.c. *1 

1* Functions needed for timestepping original dynamics z=f(z) *1 

void Step (double *s, double *q, double *r, double *v, double War, 

void Step_ab 

double h_x, int k); 1* Function for timestep *1 

(double *s, 
int k) 

(double *r, 

double *q , double *r, double *v, 
1* Adams-Bashford part of step *1 

double war, double ~x, int k) ; 
1* Implicit part of step *1 

1* Reaction terms for original dynamics *1 

double f_react 
double 9_react 
double ~react 
double p_react 

(double 
(double 
(double 
(double 

s, double q , double r, double v) 
s, double q, double r, double v) 
s, double q, double r, double v) 
s, double q, double r, double v) 

1* Numerical Recipes routines with double precision data *1 

void cosft (double *y, int n) 1* Cosine Transform *1 

void realft (double data[] , unsigned long n, int isign) 

void four1 (double data[], unsigned long nn, int isign) ; 

1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 

For s 
For q 
For r 
For v 

1* Real FFT *1 

*1 

*1 
*1 
*1 
*1 
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/*------------------------------------------ ----------------------* 
The shared functions between the rabies programs 

*----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*--------------------- Include Headers -------------------- - - - ----* / 

'include <stdio . h> 
'include <stdlib.h> 
'include <math .h> 
'include "rabid.h" 

/*---------------------- Step --------- -------------------------*/ 

void Step (double os. double *q. double or. double *v. 
double Oar. double h-x. int k) 

/* Function for taking one timestep using crank-Nicolson 
and Adams-Bashford schemes */ 

step_ab (s. q. r. v. k) 
Step_sp (r. ar. h-x. k) 

/*---------------------- Step_ab --------------------------------*/ 

void Step_ab (double *5. double *q. double *r. double *v. 
~~ 

/* 2nd order Adams-Bashforth terms */ 

double fJlew. gJlew. h.Jlew. p_new ; 
double dt_o_2 = 171' , (2. - 171') ; 
static double ns[NJ+l). nq[NJ+1). nr(NJ+l). nv(NJ+1J; 
int j ; 

if ( k 
( 

/* If first_time then cannot take a 2nd order step. By setting old * 
* values to current values. the reaction terms are stepped by 
* first-order (Explicit Euler) method the first step . All other 
* steps are second order *' 

for ( j=O; j<NJ+1; j++) 
( 

ns(j) 
nq(j) 
nr(j) 
nv(j) 

= Creact(s(j). 
gJeact(s(jJ. 

= ILreact(s[j). 
PJeact(s(j). 

for ( j=O ; j<NJ+l; j++) 
( 

q[j). r( ). v( )) 
q(j). r( ). v( )) , 

q(j). r[ ). v[ ) 
q(j). r[ ). v[ ) 

f.Jlew = fJeact(s(j). q( ) . r(j). v[j) 
9.Jlew = 9Jeact(s(j). q( ). r(j) . v(j)) 
h.Jlew K lLreact(s(j). q( ). r(j). v(j)) 
P.Jlew = PJeact(s[j). q[ ). r(j). v[j)) 

s[j] += dt_o_2 * (3 . *fJlew - ns(j)) 
q(j) += dt_o_2 * (3.*gJlew - nq[j)) 

r[jJ = (171' , 2.) * (3.*lLnew - nr[jJ) 
v[jJ += dt_o_2 * (3.*p_new - nv[jJ) ; 

ns[ 
nq[ 
nr[ 
nv[ 

C.new 
g.Jlew 
ILnew 
P.Jlew 

/*------------------------ Step_sp ----------------------------*/ 

void step_sp (double or. double oar. double h-X. int k) 

static double forward[NJ+1J. back[NJ+1J 
static int first_time = 1 i 

int j ; 

if ( first_time 
( 

double kn. dt_o2_kn2 ; '* only needed first time *' 

/* Set evolution coefficients 
forward (1 . + (dt'2 * k.Jl~2 * DO) ) 
back = 1 . I ( 1. - (dt/2 * k.Jl~2 * DO) 

forward [0) = l. 
back[O) = l. 
for (j=l; j<NJ+l ; j++) 

( 

) 

kn = (j * MLPI) / (h-x * NJ) 
dt_o2_kn2 = -(171' * kn * kn) , 2. 
forward[j) = 1. + (dt_o2_kn2 * DO) ; 
back(j) = 1. / ( 1 . - (dt_o2_kn2*DD) 

forward (NJ) = O.S*forward(NJ); 
back(NJ) = O.S*forward(NJ) ; 

first_time 0 ; 

*' 

/* Transform to spectral space for initial amplitudes *' 
.if TEST 

'endif 

if (k) 
( 

printf (*Amplitudes\n*) ; 
for (j=O ;j<NJ+l;j++) 
( 

print! (*ar(\d) 

cosft(ar-l.NJ) ; 

%g\n*. j .ar(j) ; 
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.if TEST 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l;j++) 

( 
ar[j) (2 . * ar[j) / NJ 

} 

cosft (ar-l. NJ) ; 
for (jsO; j<NJ+l ; j++) 

( 
printf(*ar[td) tg\n*,j,ar[j); 

} 
exit(l) ; 

.endif 

/* transform nonlinear terms to spectral space */ 

cosft(r-l , N.J) 
/* for (j=O; j<NJ+l ; j++) 
( 

r[j) (2. * r[j) / NJ 
*/ 

/* Time step amplitude */ 

for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
( 

ar[j) = back[j) * ( forward[j)*ar[j) + r[j) ) 

for (j=O ; j<NJ+l;j++) 
( 

r[j) = (2 . * ar[j)) / N.J ; 

'* Transform back to physical space *' 
cosft (r-l,NJ) 

/*------------------------ f_react ------------------------*/ 
double f_react( double s, double q, double r, double v ) 

/* Reaction terms for s *' 
double f ; 
double NN = s + q + r + v 

f (1.1. - BB) * (l . - (NN/KIt) *s 

f += AA*v - BETA*r*s 

return ( f ); 

/*------------------------ g~eact ------------------------*/ 
double g_react( double s, double q, double r, double v ) 

/* Reaction terms for q */ 

double 9 ; 
double NN = s + q + r + v 

9 -q* (BB + «M - BB) * (NN/KK) » 

g += BETA*r*s - SIGMA*q 

return( 9 ) 

h.....react 

double ~react( double s, double q, double r, double v ) 

/* Reaction te~ for r */ 

double h ; 
double NN = s + q + r + v 

h = -r*(BB + «M - BB)*(NN / KK))) 

h += SIGMA*q - ALPHA*r 

return ( h ) 

'*------------------------ p_react ------------------------* / 

double p_react( double 5, double q, double r, double v ) 

/* Reaction terms for v */ 

double p ; 
double NN = s + q + r + v 

P -v*(BB + «M - BB)*( NN / KK I)) 

return ( p ) 

/*------------------------ norm ---------------------------*/ 

double norm (double z, double c, double b) 

double a, t_l , t_2, c_l 

a 20 . 

t_l -b* (z - a) * (z - a) 

c_l c / (sqrt(2 . * ~PI)) 

t_2 c_l*exp (t_l) 

return (t_2) 
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------* 
This program constructs a approximation of phi 
CU(T,O)B using NJ+l coefficients in the series expansions * 
(cosines only). This is output in a form that can be 
readily imported into MATLAB to calculated the 
generalised inverse of phi. 

*--------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

'include <stdio .h> 
'include <stdlib.h> 
'include <math.h> 
'include "rabid . h" '* The common header file *' 

'*------------- Specific Function prototypes -----------------*' 

'* In the following functions UPPER case letters correspond to * 
the dynamics of dot{h)(t) ; A(t) hIt) used to calculate phi * 
and lower case letters to the solution z' corresponding to 
the initial guess u ' *' 

'* MOdified functions needed to calculate the operator phi *' 

void StepH (double *5, double *q, double *r, double *v , 
double *5 , double *0, double *R, double *V, double *aR, 
double h-X, int k); 

void StepH-ab (double *5, double *q, double *r, double *v, 
double *5, double *Q, double *R, double *V, 
int k) 

,* Reactions terms for calculating operator phi *' 

double F_react( double s, double q, double r, double v, 
double 5, double Q, double R, double V ) 

double G~eact( double s , double q, double r , double v, 
double 5, double Q, double R, double V ) 

double H-react( double s, double q, double r , double v, 
double 5, double Q, double R, double V ) 

double P_react( double s, double q , double r, double v, 
double 5, double Q, double R, double V ) 

'*------------ MAIN BODY -----------------------------------*' 
int main (void) 

double S[NJ+l], V[NJ+l], Q[NJ+ll, R[NJ+l] ; '* components of h *' 
double s[NJ+ll, v[NJ+l], q[NJ+1J, r[NJ+1J; '* components of z *' 
double aR[NJ+ll, ar[NJ+ll; '* amplitudes *' 
double h-X, vv, '* length between grid pts and the level 

of the (uniform) initial control *' 
double phi [NJ+ll [NJ+1J '* The operator (matrix) phi *' 

if «double) nsteps !; T , Dr) 
( 

printf("Error .. . Not an integer number of time steps \n"); 
printf("%g %9\n", (float) T, (float) Dr); 
exit(l) ; 

' * Prompt user for the level of the initial control *' 
printf(-Input initial control = \ n-) ; 
scanf ("%lg", &vv) ; 

/* Write out parameters */ 
printf(" Parameters : \n") ; 
printf(" NJ; %d , Length-x ; 40, h-X ; %f \n", NJ, (float) h-x ) 
printf(" nsteps ; %d , t_f; 'f, dt ; %f \ n ", nsteps, (float)T, 

(float)Dr ) ; 

'* Each column of phi is calculated separately 
the n+1 column of phi is obtained by choosing the initial 
state of dot{h}(t) ; A(t) hIt) to be B e_n where (e_n) are * 
the standard basis of RA{NJ+l) . * ' 

/ * column k+l * / 
for (k;O ; k<NJ+I ; k++) 

( 

printf("%d \n", k) ; '* Visual indicator of program progress * ' 

'* Set up initial conditions for dot{h)(t) A(t) hIt) 
for (j;O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
S[j] ; V[j] ; aR[j] R[j] 

/* Input operator is B_v */ 
S[k] ; -1. ; V[k] ; 1. ; 

/* Input operator is B_C 

S[k] = -1. ; *' 

Q[j] O. ; 

'* Set up initial conditions for z ' (t) (initial guess) " ' 
for (j : 0 ; j < NJ+l ; j++) 

( 
s[j] : XX - vv*KK 
v[j] = VV"XX 

,* ,* ini tial control is a (spatially) * / 

uniform vaccination or cull * / 
q[j] = O. ; 
ar[j] : r[j] norm(X(j),l.O,O.5) 

/* Numerical simulation of dynamdcs */ 

'* The dynamics of h depend on the components of the initial * 
guess z' at each timestep and so the former are stepped 
before the latter *' 

int nn, nsteps, i, j , k; /* Initial step */ 
StepH( s, q, r, v,S, Q, R, V, aR , h-X, 1) 

FILE *fp , Step ( s, q, r, v, ar, h-X , 1) ; 

'* Set the length between grid pts and number of time steps *' 
h-X E 40. , NJ ; 
nsteps = T I Dr , 

'* Check we have an integer number of time steps *' 
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/. The main loop for the timesteps ./ 
for (nn=li nn<nsteps; nn++) 

( 
StepH(s, q, r, v , S, Q, R, V, aR, 1Lx, 0) 

Step( s, q, r, v, ar , 1Lx, 0) 

/. The output C hIT) is the k+l column of phi ./ 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; jH) 

( 
phi[jJ[kJ = Q[jJ + R[jJ 

/. Finished calculating k+l column of phi ./ 

/* OUtput result. */ 

1* We have now calculated phi and must output it */ 
fp = fopen('phLm','w'); 
fprintf(fp,'T = ['); 
for (i=O; i<NJ+l; iH) 

{ 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
fprintf(fp,'\g phi[i)[j)) 

) 

) 
fprintf(fp,'\n'); 

fprintf (fp, ') \nP pinv(T) 
fclose ( fp) ; 

\nsave phi.dat P -ascii'); 

/. We alBo have Cz'(T) so output this as well ./ 
fp • fopen('guesB .dat', 'w') ; 
fprintf(fp,'\g \n', vv) 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; jH) 

( 
fprintf(fp,'\9 \n', r[jJ + q[j)) 

} 
fclose(fp) ; 

return(l) ; 

/.--------------------- StepH --------------------------------./ 

void StepH (double 's, double 'q, double *r, double *v, 
double *5, double *Q, double *R. double ·V, double *aR, 
double 1Lx, int k) 

SteplI....ab (s, q , r, v, S, Q, R, V, k) 
Step_sp (R, aR, 1Lx, k) ; 

/.--------------------- StePII....ab -----------------------------*/ 

void Stepll....ab (double 'B, double 'q, double 'r, double 'v, 
double -S, double -a, double -R, double -V . 
int k) 

/- This function calls those required to perfonm one • 
time step of the dynamiCB */ 

double F-pew, G-new, H-new. P-new 
double dt_o_2 = DT / (2 . - DT) ; 

1* The following arrays store the nonlinear contributions * 
• from the previous time-step * I 

static double nS[NJ+lJ, nQ[NJ+lJ, nR[NJ+IJ, nV[NJ+IJ; 
int j ; 

if ( k 
( 

/. If first_time then cannot take a 2nd order step. By setting old • 
• values to current values, the reaction ter.ms are stepped by 
* first-order (Explicit Euler) method the first step. All other 
* steps are second order */ 

for ( j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
( 

nS[j) = F_react(s( J. q[jJ. r[ J. v[ J. 
S[ J. Q[jJ. R[ J. V[ ]) 

nQ[jJ = G_react(s[ J. q[jJ. r[ J. v[ J. 
S[ J. Q[jJ. R[ J. V[ )) 

nR[j) = II....react(.[ J. q[jJ. r[ J. v[ J. 
S[ J. Q[jJ. R[ J. V[ )) 

nV[jJ P_react(s[ J. q[jJ. r[ J. v[ J. 
S[ J. Q[jJ. R[ 1. V[ )) 

for ( j=O; j<NJ+l; jH) 
( 

F_new = F_react(s[jl. q[jl. r[j), v[jJ. 
S[jJ. Q[jJ. R(jJ. V[j)) 

G_new = G_react (s [j J. q[j J. r [j J. v[j J. 
S[jJ. Q[jl. R[jl. V[j)) 

H....new = II....react(s[jJ. q[jJ. r[jJ. v[jJ. 
S[jJ. Q[jl. R[jJ. V[j)) 

P_new P_react(s[jJ, q(j), r[j), v[jJ, 
S[jl. Q[jJ. R[jJ. V[j)) 

S[j) += dt_o_2 • (l.*F_new - nS[jJ) ; 
Q[jJ += dt_o_2 • (l.*G_new - nQ[jJ) ; 
R[j) (DT / 2.) • (l.·lI....new - nR[j) 
V[j) += dt_o_2 • (l . *P_new - nV[jJ) ; 

/* Update nonlinear terms from previous time-step *1 
nS [j) F Jlew 
nQ[j) G_new 
nR[j) HJlew 
nV[jJ PJlew 

1*--------------------- F_react ------------------------------*/ 
double F_react( double s, double q, double r, double v, 

double S, double Q, double R, double V ) 
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/* Reaction terms for S */ 

double F ; 
double nn s + q + r + v 
double NN = S + 0 + R + V 

F (AA - BB)*((1. - (nn/K!(»*S - (s/K!()*NN) 

F += - BETA*r*S - BETA*s*R + AA*V 

return ( F ); 

/---------------------- G_react - - ----------------------------*/ 

double G_react( double s, double q , double r, double v, 
double S, double 0, double R, double V ) 

1* Reaction terms for 0 *1 

double G ; 
double nn s + q + r + v 
double NN = S + 0 + R + V 

G -1. * (BB + (AA - BB) * (nn/K!(» *0 - (AA - BB) * (q/K!() *NN 

G += BETA*S*r + BETA*R*s - SIGMA*Q 

return ( G ) 

/*--------------------- H~eact ------------------------------*/ 

double ~react( double s, double q, double r, double v, 
double S, double 0, double R, double V ) 

1* Reaction terms for R *1 

double H ; 
double nn s + q + r + v 
double NN = S + 0 + R + v 

H -1.*(BB + (AA - BB)*(nn/KK»*R - (AA - BB)*(r/KK)*NN 

H += SIGMA*O - ALPHA*a 

return( H ) 

1*--------------------- P~eact ------------------------------*1 
double P_react( double s, double q, double r, double v, 

double S, double Q, double R, double V ) 

1* Reaction terms for V *1 

double P ; 
double nn =. S + q + r + v 

double NN S + 0 + R + V 

P -1. * (BB + (AA - BB) * (nn/KK) ) *v 

P += -l.*(AA - BB)*(v/KK)*NN 

return ( P ) 

1*--------------------- The End ------------------ ____________ *1 
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'*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
Simulates the dynamics of rabies in a fox population 

using Crank-Nicolson , Adams-Bashforth Method . 
spectral Method. 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*' 
'*--------------------- Include Headers ---------------------------*' 
tinclude <stdio . h> 
tinclude <stdlib . h> 
tinclude <math . h> 
tinclude "rabid.h" 

'*------------------ specific Function Prototypes -----------------*' 

double dot (double ox, double *y); '* calculates the inner product x.y *' 
void writem (double Ox) 

void set_ic double *5. double *q. double ·r. double ·v. 
double oar, double phi [2*NJ+2) [NJ+l) , double *y, 
double h-X, double vv, int k) ; '* Sets ic *' 

'*---------------------- Main -----------------------------------*' 
int main () 

double 
double 
double 
double 

s[NJ+l), q[NJ+l), r[NJ+l), v[NJ+l) ; '* The components of z *f 
ar[NJ+l), y[NJ+l) ; f* The amplitudes of r and the output *f 
Cz[NJ+l); f* the value of the initial guess *f 
h-X, xlen , vv, ydl, yd2 ; 

double phi [NJ+l] [NJ+l] '* The operator (matrix) phi *' 
int nn, nsteps, i. j, kk, stop 

FILE *fp 

xlen 
h-X 

nsteps 

40. 
=xlenfNJ 

T , llT 

f* Length of spatial domain *f 
f * Length between grid points * f 

'* Check we have an integer number of time steps *' 
if «double) nsteps 1= T , DT) 
{ 

printf(-Error . .. Not an integer number of time steps \n-); 
printf("'g 'g\n*, (float)T, (float)DT); 
exit(I); 

f* Input target y_d *f 
printf("Input y_d . Height \n"); 
scanf ("\1g", "ydl): 
printf ("width = \n"): 
scanf("'lg", "yd2): 
printf("Input no. of iterations E \n"): 

scanf ("%d" , "stop); 

'* write out parameters *' 
printf(" 
printf (" 

Parameters : \n"); 
NJ = %d, Length-x 
(float) h-x ) ; 

nsteps = %d, t_f = %f, 
(float)llT ) ; 

%g , h-X %f \n", NJ, (float)xlen, 

printf(" dt %f \n", nsteps , (float)T , 

'* Get all the relevant stuff from phi.c *' 
fp = fopen("guess .dat","r"); 
fscant (fp, "%1g \n", "vv); 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 

fscanf(fp,"%lg \n" , "Cz[j)) 
) 

fclose (fp) ; 

fp = fopen("phi . dat" , "r") ; 
for (i=O; i<NJ+l; i++) 

{ 
for (j=O ; j<NJ; j++) 

( 
fscanf(fp,"%lg ", "phi[i)[j)) 

} 
fscanf(fp,"%lg \n" , "phi[i) [NJ]); 

fclose (fp) ; 

'* The iterative loop Where the control will be updated via * 
* the adaptive scheme "' 

for (kk=O; kk<stop; kk++) 
( '* Set initial conditions *' 

if (kk == stop-I) 
( 

set_ic(s , q , r, v, ar, phi, y, h-X, vv, 2) 

f* In the last loop of the iterative scheme the control * 
• is output in a form that can be used in rabies . c *' 

fp = fopen("ic .m","w") ; 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
fprintf(fp,"%g \n", v[j)); f* vaccination * f 
f* fprintf(fp , "%g \n", s[j)) ; CUll *f 

fclose(fp); 

else if (kk == 0) 
( 

else 
( 

set_ic(s, q, r, v, ar , 0 , 0 , h-X, VV, 0) 

set_ic(s, q , r, v, ar, phi, y, h-X, vv, 1) 

en 
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t* Main Loop for timesteps * t 
Step( s, q, r, v, ar, 1\...)<, 1); 

for (nn=1; nn<nsteps; nn++) 
( 

step( 5, q, r, V, art h-x , 0) 

if (kk == stop-l) 
( 

else 
{ 

for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
{ 

y[j] = r[j] + q[j] 

'* Set y_d - y_{k+l) *t 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
y[j) ~ norm(X(jJ,ydl,yd2) - r[j] - q[j] 

printf(*OUtput after \d \11 \n*, kk+l, y[NJt2); 

'* Write out the final results *' 

fp = fopen("spect.out", "w"); 
fort j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
{ 

) 

fprintf(fp,"'11 \g 'II \n" , (float)X(jJ, (float) y[j). 
(float) Cz(j) ) ; 

fclose (fp) ; 

return(l) ; 

t*--------------------- Set Initial Conditions ---------------*t 

void set_ic ( double *s, double *q, double *r, double *v, 
double *ar , double phi[][NJ+l). double "y, 
double 1\...)<, double vv, int k) 

t* Updates and sets the initial condition z(O) *' 

static double ic(NJ+l) I 

int i,j ; 

for (j~O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
( 

t* In every loop other than the first we add 
* phi""(dagger) (y_d - y_k) to existing control */ 

if ( k ) 
( 

ic(j] +a dot(phi[j] ,y) ; 
} 

else '* otherwise ,,-0 a a *' 

ic(j] o. 
) 

&(j] ~ KK - vv*KK - ic(j] 
q[j] = O. ; 
ar[j] = r[j] 
v(j] = vv*KK + '* v[j] = O. 

norm(X(j) ,l. O,O . 5) ; 
ic[j] ; t* Vaccination *t 

Cull "' 

1* Combined control strategy 
for (j=O; j<NJ+l ; j++) 

( 
i ;: NJ + 1 + 
if (k) 

( 
ic(i) += dot(phi[i],y); 

else 

ic[i) o. 
) 
&[j] += - ic[i]; 

*' 
if (k 2) writem(ic); 

1*------------------------ Inner Product ------------------------___ *' 
double dot (double *x, double *y) 

/* This function calculates the inner product of x and y *' 
double product a . 
int j ; 

for (j=O ; j<NJ+l; j++) 
{ 

product += x(j] * y[j] 

return (product ); 

1* -------------------- - - --- Writem ---------------------------------_* ' 

void writem ( double *x ) 

int 

for (j=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 
( 

printf("u[\d] \g" j, x(j); 
) 

printf("\n") ; 

~ = = 
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'*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
simulates ld Diffusion-reaction Equation governing the 
temporal and spatial evolution of rabies among faxes 
using the Crank-Nicolson / Adams-Bashford Method. 

*----------------------------------------------------------------, 
'include <stdio.h> 
'include <math.h> 
'include <stdlib.h> 
'include "rabid.h" 

'define TSPT o /* spatial pt for output time series */ 

/*------------- Specific Function Prototypes ------------------*/ 

t* These functions produce a plot on the screen while the * 
program is in progress */ 

void plot Cdouble *u, double *v, int nj); 
void plot_ini Cint nj, double max, double min) ; 
int keyboard-chkC); 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

int main () 

double h-x, xlen, tmp; 
double s[NJ+l], q[NJ+l], r[NJ+l] , v[NJ+l), r_lO[NJ+l) , ar[NJ+l] 
int nn, dt, nsteps, j, final ; 
FILB *fp; 

t* Read, set and write out problem parameters */ 

/* Set the length between outputs of the program */ 
printfC"dt & ?") ; 
scanf C "'d", &dt); 

'* If we are checking the boundary condition this is output * 
* otherwise after each period of dt the level of s or r is */ 

printfC"Check boundary? CO No, 1 Yes) \n"); 
scant C"\d", Uinal); 

/* Set 
xlen 
h-x 
nsteps 

simulation parameters */ 
40 . : 
xlen / NJ 

s T / M 

/* Check we have an integer number of time steps * t 
if CCdouble) nsteps 1= T / M) 
( 

printfC"Brror ••• Hot an integer number of time steps \n"); 
printfC"'d 'g\n" , nsteps, T); 
exitCl); 

/* OUtput simulation parameters */ 
printfC* Parameters: \n"); 
printfC" HJ = \d, Length-x z \g, 
printfC" nsteps = \d, t_f. \f, 

nsteps, T, M, dt ) ; 

h-x = \f 
DT = \f, 

\n" , NJ , xlen, h-x ) 
dt = \d \n", 

'* Set initial conditions */ 

/* The initial Cgiven) distribution %_0 */ 
for Cj=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
s[j] = KK; 
v[j] = O. 
q[j] = O. 
ar[j] = r[ normCxCj),l.0,O . 5) ; 

/* Now for the part affected by the control, namely Bu * 
* This is read in from a file produced by spect.c the * 
* program for calculating the control */ 

fp = fopenC"ic .m","r"); 
for Cj=O; j<NJ+l; j++) 

( 
tmp=O . ; 
fscanfCfp, "'lg \n", &tmp); 
/* vaccination */ 
s[j] += -tmp 
v[j] = tmp 
/* cull 
s[j] = tmp *t 

fcloseCfp) 

plot_iniCNJ+l, KK, -0.01); 

/* Main Loop */ 

/* Open appropriate file to output results into */ 
if C final I 

( 

else 
( 

fp fopenC"endpt.out","w") ; 

fp = fopenC"res.out","w"); 
fprintfCfp,"y = to) ; 

/* The initial step */ 
if C final ) 

( 

else 

fprintfCfp,"'g \n", r[TSPT] + q[TSPT]) ; 

for Cj=O ; j<NJ+l;j++) 
( 

fprintfCfp'"'g ",s[j]); 
) 

fprintfCfp, "\n") ; 

StepC s, q, r, v, ar, h-x, 1); 
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'* The main loop *' 
for (nn=l; nn<nsteps; nn++) 

( '* OUtput results after each period of dt *' 
if (nn , dt == (double) nn'dt) 

( 
if ( final ) 

( 

else 
( 

fprintf(fp,"'g \n" , r[TSPT] + q[TSPT]) ; 

for (j-O ; j<NJ+1 ; j++) 
( 

fprintf(fp,"'g ",s[j]); 
} 

fprintf(fp,"\n"); 

'* Step dynamics *' 
Step ( s , q, r, v, ar, ~, 0) 
for (j=O ; j<NJ+l ; j++, 

( 
r_10[j] 10 * r[j] 

plot(r_10, s, NJ+1); 
if{keyboar~chk() 

( 
break 

'* End of main loop *' 
'* Close appropriate files *' 
if ( final) 

( 

else 
{ 

fprintf(fp , "'g \n", r[TSPT] + q[TSPT]) ; 
fclose(fp); 

for (j=O; j<NJ+1;j++) 
( 

fprintf{fp'"'g ",s[j]); 
) 

fprintf(fp,"] \n"); 
fclose(fp); 

'* Now for the final output *' 
fp = fopen("outpt . res","w"); 
fprintf(fp,"y. (") , 
for (j=O ; j<NJ+1; j++) 

( 
fprintf(fp'"'g\n",r[j]+q[j]) ; 

) 

fprintf(fp,"] ;"); 
fclose(fp); 

return(l) ; 

'*-----------------The End------------------------------__________ *' 

N = N 
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